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Title word cross-reference

$(-\infty, \infty)$ [CC16a]. (1, 2) [Uya17]. (2n – 1) [Len17]. (GARMA(1, 1; $\delta_1, \delta_2$)) [PSP12]. (k, l) [TSG19]. ($\mu_2$) [SS15a]. (n, f, k) [Kam14, KS14a]. (n – k + 1) [RSA13, SHB17]. (n – r + 1) [BBHN18]. (n > p) [SC18]. (NML$m(m)$) [Gar10].

(r – k) [AK13]. (s, S) [Ali17]. 1 [BB12, CO10]. 1/2 [Sel17b, Sel17a]. 100 [LZH15]. 1: m [He18]. 2 [PBY1+14]. 2$k$ [Nor16]. 2$m$ [HYK15b]. 2$m$–$k$ [Jac11].


$\alpha$ [AD17a, AD17b, KAS17, Lia10, Lia11, LLY14, LO17, QL19, RASR17, She18a, SK10b, WLF11, Yeh17, YSC17b, ZC17b, dSE11]. $\alpha$ = 2 [TIA11]. AR(1) [MZ15, PZ15, WGF15, ZLF14, Pop12]. ARMA(p, q) [RB11]. B [FZ10b]. X [PKM17, PMK17, PMF18, SMSF19, SKK18, Sag15, WWZ18, YK1+].

$\beta$ [RM10, SK10b, YM18]. c [FN09, KHM17, WCK16]. $C_{pk}$ [AB13]. $C_{PL}$
[CC15a]. $C_{PU}$ [CC15a]. $\chi^2$ [BK09, Huh16]. $D$

[AW10, CG19, DDM10, DDM14, Jaf13, KS12a, LRC17, Sco09, Tin10, YA10, ZY14, DK17a, Sco11, Sir15]. $D_A$ [Tan10a]. $\delta$ [PMW17, TE18a]. $E$

[CG14a, Han17, JJ16, JKID17, Yon17]. $\epsilon$ [GVGP11]. $F$ [BDM15, Hot16]. $G$

[DSC+, GDSC15a, Hu17, JCY10, JC12, MAYH17, NCO15, NAYC17, RS13, ZZ15, HZW17]. Gamma($\lambda$, 2) [CY10]. GAR(1) [SP13]. GARCH(1, 1)

[BL13, KSB17, PC16a]. GARCH(2, 2) [KTBN17]. GN[2] [OIl17].

GQARCH(1, 1) [AL15]. $h$ [SSS18]. $H > 1/2$ [MS11b]. $I$

[FK19, Min11, RAB15]. $I(d)$ [Nar13]. INAR(1)

[BIP+, 10, KP13, Nas12, SW14b]. INAR($p$) [PS13, TW14]. $K$

[LC17, RZ14, VBATK11, AC16, CKLC17, DK17a, DK17b, DSC+, 14, Gan17, GXBL16, Jas16, JCY10, JC12, KQ17, Kom17, KN16a, LB16, MT14, MP15, MGP14, Min10, MA14, SBA17, SSBI7, SS12c, Sir14, SN16, Wan16e, Wu16c, YL18d, Zha11, ZT17, ZL15]. $L$

[Dut17, Hui10, KR17, Ryc14b, SV11, MP15]. $L^1$ [PTV18]. $L^2$

[Qum12, ZLL11]. $L^p$ [BD16a, KL17b, XDCW18]. $L_1$ [BK17b]. $L_2$

[GQC17, OQC14, YYS19]. $L_\rho$ [Che19b, FZ17a, Li14a, MYM11]. $L_r$

[SS17b, XTL+17]. $\lambda$ [MKD11]. $\langle n, k \rangle$ [KSI14a]. $\langle n, k \rangle$ [Kam14]. $M$

[BS15, Cahl12, Dan18, ES14, Han12a, HS11, Kon15a, Kos14, Shin10, SL15, Sun17b, Sun17a, SV11, WL10, WT15, WH17b, WJ11, YC12, ZJC10, ZWL16, ZDS16, CDS19, CKLC17, GK13, HP10, MK13, MC11, NHV17, SYW16, SY16, SY17c, SN16, WYY16]. MA(1) [DK13, Dos11, KNH17, MS10c].

$E[\prod_{i=0}^k \text{Tr}(W^{m_i})] [PVS17]$. $L_2(R^d)$ [BR17]. $N$

[Rez17, SY17a, BBN18, DSC+, 14, GXB18, JCY10, JC12, Kom17, Len17, MK13, RSA13, SHB17, Wan16e, YL18d, Zha11, ZL15]. $N = 0$ (mod 4)

[KS12a]. $n = 1$ (mod 4) [JJ16]. $np$ [WCK16]. $O$ [LG10]. $P$

[CM16c, CFA17, BC13, BL15, Bos18, CS12, Fe10, FBS10, GF17, HXL13, Lin14b, LN13a, MXC10, Pao10, RP15, XM16, ZWX16]. $P(X > Y)$ [PG18].

$P(X > Y)$ [AHEA18]. $P(Y < X)$ [MADSS10, N06, PK14]. $p = 3, 4, 5$

[LN17]. PAR(1) [Mer16]. $p > 2$ [BN18a]. $\phi$ [KAW+, 16, LS16, LQ17b, LSL18]. PINAR(1)$\tau$ [JWZ14]. PSETAR(2, 1, 1) [Mer16]. $\psi$ [HS14, WdX17, XY19]. $q$

[Afe13, HG19, KV17]. $QQ$ [HT16b]. $R$

[CR13, LSSS14, SA16, DK17a, SS12c, Sir14, Sir15, Tor12, Wu16c]. $R/S$

[Fu11a]. $R = P(X < Y)$ [BK17a]. $R^{[X]}$ [PBC17]. RCINAR(1) [ZWZ12]. $\rho$

[hCXXSh18]. $\rho^*$ [HWW15]. $S$ [Tsi15, LCT12, LK17d]. $S^2$ [COK17]. $S_B$

[Fly10]. $\sim W_\mathcal{I}(\bar{\tau}, \bar{\nu})$ [PVS17]. SINAR(1, 1) [GSB12]. $T$

[HHC16, CY14, Cha18, CHP14, Cos18, HK19, Hod14, HNV13, HLP17, JZTN17, Kim11, PK11, RLL12, SF12b, SD14, TP14, WH17, Wil09, Xu10, Xu12, Xu17a, ZX16]. $T^2$ [BG19a, CSM16, DW18, FCSH16, KS17, Lee13, MCY14, PM18, SFSH16, SI17]. $\tau$ [SS14a]. $\theta^*$ [Mah12b]. $T_L$ [Dut17]. $U$

[BQC17, EE14, FZ10b, Fu11b, Fu12a, Fu12b, LG10, Wan17e, YYS19, YM15]. $U(\theta, m\theta)$ [PR11]. $\nu$ [RP10]. $V$ [EE14, IBA18]. $\varphi$

[Guo14, SL14, SL14, WW17, XYL14, YWH14, ZDW17]. $W$
[EW16, Fly10, Vin13, Tee10]. $X$

[LI10, NGT13, TCA$^{+16}$, CY10, SS15a, YWLY11]. $X$\={ML13}. $X(t)$\={AHEA18}. $Y(t)$\={AHEA18}. $z$\={YSD$^{+16}$}. $Z_+$\={SSA10}. $|S|$\={LK17c}.

-Almost [BR17]. -analog [KV17]. -asymptotically [NHV17].

-Asymptotics [YA10]. -Bar [CY10, YWLY11, LJ10, NGT13]. -Bayesian [SK10b, Han12a, Han17, You17]. -bifurcating [Dan18]. -branch [Dan18].


-Distributions [Wil09, Tsi15]. -Divergence [BK09, SK10b, She18a].


/1 [ZXM16]. /R/1 [PBC17].

1 [CM13a, PBC17, SLOT17, SRK11, SU14, SK16e, XZD10, YL18c, ZXW16].
2002/03 [AZN15]. 2828 [Mü12]. 2859 [NN15].

35 [MBS17].

43 [SG17d]. 4th [MSD19].

= [IBA18].

Aalen [sSW18, She16]. AANA [XDWC18]. Aberration [Bis12, BDM13, HLL15, Wan10a, EIM18, Fon17, LWWW16, ZL16c]. abilities [VV17]. abnormality [SI17]. Abrupt [WK13]. absence [YAA +17].

Absolute [Chr10, Tsi14, VSS12, WLW15, WSIT15, ÇE17a, ZZL16]. absolutely [Gen17]. absorbing [HL18b]. Abstract [FP12]. Accelerate [sK11, Ko14c]. Accelerated [BLN13, hFmH14, JMIM14, Ko14a, Ko15b, RM14, TGXX12, UM09, WS11, WXPS12, XFC11, X12, ZS15, DE17a, Ko16a, LLD17, LSCW17, X18].

Acceptability [KL12]. Acceptance [AYC +12, Gov11, GB15, NN13, WT18, ANJ17, KAJH18, NS18, WAJ17].

Accident [MKS15]. Accordance [Aca15]. Accumulated [SMS14].

Accumulation [PWM13]. Accuracy [LH14b, BPV19]. accurate [Cos18].

Acoustic [GGL14]. Across [LCG12]. activation [MOC16, SBL17].

Active [CS11, YL18a, YL18d]. actuarial [Hon17, JZ16, OL19]. Acute [HS15c]. ad [Hu16]. Adapted [YC12].

Adaptive [AC11, AAP11, BD11a, BM15, CSC17, CDS19, EM13, GLZ12, GFS16, GMP11, HH15, JS13, KNHM17, Lee13, LW13b, MZ10a, NAD15, PS18, RZ13, WS11, ZK15a, ZX16, ZLWZ10, AN17d, Bak17, BAKZ18, BS19, Haq18, HJC17, LSCW17, Mah17, MMT17, OOT19, OTA17, ÖK17, SB17, SFS16, WWZC18, WH16b, ZX18, ZXW16, ZGK17, ZWZwZ17, CCY17].

Adaptive-Cox [CSC17]. Adding [AW10]. addition [IBA18]. additional [CHM16, MT16].

Additive [BJVV15, BD17a, CZ15c, FDL17, GP12, GL10b, LR14, LCO14, Li13a, Lim11, LSS13, LLQ13, Mat14, Oli13, PBY +14, PYB +15, She15a, SSM12, WCL10, WK12, WTW15, WJH15, Yu10, ZS13, Ai17, AS18, AF16, BJVV17, BM16, BCL16, CY17b, Fan18, FC18b, HP17b, HZW17, HAZ16, KN18a, LXL17, Pop16, She16, ST16c, WHC16, YZP17, ZF17, ZZ18c].

Additive-Multiplicative [Yu10]. Additivity [BF10]. adept [TS17a].

adept-stratified [TS17a]. adjacent [DM18]. Adjusted [DLP15, GK11, LCL10, ML12, MF14, PDS09, Rec12, RPJ15, SSS17c, WHC16, YZ17a, ZLF14, KOFA18, SA17c, Wan17a, WF17, dAdLA18].

Adjusting [FBS10]. Adjustment [Oga15]. Administrative [CGL13].

Admissibilities [TOT15, KT17a]. Admissibility [HX11, Sen16a, Tak10b, TT10, Tan10b]. Admissible [Bay16, LR10b, Mah12b, Sen16b, Sen18b, ZFL13, CS16a, CX17]. Admixture [MS10a]. Advances [CS11, Edi10b, HH15]. AEP [GT15]. Aeppli
Analysis of variance-type [JZQ15]. Analytic [OQ17]. Analytical [CMN18, OL19]. Analytically [Cos18]. Analyzing [Afs13, BG11a, Coo12, EM18, Gui15, HX14, Ju15, SG16b]. Anbar [SR11]. ANCOVA [SAJ13]. Andersen [FWZ17b, HJ14]. Anderson [Lie16]. Angular [SO14b]. Annuities [QWZ14, YSK15, QQWW19]. Anomalies [MN15]. ANOVA [HAP17, Hot16, Jel12, MGG17, SAJMF12, WZ16, WK19]. Answer [BBP14]. Any [Ell11, KK14, DZH19, Pro18, TH17]. APND [SAB18]. appearances [Kon16]. Application [AJGG14, BCG11, BEKL13, Bru10, CLC14, CDZ14, DS09, Far12, Fu12a, GJ15, GL19, GL15b, Gue10, Hou12, Hun1a, HS13b, KO10a, Kim12, KT17b, Lef10, LVBS10, LSD10, LS11, MKS15, Mae10, MA11, Mea15, NAMD14, Oga11, OJR15, OD10, PP12, PK17, RPY13, Raz14, Sel13, SU11, SDF15, SG10c, SSB10, Sm19, SR11, TWH10, TV11, Tsi10, VT15, VLD15, VBATK11, WS12a, Wee12, Xu10, AXLJ17, AJT16, ANS17, BKM18, BAF19, BKG17, BBS16, CR16, DTT16, DA17b, Ery16b, JN18, JPA17, JC17, Jon18, KD16a, KN16a, LGLX18, LS16b, MK17, Mar16, MST19, NC18a, PT16, RNN16, Sel17a, TSG19, TM19, TE18b, WHY18, XY19, ABTR19]. Applications [AFL13, AO12, ABLR15, AGVGP11, BS12b, CNC14, CL10c, Coo13, CVC12, DO13, Gia14, GDCOS13, HW11, HWM12, KSDR15, KDK14, KR15, Kur10, LX13, Lop11, MZ11, Min11, Muk11, NCO15, NSV12, OBPL15, PT10, PSS15, RLL12, SGD11, TT11, Vj11, XY11b, YVCA17, YW11b, YMF15, Yar14, Zha15a, ACO18, AABL17, AG16, BP16, BB19, dSBCO18, CKS17, CLC16, CARO17, CAPO17, CBO18, CY16, DYW18, GDG17, Hon17, INOC17, Jon18, KD16b, LD17b, LPC17, LK19, MAYH17, MML17, MT19, NAMAK17, OFMB17, OL19, PWLO17, Rah18, RMNA17, RSAN17, SP16a, Sel17b, Sha18b, TCA16, TCM16, WWW17, WCW17, WH17a, WV16, Yan18, ZMMX17, ZWZ17]. Applied [GAK14, MJ15, ST13, SS14a, Bic17, Van16]. Applying [Chi09, Cui12, HHC17, Lu16c]. Appreciation [NS15b]. Approach [Ahn11, AH14, BG11a, BG11c, CKLS11, Chi10, DZ14, DC10a, DMST12,
FZ10a, GC14, GHY11, HT10, HC12, IRAB13, JAA11, JHP10, KR14, Ko14a, LW13a, Mån12, MS12a, ÖD10, Pao10, RSV11, SAJ13, SÖ14a, SW14e, Sim14a, SE13, SR11, SS12d, WP11, WL14, YOD10, YCLI14, YCI11b, ZSP14, AE17a, AAK16, Alv16, BT18a, Bib16, BRA17, BH17c, CO16a, CLZ18, CTAL17, ES18K1, FSSW17, FKMR17, FK16, Fon17, FGL18, GN16, GR18b, GPP19, Hen17, Hot16, Kan16, KCL+16, Kon16, Mah17, MN17, MN18, Mna17, MS18, MGG+17, NSSS17, OU16, OH16, PMF17, PM17, RSC16, SKK18, SN17, SNW17, SFS16, WLZ17, WW17b, WF17, YC18, ZXM16, ZY16.

**Approaches** [BM10, BPSV14, DTE13, sK12a, HMT+17]. **Approximate** [BL15, CL10b, FLK12, KXX11, KZ15, LVVN11, Miy10, SP13, BT18a, ES18K1, XJW19]. **Approximation** [Hua17a]. **Approximations** [AE13, AAE13, BEZ11, CN15, DK13, EdS14, FR10, Gar14, Lin14a, M14, RS10, ABES16, CSS16, MI17, ZY18]. **ARA** [CDG12]. **Arbitrary** [FP12, Bar17c]. **ARCH** [CH17, KSDB18, XHL18b, YC18]. **ARCH-M** [XHL18b]. **Arichmedean** [LL17a, MDF11, MP10b, RAP13]. **arscin** [Hon17]. **Area** [BAK13, Con10, PC12, Tun15, CS18, CM16d, KWM17, NNS17, NV19]. **Area-Level** [PC12]. **Areas** [Jor13, PM13]. **Arguments** [ZB12b, Dru17]. **arietinum** [AIK17]. **ARIMA** [DK17b, Ho16, YC18]. **ARIMA-ARCH** [YC18]. **arises** [Rah18]. **Arising** [LBL+10]. **ARMA** [GS13, AH18b, BB12, EL15, GS15a, NV15, TT11, Tun15]. **Array** [HK11, RN13, BM17, Mat18, ZQZY18]. **Arrays** [GFR12, HYK15b, LHZ15, SWLW14, Sun12, WHV13, CLL16, Fon17, HL16, MWW18, PYL17, SAB18, SS17b, Wan17f, WV16, YJS19, fZWD19]. **Arrival** [Kem11, KY16, NC18a]. **Arrivals** [MGF14, FL18b]. **Artificial** [AZ14]. **ascent** [Kia17]. **Aspects** [ASB13, FM11, GEA+10, NSP12, KN18a]. **Assays** [Dji10, SB16b]. **Assembly** [MS10b, Mat11]. **Assess** [MS12b, RM15]. **Assessing** [Con10, GB12, KCK10, RS10, SYP13, UPA13a, VRC13, YAA+17, YY16, NGK16]. **Assessment** [AB13, CD12, FU10, GdC12, Lin14b, LC17, TEF12, BSGS16, CCCT16, FG17, LW18a]. **Assessments** [ZZL12, LW17a]. **Asset** [LPS11, ST13, BBS16]. **assets** [WQ16]. **assignable** [PMKF17, SMSF19]. **Assignment** [SW14a]. **Assignments** [QOL12]. **Associate** [SG18b]. **Associated** [Bos15, GZSS14, LW10, LQ13, LW14, LW15, QLL10a, SD14, VEH15, XY09, XY10, dXcY12, XY14, XM14, AO17, AD16, AD17c, Car19, FST16, GT17, HA18, Ko16c, Ko18, LQ17a, NHV17, PL17, SG18a, SG16d, SS17b, SYW16, WP18, Wu17c, XT1+17]. **Association** [APM10, CVC+12, KG14b, Li13b, YL15, Coo19, HSW17, Kvæ17, Kvæ18, LYR+18, PCL16, WH16c]. **assumed** [XMP17]. **Assumption** [BDM15, HYK15a, KK14]. **assumptions** [LLM16]. **assuring** [BJU18]. **Asymmetric** [ADP10, CGW15, Han15, Ko13, MS14a, OP5G12, Tak10b, ...
Web12, WH16c, Zha13, AO18c, BQC17, BMFS18, HWH18, KM16a, KOA16, LGLX18, MS17a, PV16, RWY16, SB16b, XQ17b, You17]. Asymmetrical [LZH15]. asymmetry [FPZ16]. Asymptotic [Afs13, AEHQ17, AKK09, AAK16, BS12a, BNE15, BCH15, BS15, BL13, BD17b, BG16b, CC10a, CD17, CM12, DDD17, ES11a, EdSMR14, FJ11, Fat13, Fu11a, FLY16, GLZW12, GFA10, GMS18, GW15b, HN14, HS15d, HGZG15, HYS17, IS11, JYX16, JXW17, KAW+18, KKS18, KS18b, LH11a, Lem14, Li17c, Lia11, Liu11b, LN13b, LS12, Lu14, LS15b, Lu15, LQHZ18, MFS12, MCX10, Miy10, NY11, Oga11, Oga15, Oga19, PZ15, Par12, Rah18, SY11, SY10, SWNL17, Shen18a, SS16b, SP13, Su17b, Tak10b, TK13, TW14, TN15, WCL11, WLF11, XJW10, XJW19, XX18, XHL18a, XZA18, Xu10, YHS13, Yan12, YWS14, YMF15, YWL17, YDL14, ZLN11, ZL12, ZY13, ZC17a, ZDW17, AHKO16, AO17a, ABK17, AABL17, CMN+18, GWP19, HZS17, KKKÖ17, KSBN17, KTB17, KSDB18, KVR17, KH18, Li16, LG16b, Lu16b, LQYZ17, Sch16]. asymptotic [Sel17b, SNW19, SYW16, SY17c, SA19, TY17, WdX17, YHW17, ZZ17d]. asymptotical [WCW17]. Asymptotically [ABC12, Kor11, Mar15, VEHK15, YD14, Ko18, LG16b, NH17, SS17b, Sze17, XTL+17]. Asymptotics [DA16, EZ14, GF17, HJ14, HL15, Li14a, Li17, LM14, Tak14, Tan18, Wan13a, WLY14b, Yan15, YA10, BSW15, CWW16, LGG16, LSL19]. Attainability [Raq10]. attainment [Bur17]. Attraction [RP15, Gra17, Sch16]. Attribute [AGR15, SHANA18, SK15b, JBA18, LHS19, ST17b, SSSK18, TS17b]. Attributes [BQDH12, LC15, BMQ16, UB17]. AUC [ZZ19a]. Auge [GEA+10]. augmentation [Kia17]. Augmented [AAG12a, AAG12b, dBCR15, DT12, RAAJ17]. Augmenting [RSV11]. Australia [BHKHM13]. Australian [HB17a, HB17b]. Autocorrelated [Alk10, AMH14, NKS15, ÖA15, HJT19, MATC18, MB17a]. Autocorrelation [LIPMF13, SN14, FJS+18, Lu16c, Sun17b, WT18]. Autocorrelations [Sim12, BBC18]. Autocovariance [GS15a]. Automated [GDS+14]. Automatic [YSC17a]. automorphic [LYX18]. Autonomous [Fan15]. Autopersistence [Hud14]. Autoregression [MT12, SG15, Are16, HCW18, ZL18]. Autoregressions [BCH12, Cav17]. Autoregressive [AR13, AT09, BH12, BM11, CCL14, CTQ11, CG11b, CSF12, DP13b, Fat13, GSB12, GB12, HL15, JRM10a, JP13, JT11, Kac14, Li14a, LH11c, LR10c, Mia11, MXD13, MSP12, PSP12, Ra15, RON12, RZ13, RN12, SC10, SA15a, SS14a, SP11a, WW13a, WW15a, XLPL12, XLL15a, hYhW14, ZY10, ZW21, ZW11, ZWPZ15, ZZZ13, ZB12b, BP16, BPS16a, Bib16, BBS16, BCK17, Che16d, DA16, GDP17, HZS17, HL18a, HS18b, JD1116, KM18, KLKK17, LPC17, MSL17, MR16b, NR16, Pro18, SN17, VN17, YW17a, YWLZ17, ZDZ17, ZWP17, ZWBP17, ZL16g]. Auxiliary [ARD14, AC15, DM11, Gro10, GSSCR12, GS15c, LY11b, MS15, QL11a, SK13a, SS15a, SV10, SS13b, SS13d, SS13e, SSS14b, SST14, SS14b, SS15b, TS15, WCGZ12, XLL15b, YUSCI14a, AH16, ASeMJ17, FDL17, HKH17, Haq18, KJ17, MSK17, Ozg19b, SG17a, SG17b, Sha18a, SL18, SH16,
Availability [QC19]. Available [SS15a, SMK17]. Average
[CTQ11, Cox15, ER11, Hua14a, HWM12, Lim11, MZ10a, Men10b, Men13a, MS10c, MS14c, OP11, PSP12, SA12, SJS15, SL13, SHH13, SP11a, Sun11, TKW12, WW15a, XLPL12, pZ13, AP17, AAI16, Das17a, DTWW17, GFM17, GR18a, Ko17b, KPZ16, Lu18, NO18, NP17b, OPK18, STD18, Sun17c, WT18, WN16b, YYS19, YKL+17]. average- [YKL+17]. averaged [KWM17, LCZA17a]. Averages [HWM12, ZLZ15, BP18b, Roo17, ZSL17, ZZ17d]. Averaging [DZX13, Fat13, LN13a, WZ13, AJ18b, AIK17, Bic18, CSC17, FG17, HN17b, ZCHR19]. Axis [MF10, Gey18]. axis-parallel [Gey18].

AR17b, AHAH17, AEHQ17, ABK17, AAO17, AHP19, AH14, AB19, AAJ16, BAL18b, Ball18a, BCB18, BK18, Bar17c, BH17a, BT18a, BAB+18, BSGS16, BMR17, BT16, Bic17, BRY17, Bow17, CB17, CCCT16, CCN17, CCM19, DWW18, DZH+19, EIM18, EDKAEN17, EP17, FGP16, FY17a, FPPRG16, FGGL18, Fou17, GN17, GL19, GFM17, GF17, GFL19, GX18, HP16, HB17a, HP17a, HB17b, HP17b, HMAC16a, HKH17, HW18a, HA17, Hom17, HZ18a, HJC17, HZ18b, Huh16, HBAJ17, HN17b, IES+17, JBA18, KKS19, Kay16, Kay18, KM16b, KLJP16, KQ17, KL17a, KDG16, Kl17c, LK17b, LHS19, LLHZ16, LB16, LX17, LLLL18], based [LPDD18, LPDD19, LC17, LLWK18, LWD+18, Lu18, LQ19, MFJ17, MC18, MM17, MBV17, MS17b, MST19, Men13b, MAA17, MRA16, MHF16, MR17, NLD17, NC18a, NB16, NP17a, NS17, NS18, NRS+14, Nou17, OPK18, OH19, Osz19b, OGGB16, PSF16, PB17, PK18, Qom17, QK17, RAA17, RAM16, RTT17, Sab19, SYC19, SCYR17, SCYR19, SDS17, SS17a, Sha17, SBA17, SV17, Sha19, SA16, Sha16, She16, SI17, SSS17a, Sres18, Sun17b, Sun17a, SR18, TS17f, Ts15, UB17, UU17, Wan16b, Wan16c, WZX17, WT18, WXS18, WYMZ17, Wie18, WBG19, WCK16, WZZ17, Wu18a, Wu18b, XX18, YC18, YLG16a, YSG17, YCAJ18, YYLM18, You17, ZBA17, ZLT17, ZT17, ZBTL17, ZWX18, ZWP215, ZL16c, ZCCW18, ZH16, ZDS16]. Based [HS15c, HD15, TWH10, FK19, HP17a]. Basis [FG11, KK11a, YS15a]. Basket [GDW18]. Bassett [IS11]. Batch [Kem11, Par13a, KY16]. Batch-Oriented [Par13a]. Bathtub [CZ15a, SK15a, AE17c, JC18, MKSS17, NS17, NB17, SSSM16]. Bathtub-shaped [SK15a, AE17c, JC18, MKSS17, NS17]. Battling [Das17a]. Bayes [AB09, AB17, Ahm16, ADP10, AHAH17, BA10, BG19b, Bic17, CL10a, Che11, CW13, CLC+14, Che17a, CB14, EP11, GMR16, GPK16, HK15, HASA10, JMEM14, JSC17, LQ17a, Mar15, MT16, PJ10, QLZ14, UM09, WS14, WW17a, YW17b, ZK13a, Zha17d, ZXS18, Zin18]. Bayesian [ANJ17, AM17b, AXL17, Am18, AD19, ADO13, Aoy10, ASN15, ADBPBP18, AHIK17, AGVGP+11, Ayk19, BS12c, BQC17, BD16b, BN18b, BAKZ18, Bic18, BH17c, CYF+18, CO16a, CG14b, CS14a, CS16c, Che10a, Che18, CM16c, CTAL17, Con10, CDG12, DS09, Das16a, DP10a, DE17b, DMST12, DPS11, DPS12, DR17, DGM17, EDAAS12, EDKAEN17, Far11, FM10a, FG17, GT15, GC14, GN17, GVGP11, GPP19, Gun16, Gun17, Han11, Han12a, Han17, Han19, HS15b, HD17, He17, IP12, JN18, JHP10, JSC17, JC18, KHM15, KS15a, KR14, KQ17, KLKK17, KvdVvZ13, Kos14, LKK17, LGY17, LS15a, LS17a, LSC13, LWHB16, MS14, MN17, MV13, MA18, MS12a, MLD17, MA17, Mly17, ML13, MS10e, Mwr13, Mur16a, NN11b, NS18, Ng12, OD10, PG18, Qom17, RSV10, RvdM14, RGL12]. Bayesian [RM15, RM14, SB17, SG16b, Sco11, SB12, SK17, SK18a, SA12, SA15a, Sha17, SBA17, Sha19, SI17, Sh18c, ST13, SCC11, Sil18, SJ10, Sl17, ST18, SK12d, SS12d, SA14, SSH10, SK10b, SBC17, TLT17, Tsa10, Tsi10, Tsi14, VN17, VBAR15, WLC11, WW15a, WNL18, WLS18, Wei13, WILL13, XLPL12, XLLL15a, Xin15, XQ17b, XZ16, XT11, XT12, YOD10, YCL14,
SCMR15, SG14, SSON11, TWH10, Tec12, WCGZ12, XYH12, YHA10b, YCL17, Zör14, AJ18a, CRTdC17, CO16b, CG16, CG17, CCOB16, DDD17, INOC17, JM16, NC18b, Oga16, SG16b, TMZ+17, Xio16. Binomial-Poisson [CHM16]. binormality [WNL18]. bioassays [Che16a]. Biological [Pap13]. Biomarker [sK11, Ko14c, LK14]. Biomarkers [Ko10b, Ko14b, Ko16a]. Biparametric [CTAL17]. Bipartite [AJV11]. Bird [LS16b, El 17]. Birnbaum [CLC+16, AALS12, CCOB16, Kam14, KLJP16, LF10, MFFMA17, OMFB17, UM09, ZHZA18]. Birnbaum-Saunders [CLC+16, ZHZA18]. Birth [Ano13b, MS10d, BERGE16a, DP18, KD16c, OAOQ16]. birth-immigration [DP18]. births [DP18]. Biting [Far12]. Bivariate [AT11, AAO17, AH17a, BG11a, BCS10, BB14b, BCK15, CSc13, DMS14, Dem14, DC10b, DAL12, Dom11, DJ10, DS14, FI17, FNDM12, FV11, Fer14, GN15, HD13a, HS15a, HS15b, IAA15, JBH12, JRM10a, KP13, KK17b, KK18, LD13, LSC13, MFSAS10, Mey13, MKD11, MB14, Mod12, MP10b, NH15a, NSL14, PKJ14, PJJ13, PJ14, RR09, RR13, RR14, SG14, SO14a, SD15, Sh10a, She14a, She10a, sS12b, She13, TV11, TEF12, VRB13, VEKH15, XFC11, YSHL11, dCOSW13, Alaa17, AGA17b, AG17, BAF19, BCK17, CSL17, Ery17, GAS17, Gen17, GDGG17, Gup16, HV17, HBl16, HL17, IAB16, JCN17, Jon16, Key16, KLJP16, KG18b, LAF17, MF17, MDA16, NRP16, NA18, PG18, Quo17, RPH17, SS19, SX18, She18b, SLSE19, SM16, Sre18, TSG19, TS17e, VT17, YYL17]. bivariate [ZYH18]. Blackwood [HOK17]. Bland [Aca15]. blank [BSH17]. Blest [RPJ15]. Blind [Ben19]. blinded [ST18]. BLINEX [CBM14]. Block [AJV11, BJVV15, Bis12, CL14, CM13b, DP14, DDM10, FM14, GCR12, GN10, Hn11a, HS14, Igl13, Ju15, KLS12, LX10b, Man17a, Pes17, QL18, Shi10, TIA11, BVVV17, FM17, IBA18, Kha19, MGP17, Man17b, RMN16, SM18, ST16b, SB16b, SM18, ZS17a, ZZ18e]. Block-Block [Igl13]. Block-Scalar [CM13b]. Block-Thresholded [LX10b]. Blocked [CJ15, Jac11, Pre11, WW13b, BO17, JJ16, JD17, ZL16e]. Blocks [AA11a, Hua10, DS17a, HH16, JK17, MEZ16, Oll17, Wan17c]. BLUE [LX13]. BLUES [GPÔ14, HMP12]. BLUP [LX13]. BLUPs [WL13]. Board [Ano11e, Ano12d, Ano18, Ano17a]. bond [KYW16]. Bonferroni [WX15]. Bonferroni-type [WX15]. boosting [ZW17c]. Bootstrap [Bon14, DL11, GMP11, HNV13, Igl13, JP13, JZZZ18, Ju15, MS17a, MG15, Qum12, SAJ13, SP11b, Tat16, TEF12, VV12, WH14, BRAS17, FLY16, GP16a, Li17a, Pes17, QL18, Xu17b, XT17]. Bootstrapping [DW18, HS14]. Borel [TN13]. Both [Abd15, DZ15, GN15, RL12, AHEA18, FP17b, Gil14, QK17, SKM16a]. Both-Sided [GN15]. Botswana [AZN15]. Bottom [BCCH14]. Bottom-Up [BCCH14]. Bound [BC13, CEK11, CP14, Hay10, Hn10, LPLW13, LDY15, Lu13a, NR12, OQC14, RN13, Tec12, TN13, Yam12, YWH14, EG18, GR18a, Kus18, LL16, SN16, SN18, YYS19]. Boundary [Lu14, ZB12a, Ten18]. Boundary-Respecting [ZB12a]. Bounded [BCG11, IF18, Par13a, TN10, Tun15, Gen17, TKP17]. Bounds
Cash [PK11]. Casting [BCH12]. Categorical [AK14a, AH14, Bon14, Cag12, CDZ14, GCR12, GD11, LB11, SHHH09, BH17a, GLY17, HSW17].
categorizing [Gol16]. Category [FGTS12, WNL18]. Cauchy
[AGVB10, Coo13, CARO17, Dor11, KP12a, NY16, Pun13]. Causal
[Chi09, Chi10, GZ16, MMP14, RMP12, GZ17]. Causality
[Mån12, MSS14b, KA17, Zha17c]. cause [SDS17, WP18]. Causes
[Con12, RM14, PMKF17, SMSF19, YCL17]. causing [CLZ16]. Cayley
[Dan18, HYS17, SY16, SY17c]. CBPS [GX18]. CBPS-based [GX18]. CCC
[GFM17]. CDF's [SKG18]. CDO [CR14]. CDS [GDW18]. Ceded
[LLSM14]. Cell [Far12, KG14a, MGM13, SGKB17]. cell-mean [SGKB17]. Cells
[BCD12, MP10a]. cellular [LDS18]. Censored
[ADP10, ABI12, BS12c, BS12b, Bas14, CMCC010, CB10, CB12, Coo12,
Cra14, EDAA12, FR10, FMS15, GT15, GFA10, HN14, Hua11, JFA12,
KPS10, Kha12, Kha13, Len14, Lop11, MA14, NH15a, Par15a, RAB15,
SG10c, She12a, sS12b, She14b, She15a, She15b, SK15a, Sug13, TTZ14a,
WY12, WWL13, WWT15, YXC11, YCL14, YSH11, ZSY13, ZW09, ZS10,
AN17d, AAK17, BN17, BP17, BG16a, CSC17, CLZ18, CT16, Che19b,
FGP16, FZZ16, FZS19, FC18b, FST16, FGL18, GN17, GFL19, Har17, He17,
LL17d, LS17c, LY17, LM18b, MA17, NB16, NC18c, PMW17, Par16, Qom17,
Rsv17, Rez17, SS16a, Sha17, She16, sSW18, TZW15, TR16b, WTZS15,
Wan16b, Wan16c, Wan16d, WH17a, WP18, ZZ18a, ZZ17, ZL16f, ZFD17].
Censoring
[Abd15, BHLK15, Bas14, BGT10, CW15a, CW15b, CB11, CT14,
DP10a, DP13a, Den13, GKI11, HS15b, JMEM14, JY14, LK14, LJ13, Pao10,
PGF09, PGF11, RD10, RB10, SS12a, SBK13, She10a, Wan12, WK13, ZS15,
AA17a, AHA17b, BP18a, BJ17, CSL17, CBSN16, CK19, GP16b, GC19,
KTR18, SK18a, Sha19, SR17, ST17D, WL17a, WSS17, ZX16, XMP17].
Censorship
[DPP15b, HS15d, WZY14, YLS10, GMS18, SB16a]. Census
[GG13, GBC12, Jor13, CM16b]. Centered
[DO13, LLV10, Xie16, YYS19]. Central
[GLS12, IO13, JFA12, Li13b, MZ14, NR12, OCIS12, PP10, UC15,
Z14c, Bar17a, hCXX5hY18, Ko16c, LPH16, LMT17, MGN16, OPK17, SN16,
Wu17c, Wu17d, Zhao17, Zha16b]. Centrality
[lez12]. Centrally
[CMCC010]. Centroid
[SF12a]. Certain
[Aka10, HV11, WLL13, DZL18]. certainty
[LO17]. Chain
[JC12, LD14, LD15, OD10, Pap13, SS16i, XYH12, Bal18a, DPP17, HHC17, H18b, KCL16, P16b, SSK18, SFHS16, SG17c, SF16,
SPY18, UB17, ZCC16]. Chain-type
[SS16]. Chained
[Gov11]. Chains
[Hun14, Sen14, WYL12, YWS14, BKK19, Dan18, Geo17, HZ17a, HYS18,
HYS18, LW18b, Pen17, SF16, SYW16, SY17, SY17b, SY17c, Sze17,
TY17, XHY16, YXS18, ZZ17d]. Chance
[AKK09, AKK16, KKK017]. Change
[AVCL13, CTQ11, CJ17, DMT15, GBC12, ML13, Nos14, PJ10,
PZ15, PS13, QTD10, SGPA12, Sur12, WYZ14, WK13, AHZ17, CN17a,
CKT18, Ciu17, DPZ17, Dvo17, Far17b, GLY17, GMH16, HE17, Huh16,
JSC17, KL17a, LW17b, LCA17, MAT18, QL19, TZW16, VFP17b, XHY16,
YAA17, ZBT17, ZT18, ZG17b, ZFZ17]. Change-Over
[SGPA12]. Change-Point
change-points [ZBTC17]. changed [BVJV17, SJ19]. Changepoint [Men13b, RK16]. Changes [AR14, DP13b, HTN15, QTD15, WILL13, XGZ11, CS16c, CN17a, LTCQ17, QL18]. changing [JZZZ18]. Character [Arn11, KK11b, SSKP18, SG19]. characteristic [BT18a, MA18, PMFK18, Sel17b, SSS17c, Van16, YL16]. Characteristics [AS13, MJ15, SD14, SS14a, CH18, Gup16, HME17, KLJP16, LPHC18, Shu18, SSS17c, TS17c, TS17c]. Characterization [AGAM17, AB11b, DJ10, FZ10b, Jaw14, Jeo12, Kay16, KRB13, Kum17, LWL13, MR16a, RR13, Tak10b, YMF15, YH11, ZFL13, AG18]. Characterizations [AH13, Bar10, Hon17, HS12a, IS16, IS17, KRB12, NS14, NP17a, RR09, Yeh12, ZL16a, AH17a, BJ18, UU17]. characterize [KG17]. Characterizing [MB15, Peg12, TV11, Tia12].

Chaps [AGR15, Bi15, CC15a, CY10, CR13, HHW14, HC10, HCS10, KHC14, LCT12, Lec13, LSSS14, Mah12a, MCY11, MN13a, Men10a, Men10b, Men13b, Men13a, NG13, NAD15, WLY14a, YWLY11, ZARH14, AR17a, AP17, CC16b, GFM17, KS15b, KCL+16, KOFA18, Lu16c, Lu18, Mah17, Ren17, PKM17, PM17, PMFK17, PM18, PMFK18, Pou17, RMM17, RC16, SMSF19, WCK16, ZSJ16].


Chi-process [HJ14]. Chi-Square [SHH13, RFM18]. Chi-Squared [BLN13, GSA14, Voi15, VPM16]. chickpea [AIIK17]. China [Wei14, YC18]. Choice [BSB12, CT13, HKV12, Jaf13, KZW09, NC14, PS12, Rab13, DM18, SLZ18].


Circular-Linear [KSI15b]. Circular-Linear/Linear-Circular [KSI15b]. Cited [Koz12]. Claim [BS12a, EJJK13, NB15, PHW11, SW14b, BNBD18, Ery18, Li17c, LYG17, LWG18b]. Claims [GW15b, XGZ15, BSW15, CY17a, DLH18+18, FS17, FL17, FL18b, GWL16, GWZ17, GWP19, Li17b, LG16b, LSL19, WQW16, hXZ17, YS16]. Class [AK13, ASNT15, ABC12, BBG14, BCH12, BPS12, CC10a, DM11, GDCOS13,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>[EE14, IRAB13, KJ17, LIV10, SS13e, SS15c, TE11, FL17, JCN17, Li8, SK17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical</td>
<td>[Aca15, BL15, GV11, KHM12, Koz12, Par17b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>[CL10a, CD12, FU10, jK15, LR10a, LR10c, RL12, SF12a, SU11, SA14, VRC12, XALJ17, BMQ16, FEP18, XM17a, YJSL19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier</td>
<td>[Ell11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifiers</td>
<td>[Gue10, MC18, PR17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clatworthy</td>
<td>[SMN18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>[WYZ15, YWZ18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>[An11, CLC^+14, LMCH12, WTB11, Ko17a, MLD17, MR17, Wu16a, Yad16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clipped</td>
<td>[Dos11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock</td>
<td>[PJL13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>[CCH^+10, LdM17, SM18, WSW16, SS18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed-Form</td>
<td>[CCH^+10, LdM17, WSW16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closeness</td>
<td>[AB14, BDKM12, EWRZ14, MA14, RL09, AMP17, Sab19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLT</td>
<td>[Gra17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clumps</td>
<td>[SU17a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster</td>
<td>[CG13, DC10a, Koz12, SA15b, VBATK11, WST10, Bak17, CS16b, Haq17, He18, MV16b, VN18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cluster-head</td>
<td>[MV16b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cluster-specific</td>
<td>[He18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustered</td>
<td>[Man11a, CS16b, DL19, Fan18, LH17a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering</td>
<td>[AH14, Cey11, DBC16, DG12a, GD11, Jez12, Kaz11, Yao12, ZLDT14, Con16, KC16, MBV17, MV16a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-Volatility</td>
<td>[JLL13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>[Aca15, Aoy10, CC10c, CYL13, DSO12, FH13a, FHZ12, GBD10, Gro11, Hu11a, Hu14a, Hua12, KK11b, KG14b, Men10a, RB11, SSS14b, Tak10b, Uya17, WW15a, WH15a, Wei12, Xu13, YA13, YX15, ZY10, ZWZ11, ZX10, ZWPZ15, ZZLL15, AV18, ASG17, Bib16, FTT16, Hu14b, HLY16, HIJT19, JQZ18, KM18, KS18b, Kva18, LLHZ16, LZS17, LLWK18, LL18a, Lu13b, MJH19, Mat18, MKY16, PY16a, RRT17, SG17b, TT17, VN18, WX19, WH16c, WXZ18, XZ19, Xu16, YLG16a, YLG16b, YSC17a, ZWL16, ZT17, ZL16d, ZWPB17, ZXF17, ZSS18, ZP17, ZL16g, cZzXgL18, vZvdM17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficients</td>
<td>[Afs13, AJA14, BS15, CS14a, Gho15, GR11, Jaf15, LS09, LWR11, Sen14, SGM11, LHWB16, Nag17, mNK17, Sun17b, Yad16, ZJLO17, ZSWA19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherent</td>
<td>[AA14, Bic12, ZM13, Che16b, MSR17, PBA17, PBA18, Tav16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold</td>
<td>[BC12a, WZT15, Ery16a, FK16, LCWG16, MSR17, VM17, Wan16e, YYLM18, ZW17b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td>[CC17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective</td>
<td>[SW14b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collinearity</td>
<td>[IT12, WF17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column</td>
<td>[DJVV17, GPM18, VJV14, VV17, Wan17d]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>[CO16b, JKS18, WP18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM-Poisson</td>
<td>[WP18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat</td>
<td>[WCF18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>[CC10d, CDZ14, LR10b, Mar16, Sal15, SLL14, Che16a, IF18, ZW19b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination-Based</td>
<td>[CDZ14, Sal15]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[AE13, GK13, KRT13, WL13, KJ18, SMK17]. Combinatorial
[Ery16a, Ind11, NR12, Dut17, Fro17a, SN16]. Combined [EMI14, LCT12,
LK17a, MCY11, Men13a, KY16, NAD15, OQC14, OQC17, YGWQ17].
Combining [CL14, Gue13, KMC10, New11b, VV17]. Comment [KD17a].
Comments [Kac19, LF17, MC14, SG17d]. Common
[Bi15, CHP14, EJK13, KL11, KT11, PT15, ST10, AB19, CX17, Gun17,
LW17c, MH16b, Meh17, NRN⁺17, TKJ17, vZvdM17]. Commonly [Hol15].
Communication [Gup14, KJS19]. communications
[MSD19, MBS17, SG17d, M¨ul12]. community [Bar17c]. commutative
[MT19]. Compactly [KOP14, PT18]. comparative [VPM16].
Comparing
[AJA14, BB12, EE15b, GGS13, HMP12, JFS14, KS15a, LWWH14, LS17b,
Tun15, WW15c, WH10, Hay16, JZ17a, KG18a, LCA17, SS18, SE17, VV17].
Comparison [AMP17, AAR11, AH14, BDKM12, BNE15, BAR16, Bie16,
CB12, Dji10, FJS⁺18, Gru12, HN14, HS15c, HD15, JA10, JAA11, Kak10,
Kat11b, KG14b, LX11, LH11b, Li12b, Lin16, Qum12, Raj18, RSA13, SN17,
SAD16, Sha10b, SBK13, ST13, SS10a, SA10, TE11, UC15, ÜY13, UM09,
Xu10, XF12, YX10, YF17, ZVS13, ZTLS15, ZLWZ10, AK16, AAL17,
AE17, BMR17, CSM16, CK19, FM16, FRC16, Ima18, LFDD18, LCZA17b,
SB17, Sen17a, Sen17b, TE18b, WX16]. Comparisons
[BC15, CKD14, CMCSC12, EE11, FH15, GW15a, Gro11, HNB19, HW14,
sK16c, KT15, Kur10, LS15a, MWW14, OAOQ16, Shi10, SD12, XY11a, ZS12,
ZCCW18, Bic17, FLB16, Hot16, Ima17, KA18, LL19a, LLZ17, Meh17, MN18,
Say17, SM18, Sin16, Sou17]. Compatibility [DS14, GN16]. compatible
[Sou17]. Competing [Kol14b, RON12, RM14, SS12d, WY12, XT11, AN17d,
Bel17, CSL17, CK17b, FZZ16, LXL17, LS16a, LS17c, SS16a, SBS17, SX18,
SLSE19, Wan16b, WX18, WP18, WSS17, ZZ18a]. competition [Len17].
Competitive [Atk12]. Complementary [HL13]. Complete
[AA15b, CKS17, DP17, DW⁺17, DTW17, FW19, GCR12, Guo14,
HL15, Ko14e, Ko18, Liu11a, LSYL17, MWW18, SAB18, SLW14, SLW14,
SXW17, Sun12, TWZ16, WHV13, WHL14, WX16, XTL⁺17, XLL15b,
YQC17, Yu12, YW18, pZ13, ZMMX17, CZM17, LH17b, WH16, XDW18].
Complete-Case [Liu11a]. Completely [MH15]. Complex
[ASN12, AZN15, Cha14, Duf12, HTN15, Kon10, Mon12, SG11, FN18, LL16, NAAC16].
Complexity [Gue10, KG⁺18, Sha16]. complexity-type [KG⁺18].
compliance [GZ16, GZ17]. Complicated [Lu15, Lu16b, SA17a].
Component [Are14, BYDM15, hFmH14, JB15, OFS13, SE13, ARA16, Ali17,
BPV19, Li18, MAA17, MSR17, PG16, Wan16c, Wv17b, YH16, YLG16b].
Components [ASAK10, BHB15, Bur15, CL10a, Che11, CW13, CZ15c, DZ12,
Eid12, EZ14, Ery12, GE11, Ko14d, KSBM14b, KSBM14a, NKS15, Par13b,
Raq10, RSA13, SGR⁺12, SS10a, Tsa10, WY13, Yll12, ZL15, BNB17, BNB19,
BCL16, Che17a, CFK17, FLB16, HNB19, Ko16b, KJ18, LL19a, Mao18, NI16,
PSF16, SHB17, ST16c, YL18d, Zha17e]. Composite
[CTT15, FTT16, Fed13, LLP10, LL11, PP10, UC15, WXPL13, AD19, JQZ18,
[LD18a, LY17, OPK17, PT19, TLT17, YWLW18, ZQZY18]. **Compositional** [FH12, Gal15, ZSD15, DFH16]. **Compound** [ZYN11, AAO17, BP17, CLW17, GWZ17, GWP19, IS16, Kou16, Mat18, RCdCN16, TMZ17, Yan17a, ZL16a]. **Comprehensive** [Cui12]. **Compressed** [YGWQ17]. **Compressive** [MN15]. **Comprising** [BNB17, BNB19]. **Comprise** [SH17b, YWZ18]. **Computation** [Gho15, DZH19]. **Computational** [JX19, SMS14, MGG17]. **Computations** [CR14]. **Computer** [CS11, SGPA12, SWW12]. **Computer-Generated** [SGPA12]. **Computing** [Ham12, KC16, RS16, YGWQ17]. **Concave** [LLSM14]. **Concentration** [Rat13, AMP18]. **Concept** [PK12, Zha15a, Bow17, ZBA17]. **Concepts** [HT13, Sre18, SL14, ZC11, IAB16]. **Concern** [DAS16b, Jon18]. **Concerns** [HW18b]. **Concomitant** [PT17]. **Concomitants** [AAR11, KO10a, RDJ16, TB12, TV11, VT15, Ery16b, JPA17, VT17]. **Concordance** [TAY11]. **Concordant** [Lu11]. **Condition** [KvdVvZ13, Lia10, RJ14, Yar14, Gra17, RD16, Yan16]. **Conditional** [AH13, BCS10, BBR17, CCL14, Fau12, GGFL11, HB13, He18, Hod14, HCZT19, HL13b, KHM12, KSBM14b, LZY17, LMR13, LYL13, Lia10, LLY14, MN10, NSL14, PFG11, PBA17, Pen17, Rah12, SY11, SH11, She12a, ST13, TL16, WLF11, Wan15, WT15, Wan16e, Wu11, XYL14, XMXZ18, YL15, Zha11, ZWP17, ZZSP14, BN17, BH17b, BLT16, DLS17, FC18a, GN16, GDPR17, HA18, Hen17, HL17, KOA16, KNH17, LLM16, PBA18, SK16a, SB16a, TS17f, WHYW18, WBGS19, XZA18, YWL17, YL16, ZBA17, ZY17b]. **Conditionally** [(Ba14, Pie11, RG19, SCMR15, YL15, KLMD16, KS17, Rez17, Wan17f, ZC17a]. **Conditioning** [WN16a, AGA17b]. **Conditions** [Gra12, Guo14, Hu13, HYK15b, KP12b, LS09, Lia11, Nge11, Tan10a, Tan10b, WLF11, WYZ15, BBH18, BMR17, BH17b, DP17, KHY17, Kyr17, Nie17]. **Condom** [TWH10]. **Conference** [Sty10, MSD19]. **Confidence** [AKL15, BHLK15, BL15, Bic12, Bic17, BSY12, Bur15, DC14, DZ12, EE11, FLK12, HKL12, HV13, KG14a, KL10, Ker17, KV10, KZ15, KX18, LQ13, Liu11c, LVVN11, New11a, New11b, Par13b, PY16a, PGF09, PR11, PJJL13, QQL14, Rub10, SP11b, SL14, WCL11, WZ13, WQ14, WH14, WH15b, WH10, XZD10, XM17b, XYG11, ZB12a, Zha14, ABK17, BAB18, BG19b, Che16b, Fro17b, GP16a, GW19, Hua17a, KWM17, KPZ16, Kus18, Lin16, LH17c, PA18, PG16, PY16b, Raj18, SH17a, Son16, Sou17, Tar17, YX17, YCH17, ZLD16]. **Configuration** [HK11]. **Confirmatory** [YM17]. **Conforming** [KS14b, NN13, FY17a, UK16, YF17]. **Confounded** [Ch12a, FM10a, DJV17]. **Confounder** [WZ15]. **Confounding** [Chi09, Chi11, ZYLZ17, ZS17a, ZZ18e]. **Conjecture** [GGL14, NM17]. **Conjugacy** [KM16b]. **Conjugate** [GDCO16]. **Connection** [VB13, HAD17, YAN16]. **Connections** [Dem14, OQL12, LD17, OQ17]. **Connectome** [PVB13]. **Consecutive** [JCY10, Ste11, MR17]. **Considering** [sK11, Lu11, MNB14, ANJ17, BU17, FY17a, Xio16]. **Consistencies** [Sug13].
Consistency [AD17a, AD16, CM16d, DS16b, EMH16, HK13, LN13a, LMR15, Tak10a, WLC11, WY12, Wan13b, WS14, WJ11, XYL14, Xin15, YC12, YC11b, ALR19, Bin17, BCL16, Che17b, Che19b, Das16a, HJT19, Rej16, SB16a, WH17b, WX16, YYY17, Yan17b]. Consistent [BNS11, FP12, KKS19, NB16, NBK14, WW13c, WX17, WF17, ZP17, HW18b, Consistently [LSX14, DW17]. consistently [LSX14, DW17]. consisting [FY17b, NO18]. constancy [AV18]. constansistent [ZL16d]. Constant [Ell11, hFmH14, HN14, Hun14, JMEM14, Raut15, Sur12, ZS15, BSW15, Kha19, Li17b, XX18]. Constant-stress [HN14, ZS15]. constant-sum [Kha19]. Constants [TN13]. Constrained [AKL15, Fly10, UC16, Fon17, LSL16, MP17, Pat16]. Constraint [LH14b, MS10b, SCC11, SKG18]. Constraints [AJN15, CY14, FZ10a, FH12, TX11, Nos14, PC10a, SN12, ZFL13, Che16c, LL16, WZ16, YY16]. Constructing [AW10, DDUF11, KXX11, Sha10a, ZK15a, LGLX18, Ram17, ZS17a, ZZ18e]. Construction [AA11a, AGS18, AGA17b, BAT15, DDGM13, FF13, GFR12, HKLW12, IBA18, KT18, LIPMF13, LLV10, LL16, MGP11, MGP14, MKD11, Mud16, QYLL17, SO14a, Voi10, WLY14a, ZYL17, ZLYZ17, ZWD19, ZL16e, FPPRG16, KLJP16]. Constructions [DFS10, JSLW17, Oll17, RAST18]. Consumer [GB15, LIPMF13]. consumption [LG16a, TE18b, ZY17a]. Containing [WYZ15, GAS17, JD16]. Contaminated [GVGP11, GR15, WZK17]. Contxt [BG111, Sim14b, SS12e, Bos18, NS16b]. contextualizing [Burr17]. Contingency [BSY12, CC14, BDC14, EPML15, FZ10a, GN10, TH16, YSR11]. contingent [Hon17, WQ16]. Continuity [ASAK10, Hu17]. Continuous [AMR14, AH13, BCS10, Bia15, CCH+10, Cho10, DDGM13, DT12, EF11, JRM10b, PMC10, RJ15, SB11, TW13, Vas14a, WQ14, XY11b, YSHL11, ZK15b, Bak17, BH17a, Bos18, BD17a, Cuc16, EM18, GW16, Gen17, LQ17a, LH17a, NR17+17, SG16b, TS17f, VFP17b, WG16a, XHH17, ZF18]. Continuous-Scale [WQ14]. Continuum [WTZ15, Bi17]. Contoured [ASNT15, Ric13, AN17, Rez17]. Contracted [HW15]. Contractive [BCG11, PSL17]. Contracts [DW13]. Contrast [RMC11, FKR16]. Contrasting [YC14]. Contribution [PM16a, SL18, ZMCM16]. Contributions [AK10, AA17b]. Control [ARD14, AGR15, BP15a, BTK10, BQDH12, Bi15, Bis12, CC15a, CY10, CC11, CS12, FNDM12, GS13, GW15a, HHW14, HC12, Hua14a, Hua15, HCS10, JFS14, KS10b, KS14b, KMM12, LJ10, LCT12, Lee13, LSS14, Mah12a, MZ10a, MN13a, Men10a, Men13b, ML13, NG13, NAD15, SHH13, SZ13, WD11, WLY14a, YXG11, YWLY11, ZAR14, ZS12, AO18a, AR17a, AH18a, AAJ18, BMQ16, CC16b, CKLC17, DKK17, DCZL17, Haq18, HAK19, He18, Hot16, JBA18, KSF17, KOFA18, Ko16b, Ky16, KD16c, LH17c, LK17b, Lu16c, Mah17, Nen18, PKM17, PMF17, PMKF17, PM18, PS17b, Pou17, RMM17, RC16, RFM18, SMSF19, SKK18, SFH16, SHANA18, SA16, TMZ17, UK16, VV17, WH16b, WZX17, YWX17, ZLT17, ZSJ16, ZWHZ17, ZG19, vZvdM17].
control-limit [Kyr16]. Controlled [Chi12a, Muk10, GICRR17, JX19, Pen17]. Controller [Par13a]. Controlling [GW15a, MWW14, WX15, QK17]. Covariances [PV14]. Convergence [AA15b, ABC12, BR11, Din15, DMT+15, ES11b, EdSMR14, FM13, Fu11b, Guo14, HH13, HL15, Ko14e, KOP13, KOP14, LZPJ11, Mel13, Nad10, QC16, RB11, SWL14, SWLW14, SWZ16, Ste15, Sun11, Sun12, TL15b, WHV13, WLHW14, WG16b, Xin10, dXcY12, XY14, XM14, pZ13, ZL17, AD17b, BR17, CSS16, CLLW16, CZM17, CKS17, CL17b, CZW16, DP17, DWM+17, DTM17, DS17e, FWW19, HV17, Iike17, Ko17b, Ko18, LH17b, LP18, LSY17, LO17, MWW18, PC16b, SAB18, SZV16, SS17b, SXW17, SXZ17, STD18, SY17d, Sym19, TW216, WHV16, W16, XTL+17, XDWC18, Xie16, Yun18, YZG17, YJS19, YQC17, YW18, ZMMX17]. convergency [NE17]. Convergent [Sha10a, UC14]. convertible [SK16d]. Convex [AA11b, GK13, Mat11, SLL14, Had17, Rej16, TS17f]. Convolution [CXS11, CF13, Imo15, PW16, WY11, CG17, KC16]. Convolution-Equivalent [WY11]. Convolution-invariant [PW16]. Convolutions [BCH15, ZL14a, LMH17]. Conway [INOC17]. Cooperation [GGFL11]. Coordinates [GKW14]. coordinatewise [Ko18]. Coordination [TS12]. Copula [(Ba14, BK09, BE21, BZ13, BG1d, FNDM12, Fau12, GGL14, JCY10, JC12, LD14, LSC13, Mey13, PK11, YrL18, Ber16b, Coo19, Den17, FGGL18, HT17, JSW17, LGLX18, Rez17, SSD18, Sre18, XZ19, XMP17, ZHY18]. Copula-Based [FNDM12, YrL18, FGGL18, Sre18]. Copulas [DD1F11, DFS10, DJ10, DS14, IAA15, Jaw14, KP13, MKD11, PL17, SASMF13, SLL14, Ber18, Key16, MBV17, PV16, SV19, ST16a]. Cordeiro [MBS17]. corneal [Abu18]. Cornish [A16]. Correct [FM11, YZFM17]. Corrected [CHH15, DDP18, KYS13, BG19b, EAE18, FPPRG16, GGF16, JZTN17, Wan17a]. corrected-loss [JZTN17]. Correcting [Cel17, ÇE17a]. Correction [AR17c, CXS11, CT14, Gro10, SHH09, KV17]. Corrections [LF10, Roo18]. Correctness [SNN12]. Correlated [BB14a, CG14a, DP14, ER14, KL10, LX10b, LY11a, LY11b, MS14c, NGT13, OJR15, RBB13, RM15, SG14, SGPA12, Wit14, Zad15, AP17, BQC17, BO17, FL17, HZS17, Hay17, JKS18, LMC18, MKY16, PBC17, RSG17, SA19, TSG19, TK17a, TH17, Xia17b, YZFM17, Zha17c, ZY17b]. Correlation [CC10c, GR11, H11b, Kim12, KCS12, LWW11, Mat18, MBN14, OFS13, RL12, SC10, Sal15, SMM10, SP15, SOL1b, TEF12, VML+10, VMV14, YA13, YS12, AO18c, CS16b, KS18b, LLHZ16, LTG17a, LTG17b, Pro18, Sun17a, WH16c, XZ19, X17b, Yad16, ZJ1017]. Correlations [AD10, Dem14, Bar17c, JD16]. Correspondence [BDS11, BL15, DBC14, DC14, LSD10, D’A17a, DAC17, Si18]. Corrigenda [Ano11a]. Corrigendum [Ano10a, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano14, Ano15a, Ano19a, MBS17]. cosine [ZG17a]. Cost [CC10b, EF11, HL15, IP12, JHP10, SCSM11, CSC13, Ko17a, PM18, SH17b].
cubic \[^{[AO\text{"O}17]}\]. Cuboidal \[^{[UC15]}\]. Cum \[^{[TC14, LTS16, RM16, SSS16]}\]. Cumulant \[^{[KCK10]}\]. Cumulative \[^{[Bar10, BR12, BDS11, CB14, CSC13, CC11, Che14, CW15b, DBC14, D‘A17a, DM18, EE15b, HKNL15, JRM10b, KS14b, BK18, Che17b, K17a, KN16b, KK17b, KK18, Min17, MB17b, MFB17, NP17a, PNK18, PE17, SK16a, SS17a, YF17]}\]. Cure \[^{[ABI12, BP15b, XLZ+12, ZZ10, BMK18, CRTdC17, GZ17, She18b, WP18, YCL17]}\]. currency \[^{[HZ17b]}\]. Current \[^{[RPY+13, She12b, ZTZ+13, DFL17, SKM16b, SHM16]}\]. Curtailed \[^{[ZLD15]}\]. curtailment \[^{[ZLD16]}\]. curvature \[^{[Abu18]}\]. Curve \[^{[DG11, DTE13, GFA10, Li15, CM16d, LX19, LQ19, NS16b, SS16f, WNL18, XQ17a, Xu17b, SS17c]}\]. Curved \[^{[Aka10, GCSB10]}\]. Curves \[^{[AB11b, EZ14, Kaz11, LX11, RGM15, VV12, ZLWZ10, MBAJ9, 11, SJ17]}\]. Cuspid \[^{[Web12]}\]. Customer \[^{[Fon14]}\]. customers \[^{[KS18a, SLOT17]}\].CUSUM \[^{[AR17a, AH14, AR14, HHW14, WH16b, WZX17, XGZ11]}\]. Cut \[^{[ZB12b, LPDD19]}\]. cut-point \[^{[LPDD19]}\]. cuts \[^{[Gey18]}\]. CV \[^{[Gro11]}\]. CVA \[^{[CR14]}\]. CVSSIDS \[^{[NAD15]}\]. cycle \[^{[ZM17]}\]. Cyclic \[^{[MP16, TIA11]}\].

D \[^{[HM15, MBS17, SK16c, CO10, PBY+14, XM17b]}\]. D-minimax \[^{[HM15]}\]. D-trace \[^{[X17b]}\]. Dagum \[^{[DC13, TCM+16]}\]. daily \[^{[BBS16, TE18b]}\]. Damage \[^{[Che14]}\]. Danish \[^{[ANS17]}\]. Dantzig \[^{[ZHLZ14]}\]. Darling \[^{[Dvo17, Lie16]}\]. Data \[^{[AK14a, AAG12a, AV15a, AP10, AC11, ABI2, AH14, AT09, BCH12, BG11a, BS12c, BC12d, BC14, Bon14, BG11c, CMCO10, CT13, CL10a, CS15a, CS15b, CY10, CXS11, C15c, CS14b, CB10, CB12, CMSC12, CMCME13, Coo12, DNL12, DS09, DZ14, DC10a, Dem14, Den13, sDSCcK14, DM10, DG12a, DP10b, DL11, E12, E1d12, E1d14, EDAS12, ER11, 11, FJ11, FMS15, FV11, FH12, FDDH14, Fu12a, Gal15, GFA10, GD11, GY11, GL15b, GS15b, Gui15, GBC12, Ham10, HN14, HD13a, HS15a, HS15c, HD15, HYK15a, HL11, HS15d, Hu11a, Hu13, Hu11, HQW15, Jan14, IP13, Jia12, JLL13, Ju15, KG14a, KM14a, KL10, KR14, KSR15, KN13, kK15, Kim15, Ko12, Ko14a, Ko14b, Ko14c, Ko15b, Ko15a, KN17a, LR14, LR14, LJ13, LS11, LSSS14, Li14b, L15, LXY14, Li11b, Li11a, Li11b, Li11b}\]. Data \[^{[LB11, Lu10, Lu11, MKS15, MSSU14, Man11a, MZ11, NB15, NA13, 15a, QZY12, QQL14, QNZ14, RPY+13, Rao10, RM15, RL11b, RL12, SS13a, SU11, SO14a, SG10c, She10b, She12a, sS12b, She12b, She13, She14b, 15a, She15b, She15c, SCdSP10, SS+12, SS10b, SS14a, SP15, SS12d, Sug13, SSAH10, TK13, THW10, TTZ14a, TX14, TL11, Tsa10, TJ13, VML+10, VMVD14, VSS12, WR10, Wan10b, WH11, WP11, WY12, WCGZ12, WQ14, WG14, WTZS15, WL15, Wt14, Wu11, WS12b, Wy13, lXY13, XT11, XYH12, YHA10a, YXS11, YC14, YA10, YWLY11, YS11, Yu12, hLYW14, ZPZ10, ZZ11, ZTV+13, ZHLZ14, ZXX10, ZSZ13, ZVS14, ZSY13, ZW99, ZS10, ZZSP14, hAm17, AD17a, AD17b, AXL17, AT17, Alv16, AHP19, ABTR19, AN17, AN17d, BN17, BW17, BP18a, BP17, BANC17, BH17b, BJJ17, BL16, BKGD17, BB19, BT16]. data \[^{[BP18c, BCCR18, Bos18, BG17, BG16a, BJC16, BK17b, CSL17, CS16b, CSC17, CCN16, CH16, CG16, CT16, Cuc16, DMM16, DE17a, DDP18]}\].
Den17, DSA16, DR17, DDS16, DL19, EMH16, EM18, FZ17a, FZZ16, FZS19, FEP18, FDL17, FC18b, FJS+18, FST16, FP17b, GAS17, GZ16, GZ17, GFL19, Gro18, GW18, HB16, HB17a, HB17b, HL18a, Har17, HDS16, He17, HW18a, Hen17, HL17, HSW17, HNB17, HSSP16, IK18, JSSO18, JCN17, JYZ19, KD16a, KHY18, KOFA18, Kia17, Ko16a, KL17b, Kus18, KT17b, LW18a, LW17b, LM18a, LXL17, Li17d, LG18, LC17, LZS17, LL17d, LXT17, LS17c, LSCW17, Liu17a, LTGK17a, LTGK17b, LDL18, LL18a, LM18b, LMdO18, Lu16c, LWZ17, Mao18, MBV17, MSD19, MT16, MMP17, NC18a, Nag17, NB16, Nak17, NAAC16, NV18, NC18c, OU16, Par16, PR17, Phi18, data [PP17, Qom17, Quo17, RSV17, RKMG19, RTT17, Roy16, SAD16, SS16a, SV17, Sha19, Sha18b, SSSM16, Sha18c, She16, sSW18, She18b, SLSE19, SS16e, Sla17, Spe17, SY18, Tak18, TZW16, TR16b, TK17b, TH17, TE18b, VN17, Wan16b, Wan16d, WZK17, WH17a, WXS18, WH18, XTS16, XMM18, XZA18, XT17, YSS18, YAA+17, YJSL, YWL17, YW1L18, YWLZ17, YX17, ZCHR19, Zha17e, ZZ18a, ZW18, ZL16c, ZJ17, ZG17b, ZMV+17, ZY17b, ZFD17, ZL17, JPAB17]. Data-Based [AC11, CT13].

Data-Driven [Wyl13]. Datasets [AA13, BBB14, ABES18, TSG19].

Davidson [AAL17]. Davis [WH17a]. Daya [PM18]. DD [Gor17]. DDA [Gor17]. Deal [SKK10]. Death

[Ano13b, GS11, MS10d, PDS09, CY16, KD16c]. Decades [HH15]. Decision [AAL17, Bi12, CHLP09, GGS13, LWWH14, CCCT16, FEP18, KD16c].

Decision-making [AAL17]. Decisions [Fal14]. Decks [ASN12, JSSO18].

Decomposition [BDS11, DC14, DAC17, MCY10, Voi10, HOK17, PS17a, SK16b, YZF17].


Degenerate [DN14, FZ10b]. Degradation [RE10, She14a, eTTL14, XT12, BPS16b, GPP19, aYwSiDmS17]. degrading [PSF16]. Degree [HTN15, KMC10, YMF15, LQY17, LD18b, ZQY17].

Delay [DJ15, GS11, UZ19, ZW17b]. Delayed [SB11, XGZ15, ZW13, Dlh+18, GW1L6, Wan17I, hXZ17, ZW17a, ZW17c, ZW18]. delaying [JX19].


Densities [AE17a, BC14, Ham10, JTR15, RP10, SS10b, BS17].

Density [AE13, ABLR15, BYDM15, CS15b, CF13, Che13, FJ11, Fau12, HW12, HS14, Jao12, FJ12, LMR13, LX10a, Li14a, Li14b, Lao10, LCP+14, LLY14, MSW13, Nad10, Pak14, Par12, Rao10, RR14, YCr1a, VLD15, WH15a, Woji1, WHY18, AE17b, AM16, BN18a, BR17, BR19, BT18b, BD17b, CD17,
Che19b, DS16b, DS17e, FZ17a, FPZ16, FST16, GTW17, GR18a, Iga16, IK18, LA17, Li17a, LWZ18, MMP17, NE17, NS16a, Pak17, Pen17, Rao17b, SCYR17, Sla17, Ten17, VN18, WZK17, XW16, XZA18, Yan17b, ZL18, ZL17, ZHZA18].

Departure [Kem11]. Dependence [AT11, ASB13, BS12a, Dok12, Dom11, DFS10, ELJK13, Fer14, FF13, FMPF16, GEA+10, HS14, IS11, KG14b, LPS11, LBL+10, MP10b, Nge11, PP12, RAP13, RGL12, SO14b, TH15, TAY11, VV12, Web12, WW11, ZY13, ZC11, dSE11, dCOSW13, BR19, Ber16b, BS17, BB17b, DZL18, DRAS17, FPZ16, FL18b, GWP19, IAB16, LL17a, LSY17, Mer16, NY16, PV16, SO17, WHHW17, WHYW18, Wie18, XZ17, XHH17, ZBA17, ZL16c].

Dependent [AGR15, BP15a, Ber12, DNL12, DS09, DP10a, DPP15b, Den13, FJ11, GS11, HS15d, HP10, JFA12, KL11, KY10b, Li13a, MC11, RSA13, RAB15, She12a, Sun11, Sun12, Sun15, TW13, Tec14, WY11, WHVH13, WW13c, WLY14b, WHLW14, WJ11, YM15, ZL14b, Zör14, AHP19, AMP18, BR17, BN17, BAL18b, BKKP19, CSL17, CS18, CSC13, CF16, CL17a, CZW16, CDS19, DWM+17, Ery18, FW19, FS17, FL17, GWZ17, Had17, HDS16, Hen17, Hla16, JSWL17, KM18, KTBN17, KSDB18, LM18a, Lii17b, LII19a, LPH16, LW16, LG16b, LG16, LSY17, LG17, LG18a, LG18b, LSL19, MWW18, MZ14, NR17, PSF16, PES17, QC16, RSV17, RK18, ST16c, SZV16, SX17, SX18, SS16c, Tan18, TR16a, WP16, WH17b, WYY16, WV16, XY16, XX18, XMP17, YVCA17, Yan17b, YCA18, YQ17, YWO+15, YC17, YW18, ZC17a, ZZ17a, Zha17a, ZZ17a, ZWZwZ17].

depending [HL18a]. Descent [IP13, YM18]. Derivation [ZB12b]. Derivative [Hua14b, Nge11, Rao17b, Son16]. Derivatives [CS15b, Sug13, Bos18, CCN17, MDG19, WZK17]. Derived [Han12a, HYK15b, SS19]. Deriving [WH14, LH17c]. descent [HT16a].

Descents [CN15, CN17c]. describing [Ali17, AMP18, BG16b]. Description [GV11]. descriptive [BOT17, OOT19, OTA17]. Design [AZN15, ASeMJ17, AMH14, BD11a, BM15, Ben14, BQDH12, BDM13, CL10b, CY10, CC10c, CC11, Cho10, CS11, CR13, DP14, DDM10, DD13, DSSL15, FG11, FN09, GCR12, GL11, GS15c, Hol15, HC10, Jaf13, JBA18, KSG13, KAJH18, sK13b, KLS12, LKN15, LCT12, LSS14, LC15, NGT13, NFZ11, PP10, Par13a, PK12, PLS17, QL11b, Sag15, Shi10, TGXX12, cTT14, TN15, Yan17c, XFC11, YWLY11, BJU18, BS16c, CY17b, CS17, FY17a, FCSH16, HCZT19, JKI16, Kha19, Ko17a, Koy18, LK17b, LS17a, LX17, LZ18, Liu17b, MV16b, OPK17, OQ17, PKM17, PMF17, PMK17, PM18, PMFK18, PS17b, RFM18, SMSF19, SKK18, SM18, SS16d, WWZC18, Wu16a, YKL+17, ZLT17, ZQZY18].

Designing [BU17, NS17, NN18, UB17, Bal18a, BAA+18, NS18]. Designs [AJV11, AAG12a, AA11a, AIA14, AW10, ASN12, AZN15, AAG12b, Atk12, BJVV15, Bis12, BDM13, BDM15, BCDLA12, BS12, CL14, CG12, CG14a, CT11, CL15a, CJ15, CYL13, DPA10, DPP15a, DDM10, DDM14, FHS15, FM12, FM14, FHT3b, Fon14, FN09, GLZW12, Gar10, Gra12, Hill15, HLL15, Hua10, HM15, HYK15b, ITG09, Jac11, JR18a, KS12a, KMM12, LW13b,
LHHC14, MP12, MGP14, MS12a, MGM13, MH15, NC14, OQC14, PMA11, PM12, RS13, RZ14, RN13, SGPA12, SAC13, Sty10, TIA11, TE11, Tan10a, Tin10, TS12, UC15, VJV14, Wan10a, WW13b, WLI13, WYZ15, XY11b, YA13, YH11, ZZP10, Zha13, ZY14, AGS18, ADKZ16, BQC17, BAT+18, BO17, BJVV17, CG19, CSM16, CK17a, DS17a, DJVV17, DT17, DS17c, DS17d, FM17, GPM18, GQC18, HH16, He18, HME17, IBA18, JY19].

**designs** [KSF17, KHY17, LK17c, LRC17, LH17a, LWW16, LL16, MPG16, Man17a, MD17a, MGP17, Man17b, MP17, MEZ16, Nor16, OPLK17, Oll17, OQC17, PM17, QYLL17, RAST18, RRA18, ROM16, SMN18, ST16b, SG18b, SB16b, VV17, WZ16, Wan17d, WQ18, XKB18, YZP17, YYS19, YZ18, ZLY17, ZLYZ17, ZLS16c, ZS17a, ZS18c]. desirability [KDGV16].

**Detect** [SR11]. Detecting [AHZ17, AR14, BANC17, Bos18, Dok12, GBC12, Ko11, LF17, NNN10, DY16, LW17b, Par17a, SI17, ZT18, ZG17b]. **Detection** [AVCL13, CGL13, DPZ17, DC10a, DI10, ET13, Eid14, HTN15, JDSS16, KJD+15, LX19, LSC12, MCY11, Nos14, PS13, QTD10, SA15b, WG15, BRZR16, Bar17c, CJ17, Dvo17, GLY17, LWD+18, PK18, QL19, SA19, SL18, WL17c, XHY16, ZDZ17, ZF17]. deteriorating [PM18]. Deterioration [KLK14, SK16d].


**Deviations** [CGW15, Kon15a, KL11, Li14b, LSX14, VSS12, WW13c, BN18a, DW17, FS17, FL18b, Grl17, GWZ17, HSLQ17, JY16, LJJW18, LS17d, LYG17, LSZ16, LQ17b, LSL18, ST16c, SLQ17, XP18, YS16]. devices [Bow17, LL19a, TP19]. Diagnosis [ASMZ14, HTN15, RVD14].

**Diagnostics** [IA13, MAS16, NN11, WQ14, BPV19, EP17, Sha16, TP19]. Diagnostics [CT10, ER14, LSC13, SL15, UPA13b, JXW17, ZZC13, BD16b, CYF+18, EE16, LLW18, Sun17b, SBLC17, YCL17, ZVG19]. Diagonal [DDUF11, LL14, KS16b, ST16a]. Dialect [BD13, BM13, MV17]. dichotomization [NRR+17].

**Dichotomous** [BD11a]. Difference [FLK12, HWM12, KLM10, KZ15, Lim11, SR11, TJ13, WJY15, ZL16c, AR17b, AGS18, CZM17, FJW17, FP17b, HSLQ17, KR17, Liu17b, LZF17, LCZA17a, LSW16, MMN16, MK17, Par17a, PK18, SLQ17, Wu18a, Wu18b]. difference-based [ZL16c, PK18, Wu18a, Wu18b]. difference-type [MK17]. Differences [NN11a, Ryc11, Ima18, STD18, Spe17, Wan17g, WBGS19].

Different [FM16, FHZ12, HEHM11, Him10, HT13, OQL12, WBH10, AKH17, JKD17, LW17c, OQ17, RRA18, SCYR17, SCYR19, SX18, SBLC17, TPN18, ZW18]. Differential [Con10, Jaw14, MS11b, ZZ15, ZHL15, dSE11, FP17a, Go116].
LYX18, LL17e, LW18b, Rah18, RG16]. **Difficulty** [Aca15]. **Diffuse** [Piz13]. **Diffusion** [BKP11, DW13, Han12b, Han15, Kor11, Kos14, KG14c, Lim11, Neg09, QWZ14, WL11, YSK15, CZ15b, DLZ17, HZ17b, LLLL18, LSW17, LMC18, Mud16, QJCW18, Zho17]. **Diffusions** [NY11].  

**Dimension** [Him10, HS12b, YS12, YHS13, YA10, YL10, ZYX12, ZZ17c, Zhu10, ZYL11, DLS17, DBG17, FP17b, Gey18, HN17b, SA17b, XTS16, YLS17, YAM18b]. **Dimensional** [Afs13, AV15a, BNS11, KK14, KVV11, MTM13, MK13, SCSMN11, SLZ11, WSIT15, Yam12, ZHLZ14, Ahm17, AXL17, AJ18a, BCCR18, Das16a, Ery18, FJW17, FLL17, HKR15, JSWL17, LWZ17, LX19, LG16, NAML16, PR17, PP17, ST16c, SLSC18, WL17c, WX19, XX17, YJSL19, YM17, YJ17, YX18, ZBHW18, ZG17b]. **Dimensionality** [Lu13a, WSW11, YA10, CS17]. **Dimensions** [KS12c, RAP13, SL14, DY16, Mao17, SS17c, YCH17].  

**Direct** [Chi12a, YC11b, Sen17a]. **Directed** [Cha14, LQYZ17]. **direction** [Wie18]. **Directions** [Ve14].  

**Dirichlet** [Chi12b, Gho09, KJ18, LCG18, TZ17, YM17, YJ17, ZHW17]. **Disability** [DGM13].  

**Disaggregation** [ZA14]. **discontinuous** [LWD18+]. **discount** [DLH18+]. **Discounted** [Mia11, MXD13, FL17, LG16b, LGW18a, LSL19, XZ17].  

**Discounting** [Don11]. **Discoveries** [MWW14]. **Discovery** [De 11, Mel13, Bic17, DZL18, WX17, YSC17a].  

**discrepancy** [OQC17]. **Discrepancies** [OQC17].  

**Discrete** [AA15a, CC12, Cha15, CCH10, DP13a, Ery16a, GL15a, Gue14, Gup15, HQW15, Jaf13, JRM10a, JB18, Kaw13, KRB13, KL14, Lim11, LDY15, MB15, NC18a, NSP12, NS15a, NAB12, NABA15, PHW11, TN10, TW13, TEF12, WN17a, YSK15, Yan14, ZLZ15, AER16, AG18, BAKZ18, BB19, Bos18, BD17b, CC16a, DLH18+, DS16a, DSA16, Djo17, Ery18, GG18, GN16, JS18, JCN17, KN18b, LGW18a, LGW18b, LD18b, Mal17, MR16a, NSR17, NA18, OAQ16, RZHC16, SRN17, SS17b, TN17, Vas16, VF17a, WN16b, Xia17b, ZL16a].  

**Discrete-Time** [GL15a, Gue14, Lim11, PHW11, Yan14, LGW18a, Mal17, OAOQ16, TN17, Vas16]. **discretely** [CY16]. **Discriminant** [GKW14, HS13b, HS12b, Kaz11, YHS13, ZHLZ14, SLSC18, Xia17a, YHS17, YAM18b].  

**discriminate** [NRR17+]. **Discriminating** [DK09, AdBPdBP18].  

**Discrimination** [CB14, KK11a, Kit15, BCCR18, Pat16]. **Discussion** [LIW1c, PMF17]. **Disease** [Ken11, Con16, NRR17+].  

**Disequilibrium** [WYG17]. **disjoint** [FY17b]. **disk** [Far17a]. **disk-type** [Far17a]. **Disorders** [Muk10].  

**Dispersion** [CT11, CTW10, CBB06, GP12, HLL15, NA12, SS13a, Tin10, XWJ10, ZARH14, LPC17, MBS17, SA16]. **disruption** [SF16].  

**Dissimilarity** [KB13]. **Distance** [AH14, CVC+12, Gar14, GG10b, TIA11, BD16a, BK17b, FZ17a, GTW17, Kap18, Kay18, Kun17a, Tri17, WH17a].  

**Distance-Based** [CVC+12, AH14]. **distances** [DHK17, SSM16]. **Distinct** [ZZ10]. **Distinguishability** [FGTS12]. **Distinguishing** [Fle13]. **Distorted**
[DFS10, SBRGD16, SSB17b]. **Distortion** [Yan15, Ric17, ZF17, ZWSN18].
**Distribution** [AKK09, CY10, LSSS14, RF12, SYP13, VT15, YWLY11, Ali17, BJU18, Cel17, GC19, GW19, KKKÖ17, SHLQ17, TWZ16, TS17e, UZ19].

**Distributed** [AKK09, CY10, LSSS14, RF12, SYP13, VT15, YWLY11, Ali17, BJU18, Cel17, GC19, GW19, KKKÖ17, SHLQ17, TWZ16, TS17e, UZ19].

**Distribution** [AT15, AE13, AA15a, AT11, Afs13, AJGG14, AK14c, AGL15, AFL13, AO12, Anol13b, ASAN12, AVCG10, AGVB10, BTK10, BDKM12, BS12b, BHLK15, BZAZ15, BR12, BSCS11, BNS11, Bas14, BREA11, BBT13, BCK15, Can15, CLGFB15, Cha10, CG15, Cha15, CRG13, CG11b, CW15b, Coo13, CT14, DPP15b, Dor11, DN14, DC13, Duf10, EdSMR14, Fly10, Fu12c, FZ10c, GMB+13, GL10a, GL15a, Gho09, GN15, Gil12, GFG13, GSA14, GL15b, GC12, GY13, Gui15, GG16b, Han12a, HN14, HTN15, HS15c, HD15, HSMK13b, HL13a, HKNL15, HHW14, HASA10, HME12, HGZG15, HP10, HLR11, IO13, IANT13, JBH12, JMEM14, Jia12, JRM10b, KSK15, Koi01, KG15, KDK14, KCK10, KP12a, KJAR13, KLM10, KA15, KR15, LMG13, LKK15, LHC14a, LVBS10, LLP10, LCO14, IYW10, LLI2].

**Distribution** [LQ13, LH13, LPN14, LJ12, Lop11, LF17, LVVN11, MEG15, MZ10b, MM13, MFSA10, MV14, MH11, Mea15, Men10a, Men10b, Men13a, Min10, MB14, MO14a, Mit13, Mon14, MS10d, Mur13, MADS10, NH15a, NBK14, NSV12, Neg09, NAB12, NAA13, NABA15, NP15, NNX10, NMJY15, OJR15, OBPL15, PK14, Pao10, PGF09, PR11, Peg12, PBS12, Pet10, PCN15, Pop12, Por15, PDS09, QKP12, RAK15, Raz14, RCC12, RAB15, RLL12, RP12, Sag15, Saj11, SH11, SF12b, Sco09, SD14, SBK13, SS15, sS12b, She12b, She13, SK15a, SA10, SK12c, SK15b, SB11, Sug13, SM14, TT10, TD14, TTZ14a, VRB13, VV15, VEH15, Vm13, WXPS12, WL14, Wat11, Wit14, Xin15, Xu10, Xu12, YOD10, YS13, ZY13, ZS15, Zin12, AE17a, AE17b, AE17c, Abu18, AM17a, ACO+18].

**Distribution** [AGAM17, AA17b, AOÖ17, AT17, ABK17, Alm18, AG16, AAO17, AR17c, AD19, AJ18a, ANA17, AEN16, ANS17, AEB17, AN17d, AAJ17, AAJ18, AGB17, BK17a, BN18a, BKN6, BCM18, BP17, Bar17a, Bay16, BN18b, BAB+18, BJ18, BB19, BT16, BN16, dSBCO18, CSL17, CG18, CO16b, CC16a, CK19, CH16, CG16, CD17, CG17, CCZR17, CCM19, Che17b, CM16c, CFA17, Coi17, CLC+16, CAPO17, Cos18, DPP17, DY18, DS16a, DMA17, DS17b, DB18, DRAS17, DZH+19, EW16, EDKA17, EM16, EMHK17, EN17, Fab16, FPR17, FYLC16, FTT17, zF16, GFM16, Gau17, Gen17, GT19, Gho17, GH18, GHBM18, GA18, GFG16, God16, GR16, GRCG16, GDG17, GT17, GW18, HG19, Han19, HP17a, HA16b, HE16, HT16a, He17, HME17, HLP17, HC16b, HR17, HWLP18, Huh16, INOC17, IAB17, IVVG17].

**Distribution** [ICBG18, IR19, IS16, JB18, JS18, JY16, JY16, Jon18, JM16, JJ18, JSC17, JC18, Kal17, KAS17, KTR18, KJT17, KY17a, KKH17, KI19, KKS18, Kon19, KD16b, Kon16, KX18, KN16a, KDN17, KD17b, KN18a, KVR17, KJ18, KS18b, LK19, LH19, LM16, LN17, LS17c, LMT17, LAF17, LM18b, MFJ17, MK17, MTC+19, Mar16, MS17b, MPD+19, MKSS17, MMD18, MAS16, MOC16, MA17, MA17, MML17, MDA16, MBAJ19, Mod17, MHE16, Mur16a, NCA16, NRCG16, NB16, NH16, NAMAK17, NAB16, NB17,
NM17, NM18, NY16, NN16b, Noo16, Nou17, OSF+16, OMFB17, OHKK17, ÖGB16, PWLO17, PN16, QJKC17, QK17, RS16, Rao18, RAM16, Ras17, RGV16, RMN16, RKMGI19, RPH17, RK18, SGKB17, SP16a, SG18a, SK16a, SG16a, SS19, SBRGD16, SG16c, SK17, SBA17, Sha19]. distribution [Sha18b, SSB17a, SSM16, SM16, STRD17, ST17b, SSSK18, SU17a, TC17, TCM+16, Tak18, Tar17, TS17b, TS17c, Ten18, TWG18, TS17f, TR16b, TPJ18, Tsi18, Van16, Wan16b, Wan16c, WH16a, WC16, WL17a, WW17a, WYY16, WN16b, WSS17, XQ17a, XQ17b, XZ16, Xu17a, YVCA17, Yil16, YW17b, ZMCM16, ZFZ17, ZRN17, vSK16, vZ17, vZvdM19, RAA17].

Distribution-Free [BTK10, SH11, SBK13, WL14, BAB+18, Gau17, Mar16, XQ17a]. Distributional [Cha10, KM10, LTCQ17]. Distributions [Afe13, AH13, AJGG14, AMGK15, AMGK15, AAE13, AD013, AMP18, AF10, AALS12, BCS10, BBE14b, Bur15, Bur09, Cai15, CMCCO10, CC12, CC15a, CZ15a, Che11, CM13b, CA14, CdsBB15, DK09, DC10b, DGV11, DAL12, EB12, hFmH14, FLK12, FWH+15, Fer14, FFA09, FF13, GL10a, GDCOS13, GCSB10, GC12, GN12, Gup15, HV11, HM12, HS12a, HLX14, IR13, JAA11, JT11, KRB12, KRB13, Kim11, Kit15, Kon15b, KL11, KQ11, Kur10, LWL13, Lef10, LL11, Lem14, LC12, LBL+10, LD13, LHZ14, LG14, MS13, MS10a, MN10, MB15, Mat11, MMV12, MRS12, MSN14, MF10, Moy10, Mod12, NCO15, NS12, NS15a, Ng12, OPS12, OC12, PT10, PSI11, PJ14, PT15, Pne13, RP15, R13, RR09, Ryc11, SC15, ST10, SGD11, SSA10]. Distributions [SAB15, SDJ15, Sha10a, SBK13, SB14, SA10, Sto12, SSON11, TN10, TGXX12, TV11, TP14, TK14, TEF12, TH15, VLD15, WY11, Wan13b, WH13, Wil09, WW15c, XFC11, XY13, YS15a, Yeh12, Yeh15, Yu12, ZK15b, Zör14, AA17a, Ahm16, AHKO16, A017a, A17a, A17b, AGA17b, AdBPdBP18, BNZ17, Bar17c, BBG18, BH17b, Ber18, Bic17, CL16, CK17c, CTAL17, CB16, CARO17, Das17a, Djo17, DA17b, DL16, EW17, Ery17, GG18, GDVP16, GCA18, GN16, GP16a, GN17, GR18a, Gup16, HOAI17, Hom17, HS17, Imo16, IF18, IS17, IAB16, J16, JPA16, JCN17, Jon16, Jon18, KM16b, KK17a, KPK16, K17a, KG17, KN18b, LKK17, L16, LW17c, LCGW16, LQ17b, LQYZ17, LQHZ18, MK17, MM17, MAY17, MIG17, MAA17, NC18a, N17a, NS17, n17a, NA17, NAY17]. distributions [NA18, NY17, OL19, OGD17, PBC17, PP18, Par17b, PMFK18, PW16, PT16, PE17, RM17a, R17a, RC1616, RJ16, RN17, SGKB17, Sch16, SG16d, SHANA18, SSB17b, Shu18, Smi19, Su17b, TCA+16, TZ17, TKP17, Tsi15, TH17, VPCG16, VT17, Wan17b, WG16a, WCF18, XMM18, YUL17, Yeh17, ZVG19, ZL16a, ZW17, ZCCW18, ZKW16, ZY16, dPD16]. Disturbance [CK10, ÜY13]. disturbances [CS16c]. Divergence [BK09, KM10, KS15a, MP14, NS14, Pak14, SK10b, Tan13, KHY18, She18a]. Diverging [EM13, WSK14, CCY17, GYL17, LY17, ZL16d]. Dividend [hXZ17, TMZ+17, XZ17, YW17X, ZYW16, ZDDH17]. Dividends [YSK15]. dividing [WYG17]. Divisia [Bia15, Bia17]. divisible [BB19, SMN18].
DMFA [LP10]. DNA [GL19, SU13, SU17a]. Dodge [YF17]. Does [MC17].
Domain [LS12, LS15b, SNN12, Gen17]. Domains
[BCG11, Lu14, Lu15, RP15, Sch16, Zad15, Lu16b, Mal17]. Dominance
[SW14c]. dominated [LSL18]. dominatedly [SHLQ17]. Domination
[Cey11, Lu13a]. Don’t [SS13a]. dose [ZF18]. dose-response [ZF18].
Double [GS15c, KTW10, Kit15, LCT12, LL11, NAD15, OH19, WXPL13,
ZM13, Zho17, Ami18, BAA+18, COK17, Çel17, Cle18, HBMAAO16a, HBM16,
HBMAO16b, HZ18a, KOA16, LK17a, LK17d, Lu18, MF16, NS17, NSSS17,
OQ17, PBA17, PBA18, SKK18, Sha18a, ST16b, SS16g, Wan16c].
double-objective [SKK18]. double-ranked [HBMAO16a, HBMAO16b].
double-sampling [NS17]. Double-smoothed [Zho17]. Doubly
[AB11b, DBA18, KPS10, Kha12, KRB12, RF12, SSD18, SG10c, She10b,
sS12b, She13, She14b, Sug13, ZW09, ZS10, Car17, God16, Kun17a, Kun17b,
PR17, SS16a, She16, ZL16f]. doubly- truncated [God16]. down
[AE17c, SSSM16]. Downtime [JHP10]. drawing [NA18]. DRHR [WZ10].
Drift [LS12, SY14b, Sti17, TK17b, Zho17]. Driven
[PW11, Wyi13, ZZ15, dSE11, LL17e, SJ19, YSC17b, ZLZ15]. Dropouts
[EB12, El 15, Ken11, LP10, MOC16, AEHQ17, HKH17, KI19, LSY17, YSG17,
ZLT17, ZT17, ZYW16]. due [Bur17]. Dunnett [Hot16]. duplex [VM17].
Duration [MH15, OBPL15, PV14, SS12a, ZZSP14, CK17b, DPP17,
GDP17, LS16b, Liu17c]. during [El 17, LL17f]. Dynamic [AB15, BCCH14,
CM16a, CB14, CD15, Fa14, Gar14, KC12, KR14, MB17b, NSL14, NN11b,
RON12, SBR14, TN15, Wu11, Wu13, BW17, BK18, GLS16, HJT19, KAR16,
Kun17, KN16b, KK17b, KG18b, LL18b, Min17, Phi18, QJWC18, RASR17].
Dynamical [Rab13]. dynamically [AN17a]. Dynamics [PMC10, Tun15].
Dzhaparidze [Voil0].

E-Bayesian [Han19, Han11, Sha19]. Each [YSHL11, Xu13, Xu16]. Early
[KJD+15, LJC18, PKM17, PM18]. Earthquake [VLTP14]. Economic
[BJU18, CY10, CR13, HC10, KSF17, NGT13, Par13a, PS17b, SMS19,
WWZC18, YWLY11, ZA14, ZLT17, CSM16, FY17a, FCSH16, GFM17,
HME17, MBAJ19, NN18, PKM17, PMF17, PMKF17, PM18, PMFK18,
RMM17, RFM18, SKK18]. economic-statistical [KSF17]. Economical
[BQDH12]. EDF [ZXD10]. Edge [CDE10, SRT14, AGS18]. Edgeworth
[Aga11, DK13, EE14, Mac10, Qun12, Yam12]. editor
[AR17c, SG17d, Aki11, HSMK13a, Jon18, Özg19a]. Editorial
[Ano11e, Ano12d, Ano17a, Ano18]. educational [SSM16]. Effect
[CEK11, CKE10, HEHM11, HYK15a, sk12a, LX15, Liu11c, Otr15, PL12,
SK10a, TWH10, XFC11, YW15, Yu12, ZSS15, ZB12a, Bel17, Ber16b, DT17,
DRAS17, FEP18, sk16c, LL17c, LWZ18, OMB17, RC16, SKM17, Su17b,
Wan17d, WN16a]. Effective
[SMPH15, SMM15, KYW16, PM16b, SP16c, SMK17, SK18b].
Effectiveness [CC10b, Ko12, SAS11, CSM16, LJC18]. Effects
Effectual [SSB17c]. Efficiency [Aka10, AR17b, FF16, KV10, Ko14c, LKN15, Li18, Neg09, YDL14, CE17c, FF18, GPM18, Ko17a, ST16f, ZH16]. Efficient [AESO19, DLS17, Hu14a, Hu14b, JKJ16, KAD14, LX15, LL18b, LTV17, MGP14, Mao15, MSL17, MS12a, RS13, Sha18a, SS13b, SS13c, SG17e, SSS17b, SS14b, Tu17, VEH15, WR10, ZTZ+13, KM18, MDG19, SP16c, ST16d, SG17f, SG17g, ST17a, SG17h, SKS17]. EGARCH [MS17a]. EGB1 [KM15]. EGB2 [KM15]. Egggenberger [SAB15]. eigenproblem [WW17b]. Eigenvalues [Sch12]. Eigenvectors [Dim15]. either [CS16c]. EIV [AS17]. Elastic [KS10a, Kaz11, MTM13]. Elasticity [VFP17a, VFP17b]. Electricity [CCL14]. Elementary [LIPMF13, NC18b, Pes15]. Elements [HP10, Rao17a]. Eliminated [GH13]. Eliminating [CF14]. Ellipses [DC14]. Ellipsoidal [AKL15, Pre11]. Elliptic [AKTS13]. Elliptical [APA14, ABLR15, DGV11, GG10a, MF14, OPsGB12, PJ14, SDJ15, VB15, AN17b, AN17c, BBR17, HL16, RJN16, YY16]. Elliptically [ASNT15, Ric13, ANA17, Rez17]. Embeddable [Gue14]. Embeddings [BCG11]. Emergency [Cui12]. Emerging [KJD+15], emphasis [LS16a]. Empirical [Bak11, BT13, BEZ11, BZ13, CL10a, Che11, CS12, CW13, CLC+14, CW16, Che16c, Che17a, CLW17, CCL17, EE15b, FLX11, FLW12, FH13a, FJW17, FMS15, HME12, HSHW14, Hu11a, HGZG15, HXF18, Hua11, Hua14b, LQ17a, LQ13, LLHZ16, Lla10, LW14, LW15, LWWK18, Mar15, MT16, QLI1b, QLI5, QLI12, SI13, TX14, WDD11, WCL10, WLL13, QW14, WWT15, WW15c, XFG15, XTS16, zXY13, YXC11, YCH17, YCZ17, Yu10, hYhW14, YHC14, ZK13a, ZWZ11, ZZ11, ZX10, ZW11, ZWPZ15, ZSY13, ZL18, AAB17, BG19b, Bic17, CNG17, CL17b, FLL17, FM16, HZ18b, JSZL17, LCZ16, LD18a, LXT17, LQ19, MS17b, SNWL18, SLF18, TS17f, Van16, WHC16, Wan16d, Wan17a, WZZ17, YZ17a, YW17b, ZT17, ZBT17]. Empirical-Likelihood-Based [SZ13]. Empirically [KYW16]. Encouragement [RMP12]. End [Ano18, Ko10, WH16a, DWX17, DW17, HSLQ17]. Endogeneity [DMRO14, LG18]. Endogenous [LCLJ14, CLZ16, YCY17]. endpoints [Tar17, ZF18]. Energies [GGL14]. Engel [LS17d]. Engineering [Ben14]. enhanced [HAK19, HL18b]. enhancing [JR18a]. Ensemble [Gue13]. Entrance [XLL13, XX18]. entries [WYY16]. Entropies [SBR14, KN16b, SS17a]. Entropy [AA10, AB15, AM17a, Bar10, BR12, BEK13, CB14, GL19, GIT14, JY14, LIV10, PS12, AC16, BK18, Das17b, EIM18, KS16a, Kay16, KR16, Kum17, KK17b, KK18, Min17, MB17b, MBF17, Mur16a, NP17a, NN16b, NY17,
PM16a, Pen17, Qiu18, RASR17, SY17a, Slj17, Too17, YYS+18.

**Entropy-Based** [PS12, AM17a, GL19, EIM18]. **Entropy-type** [KS16a].

**Entry** [WK13]. **Environment** [CDZ14, SY17b]. **Environments** [MO14b, HYS18, WCZP16, ZZ17d]. **Enzyme** [Atk12]. **EOV** [Ano11e, Ano12d, Ano17a, Ano18]. **EPC** [HC12]. **epidemic** [EKZ16, FP17a, GMH16]. **Epidemiology** [KJD+15]. **EPMC** [YHS13]. **Epsilon** [AVCG10, MH11, MN17]. **Epsilon-Skew-Normal** [AVCG10, MH11, MN17]. **Equal** [KW13]. **Equalities** [WL13, Ren16]. **Equality** [Bea15, Him10, Mod12, PS11, Sch12, YY11a, ESAKK18, MMP18, PK17, YSS18, YY16]. **Equation** [GYH11, Han15, KvdVvZ13, LY11b, MS11b, DTT+16, FP17a, LL17e, RG16, Sel17a, Wan17g, ZKS18]. **Equations** [BCG11, Fan15, Fed14, Jaw14, KJL11, Lim11, LX13, M10a, NY11, XGZ11, YTX14, ZZ15, ZHL15, dSE11, CCM19, LYX18, LW18b, PCL16, Rah18, SÁHLvR17, Tu17]. **Equicorrelated** [LR10a, RL12]. **Equilibrium** [Kry16, LRZ17, NSP12, SY17a]. **equipartition** [HYS17]. **Equipower** [Sal15]. **equipped** [LL19a]. **Equity** [QWZ14, YSK15, QWWW19]. **Equity-indexed** [QWZ14, YSK15, QWWW19]. **Equivalence** [GST17, HB13, JSZL17, Kam16, MH16b, ZZ19a]. **Equivalent** [Guo14, TE11, W11a, LO17]. **Equivariant** [CR16, SEA15, YDC15]. **Erdos** [Dvo17]. **Erdos-type** [Dvo17]. **Ergodic** [zXYL13, L17, BD17a, BD17b, LL17d, Tra17]. **Ergodicity** [JZ17b, JB15, LS09, Sen14, ZWPZ15]. **Erlang** [EMHK17, YOD10]. **Errata** [Ano13c]. **Erratum** [Ano11f, Ano12e, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano17b, Ano19b]. **Error** [AB09, Aoy10, BCDLA12, CY14, CKD14, DPB13, GG10a, GT15, GB12, GR15, Hua11, KY10a, KSBM14b, KSBM14a, KE10, KS12b, Li12b, LP14, L11a, Mahl12b, MV13, MS10b, Muk10, Nad10, Oga15, Otr15, Par13b, SGM11, SE13, SL15, Tan13, Tc12, Tsi14, WS13, WX15, WJH15, Xu12, XY13, YA13, Yam12, hYhW14, ZZ11, ZL14b, AH17b, BRZR16, CS19, CD17, Che19b, CN17a, Cui17, DHMK17, DW18, DA16, GAS17, GB18, HL18a, HR17, JZTN17, KA18, LXT17, Mao18, MB17a, MAG18, MGLX14, MG16, PY16a, PTV18, RK16, Roy16, WK19, WF17, XTS16, Xu17a, Yad16, YX17, YAA+17, Z19, ZZL16, Z197e, ZWS18, ZL16g, ZL18]. **error-based** [DW18]. **Error-Contaminated** [GR15]. **error-in-responses** [XTS16]. **Error-in-variable** [hYhW14, JZTN17]. **Error-in-Variables** [AB09]. **Error-Prone** [ZZ11, WJH15, LXT17]. **Errors** [Aga11, Alk10, ADWR11, AMH14, BQDH12, CG14a, CH15, CY13, DB13, DP14, DG12b, DMT+15, ER14, FLW12, FH13a, FHS15, GdC12, GH13, GII14, HS11, LY11a, LS11, LPLW13, LW14, LW15, LH11c, LWHW11, MF14, MW10, ŌA15, QL15, RF12, SP11a, SSM12, SZD12, WW13a, Wan13c, XLL15a, YC12, Yan12, YX15, YS15b, ZK13a, ZL12, ZZC13, AD16, AD17c, BQC17, BMQ16, BO17, Cha18, FJW17, FPFC16, FP17b, Hay17, HJJ19, HZ19, JKL19, KGH19, LLY16, LCZ16, LX17, LLWK18, MB17a, MKY16, MR16b, NS18, NVS19,
Pes17, Pop16, Rwy16, Sun17b, Tk17a, Wp16, Wh17b, Wzk17, Wie18, Qx17a, Yzp17, Ywh17, Yzfm17, Zl16b, Zdz17, Zf17, Zdw17, czzxl18.

Errors-in-Covariates [Chh15]. Errors-in-Variables [Flw12, Fh13a, Gdc12, Lwhw11, Mf14, Szd12, Yx15, Llwk18, Pes17, Zl16b]. Esscher [Hg19, Llll18]. Essén [Edsmr14, Fro17a, Hui10, Lplw13, Llm16, Mxd13, Sze17, Tcn15, Tcn15, Whh15a, Ywh14, Zl16b]. Establishing [Cctc16]. Estimable [Han10]. Estimate [Bak13, Dmt+15, Edsmr14, Fly10, Gue13, Lia11, Xyl14, Yan14, Zyx12, Ald19, Brl17, Bll16, Cs16b, Hen17, Hhc16, Rah18, Wp16, Zz18a].

Estimated [D10, Kad14, Ly11b, Mar11, Ron12, Xu13, Cok17, Cé17a, Hcnt19, Knmh17, Kn17b, Rao17a, WyMz17, Xu16, Ykl+17]. Estimates [Cdk14, Fp12, GlzW2, Gg13, Gw15b, Li12b, Lmr15, Tef12, Upa13a, Zln11, Bh17a, Bic17, Fst16, L16a, S16f, Wh17b, Zen17b]. Estimating [Ac15, Br13, Bml16, Burt17, Che10a, Chi10, Fed14, Fcj+17, Gz17, Ghy11, Ge11, Hug09, Jlll13, Jy14, Ks15a, Kt11, Ly11b, Ms10a, Mag18, Mod17, Madsas10, Ry+13, Rl11b, Sg10a, Ska13a, Sha19, Tss15, Td14, Ttz14a, Tk17, Wl10, Wll13, Yad16, Yod10, Yw15, Asg17, Bic17, Bos18, Ccl16, Cm19, Gho17, Gpm18, Jkl19, Lhs19, Mky16, Mkk17, Rc16, Sen16b, Sen17a, Sen17b, Ss16, Sp16d, St17b, Sssk18, Ts17b, Van16, Ww17a, Yan17a].

Estimation [Abd15, Ahh16, Adp10, Ac11, Amv15, Abi12, Alk10, An17a, Akts13, Adwr11, Arf13, As13, Azn15, Ab19, Af10, Bn17, Bgl11a, Bh12, Bza15z, Bs16a, Bat11, Bgg11, Ber12, Bl13, Cah12, Cyf+18, Cg12, Cw14, Cs14a, Ck17c, Ck19, Cs15b, Cl10c, Cw13, Cz15b, Cf13, Che13, Cw15b, Ca12, Cm13a, Cui17, Cbm14, Cvl14, Dnl12, Dma17, Dg12b, Dn14, Dji10, Dcl12, Dos11, Dd13, Es14, Er11, Ep11, Fed13, Fhz12, Gg10a, Gy10, Gzz14, Gl15a, Grmnn13, Gr11, Gp12, Gil14, Gd12, Gmp11, Gt17, Gjm14, Gro10, Gy13, Glh17, Gsscr12, Gs15c, Ha18, Han11, Han12b, Han15, Ht16a, Hasa10, Hf14, Hs15d, Ha14, Hl17, Hu13, Hu14a, Huh16, Hlr11, Hss16, Isl17, Jz16, Ks16a, Kd16a, Ktr18, Ken11, Kgh19, Kk11b, Ky10a, Kg14b].

Estimation [Koi10, Kvv11, Kon10, Kzw09, Lmch12, Lmr13, Lnil1a, Lii11, Lll1, Lwl13a, Lg18, Lcg18, Lly14, Lr10b, Lii11a, Lwh12, Lop11, Lsc13, Lul13b, Lwwr18, Mr15, Mpi12, Mao15, Mat14, Mni13b, Mr12, Ml13, Mbnn14, Mb10, Mw10, Ms17, Mur13, Nad10, Nbs13, Nbk14, Nf11b, Nfi11a, Nrp16, Np17b, Nge11, Nr15, Nk15, Nh15b, Np15, Ou16, Pak14, Pma11, Pm12, Pj10, Pfg11, Pby+14, Pb+15, Pmc13, Pd10, Pjl13, Pw11, Ps09, Pt15, Qll1a, Qnp12, Rah16, Rasmn14, Rsv17, Rao10, Rak15, Raa17, Rvd14, Rnb12, Rmp12, Rm15, Rph17, Rlo9, Rmc11, Sc10, Sbl13, St10, Saj11, Sg15, Sg17a, Sg17b, Sg10c, Sgm11, Ss14a, Sp12b, She13, She15b, Srt14, Sv10, Skk10, Sk12b, Ss13d, Sss14b, Sk14, Smms15, Skm16a, Strd17, Sss18, Sg19, Sss15c, Srrk11, Su14].

Estimation [Sb11, Ss14c, SáHlv17, Tn10, Tr16b, Tpj18, Tl15b, Vt15, Vekh15, Vld15, Vlt14, Wr10, Wl11, Wan12, Wk12, Wcgz12, Wz13, Wan13c, Wg15, Wtz15, Wh15a, Wlw15, Wan16b, Wl17a, Wee12, Woji1,
estimation
[HAZ16, Iga16, IF18, JZTN17, Jun17, KM18, KKH17, KJS19, KOA16, Kom17, Kon15a, KSBN17, KTBN17, KSDB18, KT17b, LA17, LPdTDH17, LQ17a, LM18a, LIY16b, LLY16, LWZD17, LS17a, Li17d, LZZL17, LX17, LLM16, LZSL17, LWZ18, LLI17d, LY17, LP17, LL18b, LWD18, LL18a, LCZA17b, LCA17, MM19, Mal17, MATC18, MA18, MT16, MMP17, MRA16, Mur16a, NE17, NLRD17, NB16, NvRS17, NSSS17, Noo16, Oga16, OGD17, OTA17, Pak17, PC16a, PMW17, Phil18, Pop16, Qin17, Qom17, RC16, Rao17b, Rej16, RMN16, RG19, NNSA17, SKG18, SGgDM17, SCYR17, SCYR19, SG16c, Sen18b, Sha17, SV17, SA17a, SX18, SS16a, SM16, SP16b, SM16b, SHM16, SG17e, SS17c, SP17b, SP17c, SK18b, SSKP18, Slj17, ST18, SS16h, Son16, SK16c, SC18, SL15, Sun17b, Sun17a, Sun17c, SBL17, Tak18, TZW16, Ten17, Ten18].

estimation
[TT17, Tu17, TME19, WT15, WSW16, WZ16, Wan16c, WC16, Wan17e, WNL18, WX19, WF17, Wu17a, WHY18, XTT17, XZA18, XZ16, XMP17, XM17b, YHS17, Yam18b, YLG16a, YW17a, Yan17b, YL18b, YQ17b, YW18, YCL17, YSC17b, ZW19a, ZL16b, ZL16c, ZL16d, ZWP17, ZXF17, ZZ19b, Zho17, cZzXgL18, ZX16, ZRN17, dAdLA18, vZ17].

Estimations [CC12, Tia12, WJY15, Han17, KL17b, Li17a, Ren16, You17].

Estimator
[AAP11, AK13, AK14b, AS15, BNS11, BAT15, BKL13, CS15a, CG11a, CG11b, CLX14, EY10, ES11a, EM13, Fak15, Fau12, GFG13, GÖ12, GK11, HSHW14, HS11, HL15, HW12, IT12, IS11, JO10, KM14, KCC14, KP12a, LG10, LWY10, LYX11, LY11a, LPLW13, Li14b, LL14, LCP14, LG14, LG11, LG12, LN13b, LM14, MFS12, MYM11, MC11, NO12, ÖK15, Par12, PS12, QLZ14, QNZ14, RS14, SY11, She14b, SS15a, SS12c, Sir15, SLHK10, SK15b, TC14, Tsu14, TB13, WLI10, WLF11, WH15a, WW11, WJ11, WY13, Xu12, XY12, Xu13, XY13, YC10, YC11a, YDC15, ZL15, Zha15a, ZTLS15, ZL14b, dCOSW13, AR17b, ABK17, AJ18b, ANA17, AW16, AEA17, Bak17, BAKZ18, Bin17, BB17b, CW18, Cha18, CM16b, Che16a, CE17b, CLZ18, Che19b, CN17b, CE17c, DDD17, EW16, EAE18, FZ17a, FAT17, Fat13]. estimator
[FJS+18, FR16, FP17b, FTF17, GR17, GB18, God16, GGO17, GMS18, HK17, HW18, HW17, HLR16, IES+17, JSS18, JX17, KD17a, Kaç19, KAT18, Koy18, KN17, Li16, LIY16c, LL19b, LTS16, LO17, MO18, RM16, MGLX14, MGN16, MHF16, Nãs18, OH19, OOT19, ÖK17, Oez19b, SB16a, SGGdML17, Sen16a, SA16, She18a, SNW19, SSS16, SMP18, SPY18, SS16i,
TK17a, VW18, Vis18, WH16a, Wu16b, Wu16c, WF17, Wu17b, WA17, Wu18a, Wu18b, WAA18, WCF18, Xia17a, XJW19, Xu16, Xu17a, YH16, YYY17, YWH17, YWL17, Yil18, ZC17b, ZDW17, ZL17, FM16]. Estimators [Arn11, ABC12, BGG11, BS15, Bur09, CGW15, CY14, CK10, Chr10, DM11, DK13, DP10b, DSSL15, ES14, FJ11, For11, Gil12, GBD10, GMN13, Gru12, HS13a, HB13, HYK15a, Hon17, HK13, HL13b, HS14, JRM10b, JFA12, KMS13, Kir12, LMG13, Lec11, LX10b, LY10, LvR12, Li13a, Li14a, MKS15, Mah12b, MS15, MSW13, Neg09, Oga11, OC¸O14, Pet10, Rah12, RB11, SN12, SG10b, SEA15, She10a, She12b, SY14b, SP13, SS13b, SS13c, SS13e, SST14, SS12c, SS14b, SS15b, SS15c, SKHL10, Sug13, SV11, TTC17, TT10, TN15, UY13, WS11, WZ15, WWH15b, WWW13, XJW19, Xu16, Xu17a, YH16, YYY17, YWH17, YWL17, Yil18, ZC17b, ZDW17, ZL17, FM16].

Estimators [Arn11, ABC12, BGG11, BS15, Bur09, CGW15, CY14, CK10, Chr10, DM11, DK13, DP10b, DSSL15, ES14, FJ11, For11, Gil12, GBD10, GMN13, Gru12, HS13a, HB13, HYK15a, Hon17, HK13, HL13b, HS14, JRM10b, JFA12, KMS13, Kir12, LMG13, Lec11, LX10b, LY10, LvR12, Li13a, Li14a, MKS15, Mah12b, MS15, MSW13, Neg09, Oga11, OC¸O14, Pet10, Rah12, RB11, SN12, SG10b, SEA15, She10a, She12b, SY14b, SP13, SS13b, SS13c, SS13e, SST14, SS12c, SS14b, SS15b, SS15c, SKHL10, Sug13, SV11, TTC17, TT10, TN15, UY13, WS11, WZ15, WWH15b, WWW13, XJW19, Xu16, Xu17a, YH16, YYY17, YWH17, YWL17, Yil18, ZC17b, ZDW17, ZL17, FM16].

Estimators

[EEE16, FM16, HBM16, HW18a, HJC17, IK18, Ima17, JKJ16, JYX16, JY16, KT17a, KJ17, KR16, KKS18, KA18, LY16a, LN17, Li18, Liu17b, LTC17, LTV17, MSK18, MMT17, MMD18, M KK17, NO18, NIN17, NVS19, PK18, PM16b, PT19, Ram17, SG16a, SSS19, SG17c, SKT16, SP17a, SSS17a, SPS17, SKS17, Sla17, SS16g, SA17c, SY18, TKP17, Wan16a, WZK17, Wu16c, XHL18a, YGL16, ZB19, ZSX18, ZL18, Zin18, ZHZ18].

Euclidean

[Lii17, dCOSW13].

Euler

[LL17e].

European

[CMN +18].

EV

[YX15, CKS17, Liu11b, MLGZ14, WCL10, Yan12, ZS118].

Evaluate

[Cui12, DZ14, Ko14c, Ko17a].

Evaluating

[Chi11, TWH10, AL16].

Evaluation

[Bak13, CKD14, CDZ14, Cui12, DDGM13, DK17a, EI11, FHS15, Fon14, LH14b, OK15, SW14c, WZ15, ZSJD15, AHEA18, DTT16, GAS17, Kha16, LD17, NKG16, NRN17, OPK18, RPY16, WCZP16, aYwSDmS17].

Evaluations

[AA13, Liu17b].

even

[SY17c, TY17].

even-odd

[TY17].

evenness

[HK19].

Event

[DS09, DC10a, Ko14a, Ko15a, MH15, ZZS13, ZZWW15, Ber12, BG16a, DDS16, EM114, Fan18, HDS16, HNB17, LL17c, She18b].

Event-Dependent

[DS09].

Events

[Ber12, DS09, DP13, FND12, KJD15, KNK13, KCS12, LSZ13, ZZWW15, FMPF16, GZ16, Kon16, OAQQ16, WNZ16a].

every

[Van17].

everywhere

[ZYG17].

Evidence

[MC19].

Evolution

[Fan15, Kor11, MA11, SY17a].

Evolutionary

[GG10b].

Evolutions

[Lim11].

EWMA

[ARD14, AR17a, Haq18, HAK19, HCZT19, KAJH18, KTW10, KCL16, MN13a, SZ13, ZS16].

EWMA- [HAK19].

EWMA-Type

[ARD14].

EWMAMS

[DHK17].

Exact

[AA17a, BF10, BF12, CC16c, CG17, CM13b, CA14, Cox15, Fu11b, GC12, Ham12, IUT12, KJD15, Kir12, Mah12a, Pao10, Pci11, RB10, RZ14, Tak10a, Wan12, Xu12, pZ13, vZ17, Bar17a, Bar17b, KC16, RK18, ZS17b].

Example

[Afs13].

Examples

[Car17].

Exceedance

[Sto11].

Exceedance-Type

[Sto11].

Excel

[Pel17].

exceptional

[KY16].

Excess

[XZNL15, Zoi09, FPZ16, LRZ17].

excess-of-loss

[LRZ17].

Exchange
Exchangeability [Mod12]. Exchangeable

[MS10b, SS14a]. Exogenous [XLPL12, XLL15a]. Exotic [Vas13]. Expansion [Aga11, Mac10, OCIS12, Qun12, SY10, Xu10, Yam12, Ai17, AS18, Are16, CMN+18, Cos18, HWLP18, KKKO17, She18a, ZC17b]. Expansions [AKK09, BCH15, EE14, EdSMR14, KK11a, KOP13, KOP14, NY11, Oga11, WH13, CD17, Hac18, HLP17, WN17a]. EXPAR [MDC16]. expectancy [SS16f]. Expectation [AH13, KN18c, LWL13, LMM15, Wan15, CF16, CHZ17, HZW17, Si17, WHYW18]. Expectations [Ryc14a, Ryc14b, ZC14, CL17a, FWW19, Gor17, GR18a, HC16a, KR17, KG17, YW18]. Expected [DHK17, EF11, MWW14, VZY14, Bia17, Kar17, NCA17, ZX17, ZY17a].

Expectile [XQ17b, ZZ18d]. Expenditure [AZN15]. Experiment [Jaf13]. Experimental [Atk12, FH13b, FG11, PK12, ADKZ16, Bow17, LZ18, MP17]. Experimentation [RSV11]. Experiments [AGVG+11, BO14, BSB12, CEK11, CS11, NFZ11, Pre11, Sty10, WW13b, Weh11, ZB12a, BO17, BJVV17, CE17b, EIM18, KB17, LL16, MEZ16, Mat18, Nor16, PLS17, ST16b, Wan17c, Wan17d]. Expert [SA14]. Explanatory [BSSJ11, ZW11, YW17a]. Explicit [ES11b, Tia12]. exploration [LDL18]. Exploratory [Bea13, WH18]. Exploring [FTF17, GBC12]. Exponential [Aka10, AMZ15, AM15, BDKM12, BHLK15, BHB15, BAZ15, BR12, Bas14, BBT13, Bos15, CSS11, CN17c, CT14, DB13, DB15, DJ15, DLL13, DC10b, DAL12, GT19, GY13, GW15b, HA16a, VN14, HS15b, HD15, JM14, KG15, Kum15, LL11, Lem14, LLI3, LDS18, MN10, MADSAS10, NH15a, NA12, NAB12, NABA15, PJ10, Pao10, Pet10, PJ13, PCN15, QKP12, RD16, RB10, SKG12, TC14, TTT17, TZZ14a, WTB11, WVW17, XY09, YU14b, YC14, ZLD11, ZS15, AA17a, AHKO16, AO17a, AN17a, AB19, AAK17, AAG17, AGB17, BNB18, BKG17, BN16, CBSN16, CR16, DP17, FLYC16, GA18, HD17, HT16a, He17, IF18, IS16, JN18, Jon18, KNC18, KQ17, Kou16, KX18, KDN17, LQ17a, LW17c, LWWH16, LTS16, LQYZ17, MGD19, MF17, MK17, MP16, MTC19, MDA16].

Exponential-Gamma [CS11]. Exponential-Geometric [DAL12, BAZ15, BN16]. exponential-type [SP17a, SSS17a]. exponential-weighted [GA18]. Exponentiality [BT13, PMA14]. Exponentially [AP17, MZ10a, MRS12, Men10b, Men13a, AAJ16, GW19, Kre18, TS17c, WT18, YKL+17]. Exponentiated [AF10, CG15, Coo13, GDSC15a, KSDR15, LK19, PWLO17, BNB17, BN19, HNB19, Han19, KTR18, KD17b, MOC16, MAYH17, NAB16, RAA17, RMM17, SM19]. exponentiated-log-logistic [MOC16]. Expository [Ham13]. expressed [KR17]. Expression [HL11]. expressions [AIK17, NC18b, vZ17].
Extended [AJGG14, AO12, Bos15, Can15, CS14a, CYY14, DAL12, GMB+13, GP12, GdSC15b, KCS12, KA15, KDN17, LVH19, OPK17, PCN15, SCC12, SSON11, WL10, WHVH13, WHLW14, AMV18, AAL17, BKN16, BNB18, CL16, CLC+16, GQC18, MML17, NA17, OPK18, ÖK17, Sab19, SXW17, WH17b, YQC17, YW18, ZW17a, Zha17a, ZW18]. Extending [AASRZE17, Zhu10]. Extension [AVCG10, CZ15a, Li13b, OPSGB12, PP10, YWLY11, Bak17, Bud16, Coo19, Djo17, GQC17, HME17, JSS16, KJT17, KK17b, KK18, PM18, PN16, SS19, Sch17, Shai18b, Wu17d, Zhai16b]. Extensions [BM10, Dji10, Hay10, LRC17, OCIS12, BAT+18]. Extent [GH13]. Extinction [VYZ14, Fro17b]. Extra [DZ15]. Extract [LH11b]. extragalactic [DBC16]. Extrapolation [BCDLA12, HM15, Wan17e, Sab19]. Extremal [BNE15, Kon11, AEHQ17, CY17a]. Extreme [AT11, BGG11, Cra14, Fer14, GD12, GMN13, HLR16, RL11a, Ryc14a, Yan15, AEB17, Ber16b, BBS16, DYL17, FMPF16, GGO17, HWLP18, LK19, LL19b, OGD17, RMN16, Roo18, Sch16, SK17, WDLZ16, ZW17]. Extreme-Value [GMN13, OGD17]. Extremes [FZ10c, LzPFJ11, TW13, CD17, FL18a, HLP17, LP18]. Extremum [Kom17].

F [SG17d]. Factor [ADWR11, Bea13, Beal5, Bi15, DD13, FHS15, Hua10, LP10, LH11b, OQL12, SBL13, SNN12, WS14, BH17a, CMN+18, FZ18, JSC17, MH16b, Sakk15, YYW18, YM17, ZH16, ZS17b]. factor-covariate [FZ18]. Factorial [CT11, CEK11, CJ15, Fon14, HYK15b, Jae11, KG14a, LHHC14, MGM13, MH15, Tin10, TT11, WW13b, WYZ15, YH11, BVJ17, DT17, GPM18, KHY17, MH16b, Nor16, Wan17c, Wan17d, ZL16e]. Factorials [OQC14, GQC17]. factorization [TZ17]. Factors [AA13, CT11, Con12, HLL15, MGM13, SCC12, Tin10, WYZ15, Web11, ZZP10, CRTdC17, FP17b, LWG18a, XK18, ZS17b]. Fail [BHB15, FTF17]. Failsafe [BHB15, FTF17]. fails [Yan16]. Failure [AA14, BLN13, Bas14, CY10, CB12, COL15, DN14, FMS15, Han11, Jia12, KR12b, sK11, Ko14a, Ko14c, Ko15b, LY11b, PS14, QZZN10, QNZ14, RM14, Ryc14a, SJS15, TW10, TK14, WS11, ZW13, AE17c, CB17, DE17a, HA16b, KJT17, Ko16a, MKSS17, NB17, PKM17, SDS17, TPN18, YCL17, ZW17a]. Failures [BC12a, CGSM10, Sc011]. Fair [DW13]. Faithful [AT17]. falls [Kon19]. False [De 11, DZL18, Mel13, MWW14, Bic17]. Familial [SC10, Den17]. Families [AMZ15, FFA09, MS15, MA14, Ryc11, SA10, BMFS18, CM18, DL16, HMAO16a, LQ17a, SSS17a, WN16a, fZWD19]. Family [Aka10, AJGG14, Ane13b, AF10, Cey11, Cha10, CK10, CZ15a, Coo12, GL10a, GEA+10, GCSB10, GC12, HS13a, IAA15, LCG12, LHZ14, LG14, MS10d, NCO15, OPSGB12, Pun13, SSON11, TB12, TV11, Wan12, YUSC13, AMP17, AHKO16, AO17a, AN17a, AL16, BKGD17, CB16, CARO17, CBOR18, GGDVP16, Gup16, HOAH17, Han19, Har17, JKJ16, KN18b, KH18, MN17, MM17, MAYH17, MAAI17, NAYC17, RAN17, SSB17b, Shu18, SKT16, SS16g, TCA+16, TWG18, TKP17, Wan17b, ZY17b]. Familywise [WX15]. Far [Koz12, CMS17]. Farlie
folding [CJ15]. Foldover [Sty10, EQ17]. Foldovers [Jac11]. Follow [Xu12, YSK15, Liu17c]. follow-up [Liu17c]. following [LCWG16, YL16]. Food [KLS12]. football [JCN17, NC18a]. force [Li17b]. Forecast [MS12b, MS17a]. Forecasting [AP12, BHKH13, Ho16, Kha11, ZK15a, AR16, HHC+17, LGY17]. foreign [HZ17b]. forest [BH17c, WHY18]. forests [DLB17]. Form [AAP11, CCH+10, RR14, Wil09, Ala17, LdM17, Mig17, WS16]. form-invariant [Ala17]. Forming [Jor13]. Forms [Are14, RLL12, SK12c, BBC18, KK17a, RK18, Zha17b, ZKW16]. Formula [BBC13, BCG11, BM10, Bia12, CCH+10, CBB06, Kal17, MBS17, NHN16, WLZ17]. Formulae [Chi11]. Formulas [Kir12, Lu14, LS15b, Lu15, Xiu12, KN18c, Lu16b]. formulation [Bow17]. Fortunato [Mon12]. Fortune [MS14b]. Forward [MS10c, MS14c, ZG17a]. four [WYZ15, ACO+18, Wan17c, ZLYZ17]. Four-level [WYZ15, ZLYZ17]. four-parameter [ACO+18]. Fourier [FM10b, KL17a, ZG17a]. Fourier-cosine [ZG17a]. Fourth [KV10, Cav17, Wei18]. Fourth-Order [KV10]. Fractal [RMC11]. Fraction [AB12, ZZ10, CRTdC17, GZ17, She18b, UK16]. Fractional [BP11, CT11, CL14, Fon14, GIT14, HYK15b, Jac11, Kwa13, LHC14, MS11b, Tin10, WYZ15, YH11, Zha13, ZLD15, Ben19, JZ16, KHY17, LL17c, LFZ17, LTC17, RAAJ17, SCC18, SXZ17, Stu17, XML16, ZLD16]. Fractionally [GS15a, GS13]. Fractions [RSV11]. Frailty [CRTdC17, DS09, EMI14, HD13a, HS15a, HS15b, HD15, Ko10b, sK11, Man11a, Wan10b, WK12, HP16, HB16, HB17a, HP17a, HB17b, HP17b, ZSWA19]. frame [Haq17]. Framework [BBB10, CCL+13, KS10a, RL11a, CMS17, DHP+16, GL9, HA18, HZW17, Kam16, ZLD14]. Frank [GGL14]. Franklin [JSS16]. Franses [dBCR15]. Fr´echet [BSCS11, KJAR13, AT15, TC17]. Free [BTK10, CCI0d, DM10, Hi15, SH11, SBK13, WW13b, BAB+18, Gau17, Mar16, WL14, XQ17a]. Freedom [KMC10]. Frequencies [BDS11, GEM+18]. Frequency [sDSwcCjK14, JLL13, Kwa13, SNN12, GR18b, KAW+18, LG18, Qou17, WdX17]. Frequentism [Bic12]. Frequentist [BAK13, Far11, WZ13, ZK13b, BN18b, BH17b, Bic18, Sill18]. fresh [PM17]. Friedman [LVH19]. Frisch [Yam17a]. Frontier [Ko11]. Fubini [HZW17]. Full [Dem14, RGL12, Vij11, CYF+18, GPM18]. Fully [CC10d, KM18]. Function [Abd15, AT11, Arf13, AB11b, BA10, BG11d, Cah12, CS14a, CZ15a, CS15a, CW15b, DL11, Ekd14, FG11, GS15a, GP12, HKR15, HKNL15, XH11, Hod14, Hu11b, Hu13, HGZ15, JRM10b, KR12, LH11a, LWE10, Lia1a, Lop11, LLS14, Mah12b, MCV14, MC11, MKD11, MSN14, NS15a, Neg09, QTD10, QLZ14, QNP12, RASM14, SG10c, She10a, sS12b, She12b, She13, SS14a, SB11, Sug13, TN10, TT10, Tan10b, TB13, Vin13, WG15, WW15b, YSH11, ZZA12, ZFL13, Alv16, BT18a, CRTdC17, CS16a, CX17, CCN17, CDS19, Fab16, GKP16, GT17, HA18, Han19, HW18a, HLY16, Huh16, JN18, JSSO18, KT18, KN17b, LdM17, LA17, LM18a, LX17, LWD+18, MC17, MS17b,
MAG18, Mod17, MKY16, NP17b, OTA17, ÖK17, Pak17, PMKF17, PMFK18, Roz18, RK18, SYC19, SK16a, SR18, Ten18, TS17f, Van16]. function [VFP17a, WL17b, WZK17, WYMZ17, XZ17, Yan17a, YSD+16, You17, ZJJ17]. function-based [BT18a]. Functional [DNL12, ER11, Fu12a, GG10a, GKW14, HL11, HS15d, Hu13, IP13, Kaz11, LLY14, MS12a, Rao10, RGM15, THHL15, WW15a, zXY13, ZI12, ZI14, ZPZ10, AS17, ALR19, Ayk19, BLT16, HA18, Hen17, HXF18, LM18a, Li17a, LL17d, Nas18, OW19, Qin17, SK16a, SB16a, TT17, XZA18, XML16, XHH17, ZWL16, ZL16, ZDZ17, ZDS16].

Function [BT18a]. Functioning [Gol16]. Functions [AE13, ADP10, AYC+12, BCS10, BYDM15, DMP11, EB12, EE15b, Fel10, FP12, Gro11, Gup15, HM12, Hud14, LX10a, LQ13, MFSAS10, Mat11, MSWI3, NS15b, PT15, QQL14, RvdM14, Taki10b, Tee10, TS12, TAY11, WDM14, WK13, zXY13, AE17a, AE17b, BU17, BP17, Car17, CK17c, CNG17, Che17b, DRAS17, FPZ16, IS17, JZ17a, KM16a, KG17, LWD+18, Mna17, Muri16a, NS18, NP17a, PA18, PL17, PY16b, SG16a, Sel17b, SV17, VN18, YM18, YL16, ZW18, ZJ19].

Fundamental [WW15a, TT17]. Fundamentals [LImi1, SY10, KS16a, Li17, NS16a]. functioning [Gol16]. Functions [AE13, ADP10, AYC+12, BCS10, BYDM15, DMP11, EB12, EE15b, Fel10, FP12, Gro11, Gup15, HM12, Hud14, LX10a, LQ13, MFSAS10, Mat11, MSWI3, NS15b, PT15, QQL14, RvdM14, Taki10b, Tee10, TS12, TAY11, WDM14, WK13, zXY13, AE17a, AE17b, BU17, BP17, Car17, CK17c, CNG17, Che17b, DRAS17, FPZ16, IS17, JZ17a, KM16a, KG17, LWD+18, Mna17, Muri16a, NS18, NP17a, PA18, PL17, PY16b, SG16a, Sel17b, SV17, VN18, YM18, YL16, ZW18, ZJ19].

Further [WW15a, TT17]. Further [AE16, DCL12, HHU15, IA15, Qi18, YYX14, YH16].

Future [BSSJ11, PK11, RA11, CCMA18, Tri17]. Futures [HL18b]. Fuzzy [Cui12, MN13b, Tor12, WLY14a, Yen12, HA17, SV17, Sha19, Sym19, THV16].

G [MBS17, SLOT17, SG17d]. gain [LSY17]. Gait [KS10a]. Gait-Cadence [KS10a]. Galton [Fro17b, VY14]. Gamma [AE17a, AA15a, AKK09, AG16, AD19, BP15b, CC12, Cha15, CXS11, CA14, EMI14, GH18, GDCOS13, HS15b, HP16, HME12, IANT13, KCK10, KL12, LF17, Mea15, NBB14, NNN10, PS14, Pop12, She14a, TK14, cTL14, VRB13, WP18, AE17b, AB17, AMV18, BAF19, Ber18, BPS16b, CBOR18, GPP19, HNB19, HB17b, KT17a, KAS17, Kvå17, LdM17, MC17, MMD18, MFF16, NAN17a, PSF16, PN16, SP16a, SS16b, YW17b, Zha17d, ZZ17b, BII17, IABG17].


Gamma-Pareto [AG16, AD19]. gamma-Weibull [SP16a]. Gap [PB17, Alv16, CT16, HHS18, She18b]. Gap-based [PB17]. GARCH [BG18, ARA16, Che13, Iqb13, LS09, LS11, LCZ16, LTCQ17, LWG18a, Mán12, MC19, Rao17b, XLL15a, ZWL13, ZWL16, ZX16].

GARCH-in-Mean [ZWL16]. GARCH-Type [Iqb13, Che13, Rao17b]. gateway [MV16b]. Gaussian [SN12]. Gauss [SN12]. Gaussian [AE16, AK14c, AAM14, BNZ17, BP18b, Ben19, BR11, CJ17, DMST12, Den17, FR10, Fat13, GDCOS13, GDP17, Gra17, HD13a, HS15a, HB16, HP17b, HT10, HW15, HH13, HL15, JS13, JD16, Kall17, KK11a, KOP13, KOP14, KT18, KRMG19, KNN17, Lef10, LN17, Lu16a, MR15, MBV17, Mud16, Nak17, NH15b, NPC17, SSD18, TW13, Tan18, THHL15, VEKH15, WK12, Wu17d, XZ19, ZX18, Zoi09]. Gaussians [DB13]. GEE
[CE19, LCZA17b, WP11, XXMZ18, ZX18]. **GEE1** [Nak17]. Geiger [SAB15].

gene [AIKI17]. **General** [Ben14, Bia12, CC10c, CBO18, GL11, HN17a, HC16a, IRAB13, IAA15, LWZ13, LPN14, LJ12, LZ14, LR10b, LWR11, LR10c, Mat11, NP15, OM13, PK18, RL09, Sho15, SS15b, Tk14, Tia12, VV15, Vas14b, Wan12, WL13, WZ16, WHV16, WW11, Xu12, Yeh12, Yeh13, Yu10, ZB12a, ZK15b, AAK16, BIU17, Bin17, CK17c, CD17, EE16, Fon17, JN18, Kani16, KM18, KRGM19, KG18a, LB16, LMT17, Mar16, MIG17, OH19, PP18, QC19, Ren16, SLOT17, SHB17, SP17a, SKK16, Sun17c, SBL17, Wan17b, WG16a, XZ16, XHH17, YZ17b, ZYLZ17, ZB17, ZS17a, ZZ18e].

generalised [KJS19]. Generalization [Aoy10, Bia15, CG15, HW11, JRM10a, MM13, She14b, VRB13, CO16b, DC17, FF16, JS18, KH18, NAB16, NB17, OB16, SSB17a, Smi19].

**Generalizations** [Dor11, OCIS12, TY17]. Generalized [AB15, AH13, AMV18, Ala14, AK14b, AN17b, AW16, ANS17, BNE15, BEY18, BBC13, BBT13, Bur09, CLGFB15, Cha10, Cha15, CRG13, CW14, CC10c, CM12, CKD14, CA14, CBB06, CSDSB15, COL15, DDM13, DJV17, Deb12, DLL13, EB12, EDAAS12, Fam15, Fed14, FWZ17a, Fon11, FBS10, Fon17, Fu12c, GLZW12, GGL14, GP12, GB10, GMN13, GDCOS13, GK13, GHH11, GSA14, GC12, GY13, GW19, GL10b, GMSD13, HA16b, HS11, HLR11, JMEM14, JZ15, JT11, KM10, Kát11a, KS17, KG14b, KG15, KA15, L12a, LX15, LMD17, LL14, LG14, LY11b, LXT17, LTS16, MEG15, MZ10b, MS10a, Mea15, MN15, NAB12, NAAA3, Oli13, OBPL15, PSP12, PC10b, RP10, Ryc14b, SB13, SBR14, SHe12a, SCC10, SP11a, SP11b, SCSp10, Sou17, SSON11, Tan10a, Tan13, TX14, Tor12, TK14].

**Generalized** [UDC12, VML10, WZ10, WY12, WXZ13, WSC13, WX15, Wee12, WWW13, WH10, XZN15, XYH12, YUSC13, YHC14, Z112, Z14, ZK13a, ZLN11, ZWZ12, ZWP15, Zha15a, ZZL15, ZS15, Zör14, dPD16, AE17b, Aqa17a, Ahn16, AMP17, AR17b, Ala17, AEHQ17, AEB17, AGB17, BK18, BD16b, BT16, Bih16, CY17b, CCZ17, CCM19, CM18, Csi17, CARO17, CAPO17, CFK17, CCY17, Das17a, Das17b, DY18, DA16, EP17, FI17, GSN16, GA18, GGF16, GXB18, GDDG17, Gor17, GSV16, GYL17, HOAH17, HNB19, HN16, Hom17, HC16b, HR17, HS17, HWLP18, IVV17, JZ17b, KDD17a, Kay16, KJT17, KKKO17, KI19, KD16b, KN16a, KK18, KG18b, LK19, LM18a, LN17, LSW17, LZ17, LP17, LW18, MBS17, MF17, MP16, MC17, Min17, MML17, MBAJ19, Mur16a, NHAM17, NP17a, NA17, NN16a, NAYC17, Nor16, OHKK17].

**generalized** [PMF17, PV16, Pen17, PW16, PE17, RMM17, RMM16, RRT17, SG18a, SBRG16, Sch16, SK18a, SG17c, Sha17, Sha16, SSM16, Sha18c, SSB17b, Shu18, SSS16, SS16g, TP19, TR16b, VW18, WC16, Wu18a, Yan16, YYS+18, ZX16, ZH1A18]. **generalized-difference-based** [AR17b].

**Generalized-order** [BEY18]. Generalizing [MM11b]. Generally [CL14, Hua14a, SL13, SHH13, TKW12, Lu18].

**Generated** [El 15, Pun13, SGPA12, AHAH17, BKGD17, CBO18, DTWW17, NA18, RSAN17, SS19, TK14, WN17a, WN17b]. **Generating**
[Dem14, EB12, Xia17b, Jon18, MK17, SAD16, WYMZ17, ZY17b].

Generation [Fer14]. generators [NO17, SJ19]. Genetic [HL11, LS14, SG11, CSM16, PC16b]. Geographic [BAK13]. Geometric [BBT13, CG15, CCL14, DAL12, FWT13, GIT14, HW11, JB15, LS09, LD13, Nas12, Par12, RASMN14, Ric13, SI13, Tee10, WXPS12, BZA15, BNB17, BJ18, BCCR18, BN16, Das17a, FWZ+17a, GDGG17, Ili16, JB18, MOC16, NIR17, NAB16, NB17, SBRGD16, ZW17a, ZW17b, ZW18, ZW19b].


Hajek [DWX17]. Hajnal [Sen14]. Half [CG11b, Gil12, Gui15, Kha13, NP15, aSaCN18, Smi19, Abu18, AHA17, CARO17, CAPO17, OSX+16, SN18, TP19, WL17a]. half-Cauchy [CARO17]. Half-Life [CG11b]. Half-Logistic [Gil12, AHA17, OSX+16, TP19, WL17a]. Half-Normal
[Kha13, NP15, Smi19, aSaCN18, CAPO17, SN18]. **Hall** [Mar12]. **Hand** [SCSMN11]. **Handling** [Par15b]. **Hankel** [BT13]. **Harabasz** [Koz12]. **Harman** [LJC18]. **Harmonic** [PYB+15]. **Harmonics** [PBY+14]. **Harmonizable** [OP11]. **Harrell** [WH17a]. **Harris** [PCN15]. **Hartley** [RS14, SST14]. **Hastings** [GFS16, Van17]. **Having** [AM15, IUT12, LCWG16, MKSS17, Mud16]. **Hayter** [MF16]. **Hazard** [AJGG14, Arf13, BCS10, CZ15a, Dom11, GK11, HSWH14, IT12, MSN14, RA11, RGI15, RR13, SBI13, Smi19, Sur12, WZY14, WK13, Yil12, Yu10, AMP17, BBHN18, BBA16, CY17b, GP16b, HA18, HP16, HB17a, HP17a, HB17b, LXL17, LLD17, LCW+18, MC17, PKM17, Qiu17, SAD16, SRN17, SV17, XMP17]. **Hazard-Product** [Smi19]. **Hazards** [CL15b, HA14, SS12a, SSM12, WTZS15, Zha15a, ÁF16, CW16, DSA16, DFL17, FC18b, GHL17, HP17b, LP17, NSS18, PA18, SS16, WHC16]. **Head** [MSU14, MV16b, Shal18e]. **Health** [Con12, SS14a, BPV19, BKG17, SS16e, SS16f]. **health-related** [BPV19]. **healthy** [SS16f]. **hearing** [GEM+18]. **Heat** [KvdVvZ13, Van17g]. **Heavy** [ADO13, BS12a, GW15b, WLY14b, WW15c, Yar13, Ali17, DPZ17, GGDVP16, GS17, HSLQ17, LCZ16, LSZ16, QL18, Roo17, ST16c, WHHW17, YC17]. **Heavy-Tailed** [ADO13, BS12a, WLY14b, WW15c, GW15b, Ali17, DPZ17, GGDVP16, LCZ16, QL18, Roo17, WHHW17]. **Hedging** [WQQ16, HZ17b, QWWW19]. **Heine** [KV17]. **Hellinger** [Gar14, WX16]. **Hermite** [Zoi09]. **Herriot** [HEHM11]. **Heterogeneity** [Bon14, sK13b, Ko15b, Ko15a, Tsi10, GDPR17]. **Heterogeneous** [CF12, CF14, sK12a, NO12, SAC13, ZLD11, ZL14a, ZL15, BNB17, BNB18, BNB19, DYL17, FLB16, HD17, HS18b, sK16c, ZW17]. **Heteroscedastic** [CYL13, CF13, FLX11, FLW12, FH13a, FV11, GdC12, GC14, Hu14b, LY11a, Wan13b, WT15, ZL12, CA18, Nak17, NAML16, PTV18, ROM16, WZK17, YZP17, ZL16b, SSS18]. **Heteroscedasticity** [AAP11, KSBM14b, KSBM14a, SÖ12, Wu11, ESS17, LLWK18, MGG+17, Sun17a, WHZ17, XK18, Yam18b, ZWP17]. **Heteroskedastic** [BBC13, Hid14, XT17]. **Heteroskedasticity** [Ric17, AHZ17, Arv18, ÇE17a, HJC17]. **Heteroskedasticity-robust** [Ric17, HJC17]. **Heuristic** [BM10, DGM17]. **HEWMA** [AAJ18]. **HEWMA-CUSUM** [AAJ18]. **Hidden** [AR13, GN15, Pie11, VLTP14, Ale16, BKK19, HJY18, YYW17]. **Hierarchical** [BAK13, CTT15, EJJK13, GDS+14, Han11, HS13b, Ian12, KM14a, LS15a, MS13, Raz14, RM15, VMVD14, Han17, JSC17, Sha19, You17, Zha17d]. **High** [AV15a, CC11, Das16a, JLL13, KI14, Kaw13, KVV11, MN13a, MX15, RVD14, RAP13, SLZ11, SL14, SSY18, WSW11, WSIT15, Yam12, YS12, YHS13, YA10, ZHL14, Ahm17, AXL17, BCCR18, DY16, FJW17, FLL17, LWZD17, LG18, Mao17, NAML16, PR17, PP17, Quo17, SS17c, WL17c, WX19, XX17, YJSL19, YX18, ZBHW18]. **High-Breakdown** [MX15]. **High-Dimension** [YA10]. **High-Dimensional** [KK14, KV11, SLZ11,
WSIT15, Yam12, Das16a, Ahm17, AXIJ17, BCCR18, FJW17, FLL17, LWZD17, NAML16, PR17, PP17, WL17c, XX17, YJSL19, YX18, ZBH18.

High-Frequency [Jll13, Kaw13, LG18, Quo17].

Higher-dimensional [JSWL17].

Higher [HLP17, HWLP18, JP13, LR14, RS10, Jswl17, PR17, SG17g].

Hilbert-space [Raol17a, Hgbertian, BB17b].

Histogram [Eid14, KB13, EAE18, Yan17b].

Histogram-valued [KB13].

History [CB17].

Hitting [RcdC14, Geo17].

HIV/AIDS [SG10c].

HMS [MTM13, Vas16].

HMS/c [Vas16].

Hodrick-Prescott [Nas18].

Hölder [RS16, XML16].

Holm [LMZ17].

Holonomic [HT16a].

Homogenous [Ano13b, DDGM13, LS14, MTM13, MS10d, PS14, Vas13, AMP18, Dan18, GPP19, YHS18, PC16b, SYJ17, Sym19, TY17, Vas16, YYW17, YSS18, ZSL17, ZCC16].

Honor [Edi10b].

Horizon [Fal14, LW18b].

Horvitz [Bak17, GÖ12, Sen17a].

Hospital [ZMCM16].

Hotelling [BG19a, DW18, FSZH16, Lee13, SFSH16].

Household [AZN15].

HPT [Xu13, Xu16, Xu17a].

Huang [BB14b].

Human [KS10a, SU11, PHH18].

Hurdle [BW17, zF16].

Hurst [CLV14, MS11b].

Hybrid [AAE17, AA15b, BS12c, MJ15, Tsa10, ZS15, AN17d, BP18a, CSL17, GP16b, GC19, Haq17, KTR18, MAA17, NC18c, Par16, SK18a, Sha17, TR16b, WC16, WL17a, WSS17].

Hydrocarbon [AA17c].

Hyper [LHHC14, CYF+18, KN16a].

Hyper-Graeco-Latin [LHHC14].

Hyper-Poisson [CYF+18, KN16a].

Hyper-hyperbolic [DY18, PW16].

Hypercube [CL15a].

Hypercubes [HM15].

Hyper-exponential [QJWC18].

Hypergeometric [HP14, TD14, Bar17a, LMT17, TS17c].

Hyperspectral [CVC+12].

Hypo-exponential [SKK16].

Hypotheses [BL10, KHM12, LLP10, LLI1, MN13b, PS13, PSS+15, SLZ11, Tak14, Tor12, WXPL13, HA17, Kha16, LMZ17, SE17].

Hypothesis [AGVGP+11, ER14, KG14c, KE10, Rab13, SY11, SR11, XZD10, Zha15b, CQ17, CM16c, CFA17, DKY16a, DKY16b, Far17a, Far17b, Isl17, JZ17a, KLKK17, KTI18, LLY16, LWHB16, MR17, Roz18, Tat16, WBGS19].

I.G. [DN14].

I.i.d [BCH15, CKS17, DP17].

ICA [NAMD14].

Ideas [Voi10].

Identical [Che11, Che17a, PHH18].

Identically [VT15, SHLQ17, TWZ16].

Identifiability [LS16a, CMS17, OGD17].

Identification [BKKP19, CMCCO10, KS10a, Ko12, Ko14b, Ko16a, MMP14, Raïl5, SA15a, HZ18a, LL18a, YG16b, ZL16c, ZP17].

Identify [Ko10b, sK11, Ko14c].

Identifying [BBB14, GGL11, AIK17].

Identities [Dut17].

Identity [WZL10].

Idiosyncratic [ZS17b].
CHP14, CB10, CB12, Cra14, DS17d, EDAAS12, FH12, IKL16, Kha13, LJ13, LH13, LJC18, MA14, NB16, NNI15, Pao10, PGF11, Qom17, RB10, RAB15, Rez17, SNAN17, SK18a, Sha19, SBK13, TZZ14a, Wan12, Wan16c, WCK16. iid [Xin10, QKP12]. III [Kol15b, RSV11, STRD17, Tin10, WL10, YH11]. ill [AD17a, AD17b, LSL16, MDR17]. ill-posed [AD17a, AD17b, MDR17].


Imbalanced [LLV10]. immediate [LL17c]. Immigration [GS11, Li11, LS11, MO14b, Rah12, CY16, DP18, FP17a, KD16c, Rah16]. immigration-birth-death [KD16c]. Impact [Chi11, ZW13, MCGMS17, YAA+17]. Imperfect [Che14, CDG12, Fre14, PL12, SCC12, Cha16, ZW17b, ZW18].


Imprecision [New11b]. improper [TL16]. Improve [HT10]. Improved [BHB15, Bur15, CA12, DM11, DP10b, HS13a, HBM16, Kha12, KHC14, LPdDTH17, LM14, Lu13a, MMD18, Pet10, PY16b, RJ15, SKK10, SS13d, SM16, SMP18, SS15b, TSS15, TTC17, Wan16a, YUSC14b, ZS12, AR17a, CM16b, CLZ18, Das17a, DA16, KJS19, SS16c, SS16h, Zhe18]. Improvement [AC15, Gro10, LS11, NR12, RN13, SCC12, SP17b, Tee14, WU18a]. improves [BPV19]. Improving [LKN15, Kia17, ST16f]. impulse [Roz18, YWX17].

Imputation [SK10a, SSP+12, XLZ+12, KT17b, Qiu17, SGKB17].

Impacts [GR15]. Imputed [WWL13]. Imputing [SHHH99]. in-hospital [ZMC16]. inaccuracy [KS17, Kun17b, RSV17, TD18]. Inactivity [KN10, AHEA18, KP18b, Tav16, ZBA17]. INAR [Djo17, LJW18, ZT17]. Incidence [BHKHM13, EE15b, Ken11, RPY+13]. Include [Cah15]. included [PT16]. includes [GGDVP16]. including [DS16a].

Inclusion [GÖ12]. Income [AZN15, RS17, MBAJ19, SLZ18]. incomes [DLH+18]. Incomplete [BBB14, CL15b, GPM18, HFI14, HYK15a, KMM12, SB16b, TK13, Tsu14, XLL15b, BH17b, CSL17, CHM16, Kha19, KB17, LG16a, MD17a, MGP17, MMP17]. Inconsistent [YSHL11].

Incorporate [BSB12]. incorporating [VV17, dPD16]. Incorrectly [Koz12]. Increase [SNN12, LL17f]. Increased [Lyr+18]. increases [Bie17].

Increasing [CZ15a, Ryc14a, SJS15, YK11, AE17c, DW18, Had17, LQH18, LD18b, MKSS17, PKM17, ZQQY17]. Increments [GJ15, Kor11, Wan13a, WLY14b, WHHW17, XML16]. Independence [BD11b, BK09, EPGTH15, Han13, HKLI12, SLZ11, YSR11, YL15, CHZ17, Mao17, SDS17, WCW17, Zha17b, ZZJ19]. Independent [AASR12, Are14, (Ba14, GJ15, HP14, Kor11, KLM10, LSX14, MP15, MSW13, New11b, NRW15, VT15, ZL15, BN18a, BOT17, FLB16, GSM16, GG16b, KLMD16, LL17b, LPDD18, LG16b, MMN16, MMP18, MN19, PHH18, Wan17f, YLS17, ZVG19]. Index [BB14a, DTO13, GD12, GMP11, Hua11, Hua12, HL18b, JO10, LIPMF13,
LW15, LLY14, LWHP11, LWHP12, MS11b, Sim14b, TCM15, VPMF14, WCL11, ZT13, AO18a, BAL18b, Ball18a, BPV19, Bia17, CA18, FTT16, GW19, HA18, HZ16, HZ19, HRA16, HBA17, HK19, JZQ15, LLHZ16, LY16a, LZZL17, LPDD18, LL18b, LL19b, MJH19, MB17a, NS17, Nou17, SK16a, TS17e, UB17, WT18, XHL18b, YLG16a, YCH17, YCZ17, YH16a, Z17, ZXF17].

index-based [AO18a]. indexed [Dan18, HYS17, HYS18, Pen17, QWZ14, QQWW19, SY16, SY17b, SY17c, TY17, YSK15]. Indexing [ZLDT14].

India [CM16b, KA17]. Indicators [CW15a]. Indices [BA12, Bia15, CC15b, Gra10, Gra11, NNA12, Sim14a, WW15c, Yen12, BNZ17, BEY18, CC16b, LWWR18, SNWL17, YCAJ18]. indifference [EM18]. indifference-zone [EM18]. indirect [Gro18, Xue17]. Individual [BG11, HQW15, sK12a, LH14b, Xu13, DHH17, sK16c, Liu17a, Xu16].

Indoor [CDZ14]. Induced [CY14, EIM13]. Industrial [OJR15]. ineffectiveness [LJ18]. Inequalities [DB13, DB15, JD16, KG17, RC14b, SP15, Spe17, Wan13d, YW11b, FC18b, Fio17a, HA16a, LWH16, NHV17, RD16, WWW17, YWH17, ZXSZ18].

Inequality [Bea15, FZ10a, HK15, HX11, MM11b, Muk11, Nos14, Por15, Rat13, Sei13, WZL10, XY09, ZFL13, AGL17a, BBE18, Bud16, CLMW19, CH16c, DWX17, DY18, Kre18, MBA19, MT19, Nav16, Rao17a, RS17, TK17a, Ud18, Zhe18].

Inequivalent [GFR12]. Inexact [YW13]. Infection [HD15]. Inference [Afe13, AAP11, AARN10, ASNT15, AN17d, BK17a, BAK11, BS12b, BP15b, BPSS12, CHM16, CHe10b, CL13, CHLP09, CCSCME13, DP10a, DP13a, ED10b, FGP16, FZ10a, FH12, FM13, GN15, GP16b, GC115b, GL15b, HZ17, HS15b, HL11, Hu14b, Hua12, JMEM14, KPS10, Kha12, Kha13, KSR15, Kos14, LX15, LS17c, LCW+18, MFPG16, MF14, mNNK17, NN11b, N12, OM13, PK14, Pa10, PT10, PV13, RB10, Sco11, Sta17, Sto12, STH10, TK13, TX14, Tsi15, VRC13, WCL10, WXP12, WY15a, WWT15, WYY17, Wei12, WJH15, Wu16, ZXY13, Z11, ZK13b, ZT17, ZWP15, ZS10, AA17a, AHAH17, Am18, AAK17, Bar17b, BD16b, Bar17c, BS17, BIC17, BPS16b, CW16, CCMA18, CY16, EKA1N17, G16, GN17, GFL19, Gun16, Gun17, HD17, HXF18, HZ16, JC18, KAS17, LKK17, LG17, LXT17, Liu17a, MSL17]. inference [NS18, PG18, Qiu17, SG18a, SGdML17, SNWL17, Se17b, SK17, St17, T17, TH17, WCH16, Wan17b, WLC17, WG16a, WP18, WN16a, XT16, XHL18b, YCZ17, ZXM16, ZZ17a, ZZ18, ZL18].

Inferences [AMG13, AMG15, CMCC10, HKN15, Jaf15, PZ15, WSK14, Wan16d, ZK10, LQ19, XH17a, XT17]. Inferential [Pic15, RAM16, Zha14]. Inferiority [AASR12, Far12, AASRZE17]. Infinite [CTQ11, HB13, L18b, PZ15, ZLF14, CL17, CLL17, FLY16, Li17b, Van16, ZL16g]. infinite-time [Li17b].

infinitely [BB19]. Inflated [FW1+15, Fu12c, HJ14, Mon14, O10, PS11, PBS12, RB19, Y10b, Z14, ZZL15, BW17, BD16b, BG16a, CY18, DDD17, FI17, LMDO18, M16a, RC16, SG16c, SSD18, SG16e, TSG19].

Inflation [PS11, Y10a, MCGMS17]. Influence [APA14, BO17, BSSJ11, CT10, ER14, EE16, GdC12, Gro11, LSC13,
Influencing [AA13]. Influential [NAAC16, NIN11, ÖA15, BANC17, Sha16].
Information [ARD14, AC15, AAR11, BER16a, CL14, CB14, CC15a, CL15b, CB11, DZX13, Fre14, Gro10, GSSCR12, Ham12, HK15, HF14, KG14a, Kaw13, KS12b, MT14, MEG15, NH15a, NSL14, PL12, QL11a, Sha10b, SV10, SS13b, SS13d, SS13e, SS14b, SS14b, SS15b, TB12, TSS15, WBH10, WH11, XLL15b, YUSCI14a, ASME17, BRY17, CH17, DGM17, EMH16, EDT18, GCA18, HKH17, Haq18, JR18a, KDG+18, KG18b, LYM+18, Miy17, Oga19, Par16, PTK18, PK17, Sha16, She17, SLF18, SSS17b, SP17b, SMK17, SS16g, SS16i, THV16, Tri17, TH17, YSG17].
Informative [DMST12, Den13, SS12a, YD14, ZZSP14, DDS16]. Ingersoll [CCZ15].
Insurance [DGM13, DW13, KY10b, Yan14, ANS17, BR19, BG16b, LG16a, YLS17]. insurant [LRZ17, ZHY17]. intake [JKL19]. Integer [GSB12, Kac14, MGP11, MSP12, RNB12, ZWZ11, BB17a, BCK17, CC16a, Foz17, JM16, KN18c, LPC17, MPG16, MGP17, NPR16, Quo17, YZ18]. Integer-Valued [GSB12, Kac14, MSP12, RNB12, ZWZ11, BB17a, BCK17, LPC17, NPR16, Quo17, YZ18]. Integrable [Cos18]. Integral [ABL15, Par13a, Pri15,wat11, Aga17a, DHZ+19, Kal17, KS16a, LZF17, NS16a, SSC18]. Integrals [LdM17, SY17d]. Integrated [GS13, GS15a, JLL13, LCLJ14, SDC+12, AABL17, LG18, PKM17, PMFK18, RFM18, WWZ18, ZS17b]. Integrates [SSON11]. Integration [HC12, PMKF17]. Intensities [BCCH14, AESO19, Far17a, GDW18].
[BCDLA12, HM15, AA17c, SN17]. Interpretation [MCY11]. Interpreting [BYDM15]. Interrupted [KCS12]. Intersection [RP15, LS17e]. Interval [ABI12, CW15b, Far11, FMS15, HD13b, jK15, Ko14d, LCT12, Liu11c, Mah12a, NRW15, NGT13, NAD15, PSS+15, PGF11, PR11, She14b, She15a, TB15, WY12, Wan12, WXZ13, WZ13, WJY15, WTS15, Wan16c, WW15b, YHS17, Yam18b, YXG11, YCL14, Yu12, ZB12a, Zho10, ABK17, AJ18b, BMQ16, FZS19, FC18b, Ko16b, LK17a, Lin16, Oga16, PMW17, Pou17, PL17, SSK18, Tar17, Uya17, WP18, YXY17, ZFD17]. Interval-Censored [FMS15, She14b, She15a, WY12, WTZS15, FZS19, FC18b, WP18]. Intervals [BS12c, BHLK15, BSY12, Bur15, Chv13, DZ12, EDAAS12, HNV13, KG14a, KL10, KV10, KLM10, KXX11, KZ15, LQ13, NN11a, New11a, New11b, Par13b, PGF09, PJL13, QQL14, RA11, Rub10, SP11b, VB12, WCL11, WQ14, WH14, WH10, BAR16, BAB+18, BG19b, Fro17b, GP16a, KWM17, Ker17, KQ17, KPZ16, KX18, MS17a, PA18, PY16a, PY16b, QK17, Raj17, Sou17, XM17b, ZLD16]. Intervention [AMH14]. Intra [YA13, CS16b, Yad16]. Intra-Class [YA13, Yad16]. intra-cluster [CS16b]. intraclass [Xu17b]. Intrinsic [YA10]. Introduction [VEKH15, KD16c, Sre18]. intuitionistic [HA17]. Invariance [BZ13, Fu12b, MGN16, YL10, Kam16, Kyr17, MH16b]. Invariant [BDKM12, JRM10b, Kon10, LGV13, MR15, Neg09, SEA15, Zen17a, Ala17, HBMAO16a, LL19b, MR16a, PW16, RPM18, VPM16]. Inventory [BS14, SK16d, Ali17, Kyr16]. Inverse [AD19, CKLS11, DB15, EI15, GDCOS13, GSA14, Gro11, HD13a, HS15a, HSMK13b, HYWY14, JS13, KS15b, KLS10, Lec11, LY16a, Mca15, Pop12, SW14a, WK12, YHS13, Zhi10, ANS17, CGC17, GDPR17, HB16, HP17a, HP17b, M16b, P17b, SSS16, Sha18c, TP19, Xia16, XZ16, YGL16, YHW17, Zha17d]. Inverse-Gamma [Pop12]. Inverse-Probability-Weighting [Lec11]. Inverse-Weibull [HSMK13b]. Inversion [HWM12, WH15a]. Inversions [CN15, CN17c]. Inverted [Gho09, IANT13, KTR18, TR16b]. Invertible [Hu14a]. Investigation [Aca15, Mat14, WWW15]. Investment [AC11, GW15b, ZYN11, GWP19, HW18b, LRZ17, LG16a, MWY18, ZY17a, ZYH17]. Involving [FFA09, Gri15, MS11b, Sto12, Wan13d, AO18c, CS16c, KG17, LdM17, Spe17, VV17, Xia16b]. IPPS [TS12]. Irreconcilability [CM16c]. irregular [QYLL17]. Irregularities [DG11]. IRT [BBG14, MMV12, Mat14]. ISE [JFA12]. ISO [NN15]. Isotonic [SZD12, Hua17b, Ima17]. Isotropic [SMM10, WDM14, Tan18]. issuance [ZY16]. Issue [Edi10b, Ko15b, Ko17a, MSD19]. Issues [DG12a, Pic15]. Itô [LCL14]. Item [Aca15, BBG14, BC12a, MMV12, G0l16, HS18a, SK16d]. Items [AA13, Bas14, CF14, NN13, GF17]. Iterated [CL15b, XY10]. Iteration [MF10]. Iterative [DB15, HT10, Sha10a, ÜY13, Udo18, XM17a]. Iteratively [SSS14a]. IV [AG16, GHBM18, AM16, BREA11, HIl15, JHB12, RPY+13].

Large-D deviation [Aka10]. Large-Sample [Bur15, BOT17]. large-scale [DZL18, LW17a, LW18a]. Larger [AM15, HS12b]. Largest [KT15, Kur10, CY17a]. Laspeyres [MB17a]. Lasso [FC18b, HL11, Kim15, Rej16, RZ13, WS11, ZGK17, ZL16f, Das16a, Yam17a, NAML16, PS18, YL18b, ZX18, CCY17, XM17b]. LASSO-penalized [ZX18]. Lasso-type [Kim15]. last [Cha16, MC17]. Latent [AK14a, BBG14, BC12d, BC14, Cag12, CD15, Fed13, GN10, NAMD14, RSG17, RMP12, She14a, ZLDT14, Ayk19, CRTdC17, DM18, MM19, YCL17]. Latin [CL15a, Gar10, LHHC14, MD17a]. Law [Bal15, CGW15, DCG13, Ko13, KB14, LL11, MRS12, Rec12, WXZ13, XY10, dXcY12, XY14, YWS14, YL10, Zo109, Dan18, DWX17, Ike17, NHV17, Pen17, SZV16, SY16, TY17, YYS+18, KA17]. Laws [CL15b, HW15, HWW15, NA12, RP15, CHZ17, CL17a, HC16a, SY17c, YYW17, Zha17a]. Layer [Vij11, ZX17]. Layouts [SAKK15]. lead [SB17]. lead-in [SB17]. Learning [Aoy10, CS11, LLV10, SB12, SZL14, Hen17, WYG17, YA17]. Least [AG11, CHP14, Chr10, CKD14, FP12, MA11, Nie17, PYB+15, QZY11, Rah12, SJS15, Tec12, Tsi14, TB13, VSS12, WH15a, WL15, WS15, ZL15, ZL16, AJ18b, CCZR17, LS16, OU16, OOT19, PCL16, Ten17, Yam18a, YWH17, ZWP17, vZ17]. Least-squares [Nie17, AJ18b, OU16, PCL16, Ten17, Yam18a, YWH17, vZ17]. Lee [DHP+16]. Leffler [GG18, JRM10a, KUWG19, SG16d]. Left [FJ11, LK14, Lin10, PJ10, Par15a, SY11, She10a, She12a, WLF11, WH11, WTS15, BG16a, HL17, She16, sSW18, VPCG16, WYL17, YW1LW18, ZJ17]. left-censored [BG16a]. Left-Truncated [PJ10, Par15a, She12a, WLF11, WH11, WTS15, She16, sSW18, WYL17, YW1LW18, ZJ17]. left-truncating [VPCG16]. Left-Truncation [FJ11, SY11, HL17]. leftmost [ZCC16]. Lehmann [KP12a, Sto11, YWO+15]. Leibler [BR17, KS15a, Par16, PNLK18]. Lemeshow [YX17]. Lemma [Tor12, LH17b]. Length [CM13a, Fak15, MP15, SH17a, FZ17a, FY17a, JRF17, KL17c, LK17b, Len17, MZ17, ZZ18a]. Length-biased [Fak15, FZ17a, JRF17, MZ17, ZZ18a]. Lengths [Cox15, KV10, Mah12a]. Leone [Bay16, Gen17, KI19, RSN17]. Letter [Aki11, AR17c, HSMK13a, Jon18, Öztg19a, SG17d]. Leukemia [HS15c]. Level [CT11, HLL15, Hua110, LM13, MGP14, PC12, RL11b, SM09, Tin10, Tor12, Viji11, WILL13, CBSN16, CS18, CJ15, Fon17, GQC17, MA18, OQC14, Pou17, WLL13, WYZ15, Wan17c, Wan17d, WQ18, Yad16, ZLYZ17, ZT17, YL16e, ZS17a, ZZ18c]. Level-Crossing [SM09]. Levels [ADWR11, FHS15, AA17c, EIM18, FJS+18, PG16, Su17b]. Leverage
[MP10a, RVD14]. **Leverages** [ÖA15]. **Lévy** [Car19, DO13, GW15b, Hac18, KUWG19, LYX18, SJ19, ZLZ15, CWW16, Gra17, YSC17b]. **Lévy-driven** [ZLZ15]. **Lévy-Khintchine** [Car19]. **Lévy**-driven [ZLZ15]. **Lévy-Khintchine** [Car19]. **Liénard** [YTX14]. **Life** [ADP10, CG11b, CW15a, DCL12, DW13, Fak15, hFmH14, HS12a, IRB13, JMEM14, Jia12, KPS10, KRB12, KRB13, LM14, MO18, MB15, RG15, RR09, RR13, RM14, RE10, SS10b, SS14a, TGXX12, WXPS12, XFC11, XF12, ZS15, BJU18, BP18a, BT16, CNG17, FZZ16, GXB18, JBA18, KP18b, LG16a, MSR17, SV17, SS16f, XK18, ZJZ17, ZMN17]. **Lifetime** [CMSC12, hFmH14, KRB12, NS15a, NRB14, PD909, Raq10, SK15a, Wan10b, AE17c, AER16, BIJ17, Che17a, CAP017, Ery17, GRSN18, GW19, JC18, KHY18, LSCW17, LM18b, NI16, NY17, PBA18, RCdCN16, SHB17, TPN18, Tav16]. **Lifetimes** [BP15b, LMM15, RSA13, RCdC14, Zha11, GC19, KG18b, LL17a, LMM18, MAA17, PBA17, Rez16, WP18]. **Light** [Wan13a]. **Light-Tailed** [Wan13a]. **Light**-like [LYX18, YSD+16]. **Likelihood** [Ala14, AS15, Bak11, BP15b, BGG11, BG17, CG11a, CSF12, CM13b, CY16, EY10, EE15b, FLX11, FLW12, FH13a, Fed13, FZ10a, GLZW12, GAK14, Gil12, GFG13, GG13, GFL19, GL10b, HB13, Hod14, HSW14, Hu11a, Hu11b, Hua11, HL11R, KM14a, KI18a, LvR12, LQ13, Lia10, LW14, LW15, LG14, Lu11, MF14, PSS+15, PFG11, PD10, QL11b, QL15, RB10, SAC13, Suz13, SZ13, Tak14, TX14, Ts15, TH17, WDZ11, WCL10, WWL13, WSC13, WQ14, WSK14, WWT15, Wan18, WW15c, XTG15, zXYLi13, YXC11, YC14, Yu10, hYhW14, YHC14, ZLN11, ZWZ11, ZZ11, ZX10, ZW11, ZWPZ15, ZSY13, dCOSW13, AA17a, ALe16, Alv16, BT18a, BJC16, CW16, Che16c, CNG17, CLW17, CLL17, DDP18, DDD17, FJW17, FLL17, GFG16, God16, HXF18, HZ18b, HLR16, JXW17, JSZ17, KSBN17, KTNB17, KNH17, KT17b, LLHZ16, LC16, Li17d, LN17]. **likelihood** [LD18a, LXT17, LLWK18, LQ19, MZ17, MMD18, NKG16, PC16a, PS18, Par17b, Phi18, SG16c, She18a, SLF18, Tak18, TME19, WHC16, WSW16, Wan16d, Wan17a, WNL18, WZZ17, XJW17, XJW19, XTS16, XX17, XMP17, YZ17a, YCH17, YC17, YX18, Zen17b, ZT17, ZBTC17, ZX18, ZC17b, ZZ19b, ZL18, ZX16, dADlA18]. **Likelihood-Based** [WQ14, GFL19, Ts15, ZWPZ15, HZ18b, LLHZ16, LQ19]. **likelihood-ratio** [DDP18, NKG16]. **Likelihoods** [Cha14, RSV10]. **LIL** [FZ10b, ZLF14]. **Lilliefors** [SS11b]. **Limit** [AL15, BNZ17, CSCI3, FR10, GLS12, HW15, JFA12, Kát11a, KY10a, Li13b, LPN14, MC11, MWM13, MGLZ14, MZ14, NA12, NR12, SSA10, Sun13, Sun15, XP18, ZY10, ZC14, ZZ17a, ZL16g, Arv18, hCXXShY18, DPP17, Ike17, Koi16c, Kyr16, LPH16, MG16, MN16, Wan17f, Wu17c, Wu17d, Xie16, XML16, Zan17, Zha16b, ZLT17]. **Limitation** [KL152]. **Limiting** [HP10, IK18, Ro17, RP12, SA17c, SU17a, Dru17, WYY16, ZWPB17]. **Limits** [FLK12, Han12a, HW14, IVVN11, YXG11, BN18b, CC16b, GW19, LL17b, Pou17, YLS17]. **Lin** [BB14b, KHY18]. **Lin-Wong** [KHY18]. **Lindley** [AGAM17, AMGK13, AMGK15, ANS17, BP16, EM16, EMHK17, GDCO16, IR19, JJ18, KY17a, MZ10b, MA17, PWLO17, RAM16, SSSM16, Sha18c, VV17]. **Line**
[BQDH12, Djii10, ES11a, Eid14, HT13, UC14, EAE18, HD13b, SB16b, VV17].

**Linear**

[AE13, Aga11, AKL15, AA11a, Ala14, Alk10, ASMZ14, AG11, ABC12, BDKM12, BBC13, BC12b, BD11b, BSSJ11, Bru10, Bur09, CCN17, CZ15b, CLX14, Chv13, CBB06, COL15, DG11, DLP15, ES14, Eli11, ER14, FLX11, FLW12, FH13a, FQZ14, Fel10, FZ10a, FHZ12, FMS15, FBS10, FH12, Fu11a, GLZW12, GH13, Gii14, GL11, Gue13, GPO14, GW15b, GR15, GE11, Han12b, HMP12, HKLW12, HX11, Hii15, Hu14a, HLY16, HS11, Hua11, HWW15, IP12, JP13, KRT13, jK15, Ko13, KV11, KE10, KQ11, LLC10, LY10, LY11a, Li12a, LPLW13, LW13a, LX15, LL14, LW14, LR10b, Liu11b, LWR11, LG11, LWHW11, LWH12, LGX12, LX13, LN13b, MGP11, MZ11, Mao15, Mas15, MYM11, MLGZ14, MSN14, MM15, MN15, NKS15, NIN11, OM13, PMA11, PHW11, PYB+15, PC12, Pie11, Por11, PC10b, QL11b, QZY11, QL15, QLZ14].

**Linear**

[QNZ14, RvdM14, RL09, RF12, SBL13, SGR+12, Say14, SN12, SO14a, She12a, She15b, She17, SS10a, SS12c, SN14, SS14c, SL15, Tan10a, TT10, Tia12, TX14, TTZ14b, TCN15, UPA13a, ÜY13, UDC12, VML+10, WCL10, WSW11, WL11, WL12, WL13, WL15, We12, WH15, WJ11, WY13, XT15, XT12, XY12, XY13, YHS13, YC12, YC10, YW11a, YC11a, Yan12, YY14, YY14, YX15, YS15b, YHC14, ZLN11, ZY13, ZFL13, ZTZ+13, ZT10, Zha15b, Zho09, ZC13, AE17a, AE17b, AM17b, AD17b, AR17b, AS17, AW16, ALR19, BRZR16, BTC16, BT18b, BCL16, CW18, Cha18, CS16c, CS15a, Che16c, CLZ16, CCZR17, CHZ17, Che19b, Ciu17, CCY17, DP18, DTT+16, EI 17, EE16, EP17, FZZ16, FW17, FCP16, FWW19, GST17, GAS17, GSB18, GSB16].

**Linear**

[GYL17, GX18, HA16a, HHS18, HBMAO16a, HBM16, HA16b, HXF18, HZL16, HH16, HR17, HWY17, HZ19, Isl17, IF18, JN18, JSO18, JX18, JQ18, KJT17, KY17b, KOA16, KRMG19, KJ18, KN17b, LZY+17, LM18a, LSL16, LLY16, Li17d, LZZL17, LC816, Li18, LD18a, LX19, LY16c, LXT17, LP17, Liu17a, LTGK17a, LTGK17b, LLWK18, LMG18b, LW1R18, MBS17, MDR17, MGLX14, MG216, MN16, NNZ16, NNN18, Nak17, NN16a, NNvRS17, NS19, Nor16, Oll17, OOT19, PS18, PddHNR17, Par17b, Qin17, Ren16, RT17, RA16, SAN17, Sha16, SN19, SP16b, SE17, Sun17b, Sun17a, Sun17c, SÁHLvR17, TZW16, TL17, TT17, Wan16d, WW17a, WH17b, WH16c, WB18, Wu16c, WF17, WL17d, Wu17a, Wu17b, WA17, Wu18a, Wu18b, WCF18, Xia17a, XTS16, XX17, XZ18, Xu16, Yan17a, YY16, YH16, YSC17a, YCZ17, YWH17, YL18b, YA17, Yi18, YW18, YZ18, Zar19, ZCHR19, Zha16a].

**Linear**

[Zha17b, ZF17, ZDS16, ZY17b, dPD16].

**Linear-Circular**

[KS15b].

**Linear-exponential**

[JS18].

**Linear/Linear**

[KS15b].

**linearities**

[DY16].

**linearity**

[AO18c].

**Linearized**

[LG11, LGX12, Oga11].

**Linearly**

[CS16a, CX17, YC17].

**Lines**

[DDGM13, LS17b, Meh17, VV17].

**linex**

[Mur16a, Han19, IP12, LH11a, NP17b, TN10, TT10, Tan10b].

**Linguistic**

[GGL14].

**link**

[Mur16b].

**linked**

[DYW18, HA18].

**Links**

[BBB10].

**Liouville**
Lipschitz [SJ19].

Liu [Ka¸c19, AK13, ANA17, AEA17, CE17b, IES+17, LYX11, MKS15, ÖK15, UPA13a, Wu16b, Wu18a, Wu18b, WAA18, XY12, Yil18].

Liu-type [Ka¸c19, AK13, ANA17, AEA17, CE17b, IES+17, Wu18b, Yil18].

Lives [KM14b].

LM [ZS17b].

LM-type [ZS17b].

LMS [Kir12].

load [Gun16, SNN16, ZB17].

load-sharing [SNN16, ZB17].

Local [CZ15b, DG11, ER11, GD12, Han12b, KL17a, KOA16, LM18a, LZS17, LLQ13, LSC12, MFS12, MMP14, Nad10, NE17, Nge11, PC10a, QZY11, RJ15, SBL13, UPA13b, WL11, WW13a, WT15, WLW15, YY14, ZT13, ALR19, BMRSE17, Bic17, Con16, CWW16, GTW17, GGO17, QWWW19, WH18, WX16, XZA18, YY16, Zan17, ZSL17, ZG17b].

location-invariant [LL19b].

Location-Scale [YLS10, MA14, CR16, DL16, GCA18, HBMAO16a, HN17b, IF18, LX19, LL19b, LM18b, MM17, MS17b, NP17b, PDdHNMR17, SS18, TKP17, WH16b, YY17b, ZG19].

Log-Binomial [PD10].

Log-Binormal [MFFMA17].

Log-Density [Jeo12].

Log-Elliptical [DGV11].

log-gamma-generated [CBOR18].

Log-likelyhood [PS18].

Log-Locality [HT10].

Localized [EZ14].

Locally [CB12, Jaf13, MR15, RD10, ZF18, Mal17, PR17].

Locating [SG11].

Location [ADO13, CT11, CBM14, GR11, Kha12, KV10, MA14, New11a, Pet10, QTD15, SKG12, XFC11, YLS10, AB19, CR16, DL16, EM16, Gau17, GCA18, HBMAO16a, HN17b, IF18, LX19, LL19b, LM18b, MM17, MS17b, NP17b, PDdHNMR17, SS18, TKP17, WH16b, YY17b, ZG19].

Locating [SG11].

Locality [CB12, Jaf13, MR15, RD10, ZF18, Mal17, PR17].

Location [ADO13, CT11, CBM14, GR11, Kha12, KV10, MA14, New11a, Pet10, QTD15, SKG12, XFC11, YLS10, AB19, CR16, DL16, EM16, Gau17, GCA18, HBMAO16a, HN17b, IF18, LX19, LL19b, LM18b, MM17, MS17b, NP17b, PDdHNMR17, SS18, TKP17, WH16b, YY17b, ZG19].
Long-Memory [Aga11, Ban13, BT18b, HW18a, HS18b, Quo17].
Long-Range [IS11, Ber16b, BS17]. Long-Tailed [KL11, LQ17b].
Long-Term [LSC13, CCOB16, MR17, SBLC17]. Longitudinal [CGL13, DPB13, FDDH14, GHy11, Hu11a, Ju15, KNK13, Ko10b, sK11, Ko12, Ko14b, Ko14c, LX14, LX15, Liu11b, MO10, MZ11, RTT17, SG14, SLSY14, SD12, TX14, Tsa10, VML+10, WL15, YC14, Zad15, ZZ11, ZX10, ZZSP14, DDS16, FJS+18, HL18a, HDS16, HNB17, JYZ19, Ko16a, Li17d, LC17, LZ17, LXT17, LL18b, LL18a, LCZA17a, MV16a, Nak17, PM17, RSG17, SG16b, XMMZ18, ZX18].

Longitudinally [GEM+18]. look [EQ17, HT16b, VFP17b].
Lorenz [AB11b, GFA10, LQ19, SJT17]. Loss [ADP10, AYC+12, BA10, CS14a, CBM14, Faz11, Fel10, HX11, HQW15, IP12, Kon10, LH11a, LLSM14, Mah12b, MS10b, Mat11, NS15b, QLZ14, QNP12, TN10, Tsk10b, TT10, Tan10b, ZFL13, AO17a, BU17, BP17, CS16a, CX17, CS19, GKP16, Han19, HWH18, HLY16, JZTN17, KM16a, LRZ17, MAG18, Mur16a, NP17b, ÖK17, PMKF17, PMFK18, Rej16, XM17b, You17, Zha17d].

losses [YLS17]. lot [BAL18b, Bal18a]. lot-size [BAL18b, Bal18a]. Lovell [Yam17a]. Low [YA10, SK16b, WH16a]. low-end [WH16a]. low-order [SK16b]. Lower [AJ11, BCH15, CEK11, Kar17, OQC14, YYS19, FLB16, Lu13a, MRA16, OQC17, TKP17, Wan16c, Wan17b, ZYLZ17, ZS17a, ZZ18c].

Marginal [CC14, Chi09, Chi12a, FPR17, HM12, Miy10, Pop12, Tan10a, VML +10, VMVD14, WJY15, ZZZ13, Djo17, Fan18, Gho17, JM16, Kam16].
Marginalized [EMI14].
Marginals [RNB12, Ber16b, Mud16].
Margins [MFSAS10].
Marine [Far12].
Marked [SY10].
Market [SI13, LG16a, MWY18, MC19].
marketing [YC18].
Markets [JPAB17, SDJ15, NN18].
Markov [ARA16, Ale16, AH18b, AR13, AMP18, AG18, BP15a, BC12a, BG18, BKKP19, BR11, Che16d, DDGM13, DGM13, DMS14, DPP17, Dan18, DT12, FGGL18, FPR17, GL10a, GL15a, Geo17, Gue14, HZ17a, HYS17, HHC +17, HL18b, HJY18, HYS18, Hum14, KCL +16, Kor11, KD16c, LD14, Lim11, LDY15, LW18b, MTM13, MO14a, MR16a, MZ14, OD10, Pap13, PV14, Pen17, PC16b, Pie11, RBB13, SKK18, ST16a, SN12, SFSH16, Sen14, SYW16, SY16, SJJY17, SY17b, SY17c, SMS14, SII13, Sym19, Sze17, TN17, TMZ +17, TY17, UU11, Vas14a, Vas16, Vas13, Vas14b, VLTP14, WW10, WQW16, WCP16, WYL12, XHY16, YSK15, YWS14, YYW16, YYS +18, ZZ17d, ZCC16].
Markov-Correlated [RBB13].
Markov-Dependent [BP15a, AMP18, MZ14].
Markov-Modulated [WW10, YSK15, WQW16].
Markov-switching [AH18b, BG18, FPR17].
Markovian [AGR15, AKK09, AK14c, HYS18, KKK +17, ZZ17d, ZDDH17].
Markovian-Dependent [AGR15].
Marshall [AJGG14, BNB18, Ber18, CSL17, CL16, GGDP16, GT19, HS15b, KJAR13, MS13, MTC +19, MML17, MM11b, NH15a, NA17, SP16a, SX18].
Marshall-Olkin [BNB18, Ber18, GT19, MTC +19, SX18].
Martingale [Hua14b, CZM17, FJW17, SDS17, STD18, Wan17g].
martingale-based [SDS17].
Martingales [RJ15].
Masafumi [AK10, Ed110b].
Masked [CL10a, WY12, XT11, LSCW17].
masking [LS16a].
matched [He18, ZY17b].
matched-pair [ZY17b].
Matches [GG10b].
Matching [Lec11, Oga16, XZ19, ZK13b, CMS17].
Mathematical [NCO15, CBOR18, Rah18].
mathematics [VW17].
Matrices [APM10, AV15a, GFR12, HP10, Kon10, Kur10, SAC13, SSH10, Ahm17, Bar17c, DLS17, FMPF16, NKG16, SAHLvR17, TME19, WYY16, Xie16, ZBH18].
Matrix [Aoy10, AMZ15, ASNT15, BBC13, CLGFB15, CK10, CA12, CBB06, GLZW12, Ham12, HX11, HKV12, IANT13, KK14, KA18, LX10a, MEG15, NRCG16, Ng12, RL11b, Sch12, SP13, SK12c, SAvR12, Tia12, Tsu14, WS12a, WDM14, YHS13, YW11b, YDC15, ZFL13, Zin12, AH17a, Bud16, DLZ17, FM16, HSW17, HJC17, HSSP16, MBS17, Nag18, SKK16, SS17c, Tak18, TZ17, XM17b, ZKS18, ZKW16].
Matrix-Type [Aoy10].
Matrix-Variate [Zin12, TZ17].
Max [HC10, RP15, DHKM17].
Maxima [GM14, HW15, HL16, HM12, MZ15, KVR17, RMN16, Tan18, WHHW17, ZZ17b].
Maximal [GG10b, NHV17, Ryc14a, SEA15, YSR11, AEB17, Li17d].
Maximin [RD10, Tan10a].
Maximization [Fly10].
Maximizing [Cha14].
Maximum [AS15, BGG11, BR13, CG11a, CB11, DPA10, EY10, GLZW12, Gil12, GFG13, GG13, GIT14, HB13, HLR11, KO10a, LvR12, LPN14, LG14, Lu14, Lu15, PGF11, PD10, QKP12, SHH13, ZZP10, ZLN11,
maximum-likelihood [DDD17, KSBN17, KNH17, LN17, MMD18, ZC17b].
maximums [Ko17b].

McDonald [OSX+16, dBSCD16]. MCEM [GDS+14]. MCLE [AHKO16].
MCMC [Mat14]. McMillan [HYS18, SY16]. McNemar [Lu10, LWZ17].
Mean [ARD14, AS13, AB11b, BC13, BC12c, CW15a, DP10b, DSSL15, Fak15, Far11, FWT13, GP12, GÖ12, GSSCR12, GS15c, HX14, Hua15, HAZ16, IUT12, IRB13, KK14, KK11b, Kha11, KTW10, KRB12, KT11, LH11a, LR14, LWZ17, LM14, MZ11, MS15, Men10b, Men13b, Men13a, MS11c, Nad10, NVS19, Oga15, Rah12, Raq10, RG15, RR13, SGKB17, SG10a, SG10b, SK13a, SH13, SS15a, SV10, SKK10, SK12b, SS13b, SK14, SST14, SMM15, SJ10, SS14b, SS14c, TC14, TSS15, TTC17, TKW12, TJ13, WLY14a, XZ10, YUSC14b, ZWLI13, AO18a, AB17, ASG17, AH18a, AER16, AH17b, BJU18, BS16b, BSH17, BG19b, BP18c, CS16a, CX17, CNG17, CN17b, CFA17, CJ17, ESAKK18, EEE16, FWZ+17, GXB18, HKH17, Haq18, HAK19, HW18a, HR17, JPAD17, KG19, KJ17, Ko18, KT18, KR17].
mean [KA18, LW17b, LRZ17, LTV17, LMM18, RM16, MF16, MSR17, MT16, MS17, NLR17, SSS17, PT18, PT19, PY16b, QL19, Rah16, Raj18, Rao17a, Rez16, SH17, Sen16b, SG17a, SSS16, SS16c, SKM16b, SHM16, SP16d, SG17c, SPS17, SK17, SK18b, SSS18, SS16g, SS17c, Tav16, TS17f, TK17, UK16, WX18, WZZ17, YSS18, YSG17, YKL+17, ZBA17, ZMV+17, ZRN17].

Mean-Covariance [MZ11]. Mean-Squared [NVS19]. mean-variance [JPAB17, LRZ17].
Meaning [GIT14]. Means [CHP14, DDGM13, Him10, KG14a, MGM13, Ryc11, ASS18, BS16a, Bie16, CS19, GS17, GP16a, Gri17, Hon17, Hu16, Ima17, KZ16, Par17a, WX16, WBGS19].
Measure [CEK11, DSC+14, Kt15, MP10a, NIN11, RPJ15, SDC+12, Yan15, ZB12a, Aga17a, AMP17, BK18, BP18b, Car19, CM16c, DT17, EP17, KS17, Kun17b, Kv17, LO17, Min17, RSV17, Sab19, XHH17].

Measured [DPB13, ZHL15, GEM+18]. Measurement [CKD14, CD15, DZ12, DG12b, DMT+15, GG10a, HS11, Hua11, LH11c, MV13, SGM11, WS13, Wan13c, YS15b, AH17b, BRZR16, CK17a, DHKM17, GB18, KG19, LLY16, RYW16, Roy16, WP16, WZK17, WF17, XQ17a, YX17, YAA+17, YZF17, Zar19, ZF17, ZWN18, cZzXgL18].

Measurements [ITG09, Ko12, RL12, WL14, BAT+18, DFH16, HCW18, JKL19, NLR17, OMFB17, RAST18, RRR18].

Measures [ADKZ16, CVC+12, Dom11, EDT18, IP13, Iez12, KM10, KB13, Kv15, LLS14, Man17b, MP14, NSL14, New11a, RL12, SE15, SRK11, SAC13, TD18, Tan13, TT11, TAY11, ZSD+15, BBG18, BSG16, BMR17, BO17, Car17, CM16a, FZ17b, FZ18, HZW17, KMF16a, KG18b, Nen18, NVRS17, NVS19, OMB17, PV16, SLOT17, SLL17, Sta17, Wic18, YZF17, Zar19, ZXM16].

HMT+17, HXF18, HSSP16, KT17b, LY16a, LWZD17, LXT17, OU16, Qiu17,
RSG17, RKMG19, SSA17, SLF18, Sla17, Spe17, SSY18, Sun17c, Tak18,
VN17, WXZ18, YSS18, YGL16, ZCHR19, ZL17. Missingsness [SW14a].
Mission [WYL12, YGWQ17]. missions [DLC16]. Misspecification
[DT13, Sir15, BMRSE17]. misspecified [Far17b, Miy17, Wu16c, Xu16].
Missspecifying [CK10]. Mittag [GG18, JRM10a, KUWG19, SG16d].
Mittag-Leffler [GG18, JRM10a, KUWG19, SG16d]. mix [XXMZ18].
mixed [AR17a, Ala14, AAI16, BF12, BC12d, Bru10, DSO12, DZ15,
DN14, FQZ14, FM14, GB18, GE11, Li12b, LW13a, LS15a, LR10b, MGF14,
MG13, OQC14, PC12, RL09, SCMR15, SG14, SGR+12, Sha10b, SL15,
Tan10a, TTI14a, VML+10, WL13, YXY14, Zho09, AM17b, AR17b, AH18a,
BRZR16, BTC16, BAL18b, Bail18a, BKG17, BJJ17, DLB17, EG18,
EP17, FPC16, Fon17, GR18b, HLP1, JY19, JDSS16, Kac19, Li17d,
LLD17, LCG18, LSH18, MB17, MAS16, Nak17, PS18, RSG17, SG16b,
Sha16, ST16f, SE17, Sun17b, Sun17a, TSG19, TL17, Too17, UB17,
WQ18, Wu18a, ZLY17]. mixed-chain [UB17]. mixed-effects [Nak17,
Sun17b, Sun17a, TL17]. mixed-frequency [GR18b]. mixed-level [Fon17,
WQ18]. Mixed-Models [BF12]. Mixing [AR14, CS15a, FR10, GFA10,
Guo14, Hu13, HWW15, KB14, LPL13, Lia10, Lia11, LL14, RM10,
SY11, SL14, SLW14, WLF11, ZL12, AD17a, AD17b, hCX18, CM16a,
KLMD16, KAW+18, KM16b, LX17, LLM16, Lii17, LSZ16, LQ17b,
LS18, LO17, Nool16, QL19, RD16, VPC16, WWW17, WdX17,
WY16, XYL14, XY19, YWH14, YYY17, YWH17, YM17, Zha16b,
ZDW17]. mixingale [Ike17, ZMX17]. Mixture [AA13, AR13, BC12b,
BM11, BPSS12, D17a, DC10b, DN14, FDHH14, GM+13, GC14,
GDPR17, GR15, HL13a, KQ11, L10, LH13, LZ14, MP12, NF11b,
NF11a, NN11b, OGD17, PMA11, PM12, PJ10, Pet10, Pri15,
QZY12, RS13, RD10, RG15, YOD10, Yao12, ZM13, AIK17, CE17b,
DCZ17, DA17b, DBG17, zP16, FGL18, GDC16, JPA17, LRC17,
LZ18, LL16, MP17, MN18, OE16, PLDS17, SGKB17, Wu16a,
WFC18, XMM17, YP17, ZZ18b, ZZ18c]. Mixture-Amount [MP12,
PM12]. Mixtures [Bal15, CMCO10, Che10b, E10, J10, JAA11, LWL13,
Ng12, NFZ11, VLD15, YS15b, CM16a, DA17b, GHBM18, KK17a,
MM19, MM17, WY16, WL17d, ZWH17]. ML [GMR16, HYK15a,
LG10, SK16c]. MLE [AHK16, AO17a, CL15b, CT14, WY12,
[GS10, BN17, FST16, GMS18, KY17b, LLM16, SB16a, ZMV+17]. Model
[AB15, AB09, AC11, AH14, AO18b, AVCL13, AT09, AL15, BA10,
Bas14, BAT15, Ben14, BSSJ11, BJJ15, Bia15, BC14, BAK13, BG11c,
BG11d, CCL14, CY14, Che10a, CT10, CXS11, CG11a, CG11b, CW13,
Ch14, CL15b, CZ15b, CW15a, CZ15c, CF13, Che13, CA12, Chv13,
C10, CD15, DJ15, DTE13, DC13, Din15, DW13, DZX13, DP13b,
EM14, EY10, E12, E14, Fal14, Fam15, FLX11, FLW12, Fed14,
FH12, FU10, FM12, FM14, FH12, Fon14, FN09, FDHH14, Fu12c,
Gd12, Gal15, GT15, Gar12, GGLV14.
GSB12, GS13, GDSC15a, GN10, GJM14, GE11, HD13a, HS15a, HS15b, HJ14, 
HX11, HEHM11, Hod14, HA14, HSHW14, Hu11a, Hu11b, Hu14a, HS11, 
Hua11, Hua12, HS12b, IT12, IS11, Jaf13, Jeo12, JZQ15, JFA12, KC12, 
KJL11, KPS10, Kha12]. Model 
[Kha13, KSDR15, Ko11, sK11, Ko14a, Ko14c, Ko15b, KT15, KCS12, Kos14, 
KSBM14b, KSBM14a, KG14c, KE10, KS12b, KY10b, LS09, LPS11, LS14, 
LY11a, LH11b, Lv112, LS15a, LX15, LD14, LDY15, LLY14, LWR11, LX13, 
LLQ13, Lop11, LS13, LB11, LSC13, Lu13b, MKS15, MSSU14, Man11a, 
MP12, MZ11, Mao15, MBV17, MFBG13, Mat14, MJ15, MGM13, MF14, 
MYM11, MLGZ14, MS12b, NN15, OA15, PM12, PZ15, PP10, Par13b, PHW11, 
Pmc13, PD10, Pet10, Psl12, Pds09, Qtd15, Qzy12, Ra11, Rax14, 
Rej16, Rz13, RG15, Rgl12, RM15, RB11, SS12a, Say14, SN12, SA12, SGM11, 
Sha10b, She14a, She12a, She12b, ST13, She15b, She15c, SCC10, SCC12, 
Sw14b, Sho15, Scd110, SK12b, SS11b, SS12c, SE13, SSH10, SS12, 
Tak14, TOT15, TWH10, Tia12, Tra11, TH15, ÜY13, Vbar15, VBAtk11]. 
Model 
[WW10, WSW11, WLC11, WK12, WWL13, WZ13, Wan13c, WS14, Wsk14, 
WJY15, WTZS15, Woj11, WJ11, XLPL12, XLL13, XGZ15, Xhy12, XLZ+12, 
XY13, XLL15b, Ysk15, Yc18, YcC11, Yc11a, Yan12, Yan14, Yx15, Ydl14, 
YW0+15, ZI12, ZI14, Zsk12, Zchr19, Zl12, Zwl113, Zfl13, ZW11, Zzs13, 
Zwp15, Zha15b, Zll15, Zho09, Zl14b, Zzc13, Aco+18, Asg17, Ax1L17, 
Ar17b, Aha17, As17, Ara16, Ali17, Aal17, AF16, AHP19, AJ18b, AW16, 
Aea17, Aii17, Ao18c, Brzr16, BW17, BTC16, BP16, BBH18, Bps16a, 
BD16b, BR19, Bel17, Ben19, BB17a, Bkgd17, Bie18, Bcl16, Bd17a, 
BG16a, Cif18, CYF+18, CY17b, CS18, CSC17, CW18, Cha18, CS17, CS16c, CW16, 
Che16c, Cks17, Che16d, Cin17, CcoB16, Dk17b, Dlh+18, Dzl18, Dsa16, 
Dtt+16, Dgb17, DM18, DR17, El17, EKz16, Emh16, Er18, Fy17a]. 
Model 
[FJW17, FSSW17, FS19, Fan18, FP17a, Fl17, Fwz+17b, Fc18b, 
FG17, FP17b, zF16, FS17, FL17, FL18b, Gwl16, Gen17, GP16b, Gdr17, 
Gfl19, Gms18, Ghl17, Gwz17, Gdw18, Hp16, Hb16, Hbm16, Hme17, 
Ho16, Hw18, Hxf18, HZ18a, Hzl16, Hhc+17, HW17, HL18b, Hjy18, 
Hjt19, Hz19, Il16, Jso18, Jz17b, Jzt17, Jm16, Jk18, Kws18, Kwm17, 
Kwy16, Kjs19, Klj16, Sk16c, Ko16a, Ksd18, Krmg19, Kh18, Knh17, 
Ks18b, Kn17b, Kd16c, Lhs19, Lgy17, Lx1L17, Lrz17, Lyl17, Lyl1c, 
Lsy17, Lzz17, Lii18, Ljw18, Lx19, Lhc17, Lmc18, Lwz18, Ly16c, Lg16b, 
Lgl16, Lxt17, Lsl17, Ly17, Lyg17, Ltgk17a, Ll18b, Lwg18a, Ll18a, 
Lwg18b, Lmd10, LcW+18, Lsl19, MJ19, Ms17, Ms18, Ms17a, Maa18, 
Mst18, Msc19, Nss18, Nri17, Nnrs17, Nvs19, Nc18c, Pa18, 
Pg18, Pci16a, Pmw17, Ps18, Py16a, Par17b, Pkm17, Pmkf17, Pmkf18]. 
Model 
[Pcs18, PK17, Qiu17, Quo17, Rmm17, Rao17b, Rfm18, Rs17, 
Ren16, Rezi16, Roy16, Sns17, Snsf19, Sk16a, Sg16b, Ss16a, Sch17, 
SSD18, Sen18b, Ssm16, Sh18a, She16, Ssw18, Sx18, Sk16d, St16d, 
St16e, St16f, Sp16b, St16g, Sg17f, Sg17g, Sg17h, St17b, Ssk18, Ss12c, 
Sss17c, Snn16, Sble17, Tpn18, Tmz+17, Tzw16, Ts16, Ts17a, Ts17b,
Model-Based

[Fon14, PMC13, AH14, MBV17, SSS17a]. Modeled [CG16]. Modeling

[AA13, Ani11, AEB17, BGT10, BG11d, BCD12, CE19, CCL14, DMST12, Den17, DTE13, FCP16, GGL14, GMN13, GL15b, GRV15, Ham10, HD13a, HB16, HB17a, Har17, Jia12, KLK14, KG14b, LZY+17, LD13, LS16b, LSC13, MV13, Mon14, PP12, Pap13, PK11, Pul13, RL11a, RCD14, SBLC17, TB15, VLTP14, WL15, WS12b, ZSS15, Aub18, AD19, ABTR19, Aky19, BB19, BBS16, DHP+16, DA17b, DDS16, GEM+18, HB17b, HDS16, LW18a, LC17, LM18b, MSD19, PSF16, PC16b, RPM18, Roo18, SO17, YAA+17]. Modelling

[ADO13, BF10, Bin14, DPB13, FGTS12, Ian14, LLQ13, WL14, Zie13]. Models

[AA13, AB11a, AK14a, ADP10, Aka10, Ala14, AR13, Ak10, AKTS13, ASNT15, ADWR11, Are14, AG11, Atk12, AMH14, BBG14, BL12, BH12, BP15b, BIP+10, BBC13, BC12b, BF12, Bea13, BM11, BR13, BC12d, BC14, BL13, BPS12, Bos15, BK09, Bru10, Cag12, CNC14, CO10, CY10, CT10, CL10c, CSF12, CHLP09, CY10, Zie13]. Models

[KS12c, KP12b, Lan14, LR14, LLP10, LL11, LLC10, LBL+10, LZ10, Li12b, Li12a, Li13a, LW13a, Li14a, LS15a, Li5, LW14, LW15, LZ14, LR10b, Li11b, LW11, LW12, LS13, LSC12, MS14a, MZ11, MP14, MP10a, MM15, MS12a, MT12, MG15, MN15, NB15, NA12, Nar13, Nas12, NLS14, NN11b, NV15, Oli13, Otr15, ÖD10, OM13, PMA11, FC12, Pic15, Pie11, PW11, Por11, Pri15, PC10b, QL11b, QL15, QNZ14, RSV10, Rai15, RS13, RON12, Rec12, RM15, RL09, RAG12, RF12, RE10, SBL13, SGR+12, SE15, SO14a, SSS14a, ST13, She15a, SS10a, SD12, SZD12, SL15, SS12e, Tan10a, TW14, THHL15, TX14, TTI11, UU11, UPA13a, UM09, UDC12, VRC13, VML+10, VMVD14, Viji11, WDZ11, WCL10, Wan10b, WS11, WL11, WLC11, WS12a, Wan13b, WL13, WW13a, WW13c, WSC13, WZY14]. Models

[WW15a, WWT15, WT15, WLW15, WST15, Wei12, WJH15, Wu11, Wu13, XWJ10, XXL15a, XTG15, XFI12, XT12, XY12, YC12, YLS10, YHA10b, YY11a, YYX14, YWLY11, Yu10, hYhW14, YHC14, ZK13a, ZLN11, ZTZ+13, ZY14, ZK15a, ZX10, ZZ10, ZW09, ZS10, ZLF14, ZB12b, AM17b, AV18, Ale16, AH18b, AAO17, Ami18, ANA17, AN17c, AG17, BRZ16, BKM18, BBA16, Bib16, BG18, Bic18, BM16, BG16b, CR16, CR17,
CCCT16, Cha16, CK17b, CK19, CLZ16, CN17a, Con16, CFK17, CCY17, DMM16, DK17b, DCZL17, Dj17, DA16, Dvo17, EE16, EP17, FTT16, FZ18, FPCP16, FM17, GST17, GB18, GR18b, GSLZ16, GYL17, GX18, HTW17, HHS18, HB17a, HP17a, HB17b, HP17b, HAP17, HZ17b, HHC16, HR17, HZ18b, HJT19, HNB17, HS18b, Isd17, JXW17, JQZ18, JY19, JDSS16, JD16, KM18, KS17, Ker17, KLKK17.

models [LPC17, LLHZ16, LY16a, LL17, LCZ16, LRC17, LTCQ17, Li17d, LL17, LLL18, LG18, LD18a, LSL16, LPS17, LP17, Liu17a, LTGK17b, LLWK18, LS17c, LWVR18, LQY17, MBS17, MNN16, MMP18, MB17a, MFPG16, MFMA17, Maz19, MAS16, Mer16, MDC16, MGLX14, MGN16, MN18, Miy17, MKY16, Mur16b, Nak17, NNL16, NAM16, Nor16, NPC17, OH16, OE16, OAQ16, OB16, PddHMR17, PM18, Phi18, QJK17, ROM16, RYT17, RAI16, SN17, Sab19, SAD16, SDS17, Say17, SG16d, SM17, SF16, Sha16, She17, SNW19, SLSE19, Slj17, SE17, Su17b, Sun17b, Sun17a, Sun17c, SÅHLvR17, Tak18, Tat16, TP19, TL17, TK17b, Tu17, TE18b, VN17, WZ16, WQ16, Wan16d, WH17b, Wan18, WX17, WL17d, WXZ18, WCF18, XJW17, XJW19, XTS16, XXMZ18, XM17a, Xu17b, XT17, Xue17, Yan16, Yan18, YY16, YLG16a, YLG16b, YSC17a, YCZ17, YYW17]. 

models [YL18b, YA17, YWL17, YZ18, Zar19, ZCHR19, ZF18, Zha17c, ZF17, ZZ18b, ZQY18, ZZ18c, ZSW19, ZL16c, ZSS18, ZL16f, ZL18, cZzXgL18, ZX16, dPD16]. Moderate [CGW15, CL15b, DW17, FS17, JY16, Kon15a, Li14b, MGLX14, Gri17, LJW18, LS17d, XP18]. Modes [Miy10]. Modification [Al11, CW14, Nak17, Yan17b]. Modified [AW10, AK13, APA14, BP15a, DPP15a, FN18, FP17b, Gar10, HK13, Hua14b, ICBG18, JR18b, KMS13, KPZ16, KR15, LY11a, LL17c, Mar12, Mur13, RG16, SS11b, She12b, Sir14, UPA13b, ZB19, ZSK12, Alm18, BN16, CE17b, CTAL17, EEE16, GG16a, HP17a, Har17, INOC17, KA1H18, LS17d, RM16, Mur16a, NNZA16, NNZA18, OPK17, ST16c, TC17, YY17].

modifying [PMFK18]. modular [KAR16]. Modulated [WW10, YSK15, Man18, WQ16]. modules [FY17b]. Modulus [BB12, Hu17, NE17]. Moment [Afe13, CL17b, DK13, EB12, FM13, Fu11b, Guo14, HWYW14, HL15, LS09, LG12, LL12, LP18, Oga11, Sto12, WZ15, pZ13, Bibi16, CLW17, CLL17, DP17, DWM+17, DTW17, DA16, Fab16, GGO17, HLR16, JYX16, JY16, Kap18, LH17b, LSYL17, LL19b, MWW18, ST17a, WHV16, WYM17, Wie18, WV16, XTL*17, Xie16, YHW17, YY17].

Moment-Based [Afe13, Wie18]. moment-generating [WYM17].

moment-type [LL19b]. Moments [AKK09, AK14c, AR13, BS12b, BZAZ15, BM11, CG18, CdSBB15, Gil14, GIT14, HS12a, KO10a, KRH12, KK17a, SMS14, SM14, Wu13, Xu12, ZKW16, AGAM17, AMV18, Cav17, Dut17, HWL18, KI19, Mua17, NC18b, NA17, RMN16, SG17a, SA17c].

Moments-Based [KRH12]. MOW [DPP15b]. Monge [Sel17a]. monitor [SNAN17]. Monitoring [ARD14, ASMZ14, CTQ11, CC11, Cox15, FMD12, GS17, HD13b, Hua15, KTW10, LTCQ17, MCY10, MN13a, Muk10, NGT13, NKS15, NNI15, QTD15, SHH13, SN14, TKW12, XGZ11, ZAR1H14, ZM13].

Moments-Based [KRH12]. MOW [DPP15b]. Monge [Sel17a]. monitor [SNAN17]. Monitoring [ARD14, ASMZ14, CTQ11, CC11, Cox15, FMD12, GS17, HD13b, Hua15, KTW10, LTCQ17, MCY10, MN13a, Muk10, NGT13, NKS15, NNI15, QTD15, SHH13, SN14, TKW12, XGZ11, ZAR1H14, ZM13].

Moment-Based [KRH12]. MOW [DPP15b]. Monge [Sel17a]. monitor [SNAN17]. Monitoring [ARD14, ASMZ14, CTQ11, CC11, Cox15, FMD12, GS17, HD13b, Hua15, KTW10, LTCQ17, MCY10, MN13a, Muk10, NGT13, NKS15, NNI15, QTD15, SHH13, SN14, TKW12, XGZ11, ZAR1H14, ZM13].
AO18a, AR17a, AH18a, CG16, FKNR17, FK19, Haq18, HAK19, JBA18, Lu16c, MATC18, PBA17, PBA18, ZSJ16, vZvdM19. **Monotone** [SSH17, Tsu14, YW13, BG11a, HSSP16, KNC18, KN17b, PL17, YSS18, ZZ18b]. monotonic [SY17a, Zen17a].

**Monro** [AD17b, GFS16, RD16].

**Monte** [Chi12a, Hol15, ¨OD10, XM17a, Zha17c]. **Monte-Carlo** [Chi12a].

**Moore** [YHS13].

**Morgenstern** [Gup16, PV16, SM16, TB12, YYL17].

**Mortality** [ABTR19, Con10, AHP19, Ayk19, CE19, DHP+16, DYW18, ZK19, ZMCM16]. mortality-linked [DYW18]. **Mortem** [WS12b]. **Motion** [GV11, HW11, Kaw13, LS12, Lu14, LS15b, Lu15, MS11b, PW11, SY14a, SY14b, Zha13, ZZ15, ZLD15, Ai17, AS18, Dai16, HAP17, Hu17, LL17e, LTC17, Lu16b, RS16, SXZ17, Sti17, ZLD16]. **Motions** [CLV14, YSC17b].

**Motivated** [GRSN18]. **Moving** [CTQ11, Hua14a, Ju15, MZ10a, Men10b, Men13a, MS10c, MS14c, PSP12, SA12, SL13, SHH13, SP11a, Sun11, TKW12, WW15a, XLPL12, pZ13, ZLZ15, AP17, AAJ16, BP18b, DTWW17, Ko17b, LZY+17, Lu18, STD18, WT18, WN16b, YKL+17, ZZ17d]. **Moving-Average** [pZ13, DTWW17, Ko17b]. **MSE** [NE17, NO12, NO18, Xu13, Xu17a]. **Multi** [Arn11, BCH12, BD11a, BO14, CM13b, DSC+14, DD13, E11, Gue10, Gue13, sK12a, sK13b, Ko15b, Ko15a, LH14b, MGP14, MBN14, MZ14, NN11b, Oga11, SDC+12, SG11, UU11, WW13c, WZT15, ZBH18, ZH16, AH16, Ahm17, BS19, CBSN16, DCL16, JSS16, LSL19, MSEN18, SH17b, SSS17b, SMK17, SS16i, Su17b, Tat16, WYG17, XZ17]. multi-auxiliary [AH16, SSS17b, SMK17, SS16i]. **Multi-Casting** [BCH12].


**Multilevel** [AG12a, MG15, RM15, TME19, LW18a, OH16, ZMCM16]. **Multinomial** [Far12, Lan14, MP10a, AXLJ17, LG17, CGS16, FGL18, Kar17, MSK18, YJSL19]. Multinomial-Poisson [Lan14]. **Multiple** [AKL15, ASMZ14, AG11, AGVGP+11, BL10, BB14a, CHLP09, CB10, CB12, Con12, CMSC12, DHP+16, DC14, DC10a, El 17, fFmH14, FN18, GH13, GGS13, GW15a, HKLW12, Ima18, JFS14, Kem11, Ko14d, LP10, LWW14,
LS15a, Lin14a, LH14b, MW14, NNZA16, RVD14, Sha10b, SL14, Shi15b, Shi10, SY13, SD12, SM14, TS12, WCL11, WBGS19, XQ17a, XLZ+12, XY12, YCAJ18, Zar19, ZS12, ZW09, Zho10, BAL18b, CW18, CQ17, Che19a, CFT18, DAC17, GEM+18, He17, Ko16b, LMZ17, LS17b, LPHC18, LCWG16, PK18, PMKF17, SMSF19, Say17, Sen16b, Sen16a, SY17d, TN17, WX17, Wan18, WH18, XK18, ZBT17, ZT18, ZWZwZ17].

**Multiple-Component** [hFmH14]. **multiple-outlier** [Wan18].

**Multiple-response** [XQ17a]. **Multiple-Sample** [SL14]. **Multiple-start** [NNZA16]. **Multiple-Stream** [WCL11].

**Multiplicative** [DL11, EE11, LR14, PBY+14, PYB+15, Yu10, Pop16, SN17, ZZL16]. **multiplier** [Par17b, Sen18a]. **Multiply** [EDAAS12, LJ13, HD17].

**Multipower** [LZF17]. **Multiregional** [Ko14a, sK16c].

**multiresponse** [KB17]. **Multistage** [BL10, PC16b, SAS11, FF13, MSEN18]. **Multistate** [AEH11, OAOQ16]. **Multitype** [GDS+14].

**multivariable** [HW18a]. **Multivariate** [Aga17a, AV15a, ASMZ14, AKTS13, BQC17, BF12, BC13, BC12d, BBS16, BYDM15, BEZ11, BD17b, CY14, CLC+14, CA12, CM12, CDZ14, DGV11, DLB17, Fam15, Fed13, Fer14, FFA09, FF13, SAI11, GDS+14, GCR12, Gin14, HL13a, HHW14, IP13, Jaf15, KSK15, Kim11, jK15, Ko12, KVV11, Kon10, KS12c, LG10, LZ14, LX13, Lop11, MZ10a, MV14, MFFMA17, MCY10, MCY11, MF14, Men10b, MS10c, MS14c, MF11b, NAMD14, NNA12, NK15, PT10, QN14z, RL11a, RAP13, RLL12, RR09, RL11b, RL12, SRN17, SGD11, SA15a, She15a, Sim14a, Sim14b, SN14, SC18, SSH10, SZ13, TT10, VPF14, WSC13, XZN15, Xu12, YS12, Yeh12, Yeh13, Yeh15, Yeh17, ZFL13, ZVS14, ZHA18, AR17a, AP17, AA17, AJT16, AH17a, AGA17b, BR17, BS16c, BAKZ18, BT18b, Ber18, Bud16, CS16a].

**multivariate**

[CR16, Che16a, CN17a, CM18, DY18, DC17, DBA18, DLZ17, DS16b, DS17e, ESAKK18, FPPRG16, GS17, GEM+18, Gra17, GICRR17, Had17, HMT+17, HME17, Hu16, Isl17, JPAB17, JYZ19, KP18a, Ko16a, KS18, KRMG19, KN18c, LL17c, LL17a, Ll17a, Lu16a, MC18, MFP16, MV16a, Maz19, MAS16, MA17, MF16, MN18, MAAI17, Mur16b, NKG16, Nav16, NNVRS17, NSV19, OW19, PM18, PM17, RMM17, RJN16, SS16c, SAHLvR17, TWG18, VN17, VPF14, WH16b, WB18, XQ17a, Xu17a, ZLT17, ZSWA19, ZRN17].

**Murthy** [Sen17a]. **mutually** [LL17b].

N [Vas14a, Vas14a]. **nabla** [GG18]. **Nadaraya** [Li16]. **Nakagami** [ÖGGB16]. **Narrowest** [YXG11]. **Natural** [AMZ15, TN15]. **Navigation** [Pap13]. **NBAFR** [PMA14]. **NBINAR** [RNB12]. **Near** [CM13b, CA14, GLS12, GC12, KVR17]. **Near-Exact** [CM13b, CA14, GC12]. **near-maxima** [KVR17]. **Near-Records** [GLS12]. **Nearest** [SF12a, TS12, VBATK11]. **Nearly** [DS17c, DS17d, Lef10, LJW18, QYLL17]. **Nearness** [AB14, ÚY13, YLX10]. **Necessary** [BBHN18]. **Neck** [MSSU14, Sha18c]. **needed** [Tar17]. **Negative**
Negatively [GZSS14, KL11, LWY10, LW14, LW15, QL11a, Sun15, WHVH13, WLHW14, WJ11, XY09, XM14, CF16, CL17a, FWW19, Ko18, MW18, NHV17, SZ16, SS17b, SXW17, WH17b, WV16, Wu17c, XTL+17, YQC17, YW18, Zha17a]. Neglected [BC12a, ZW13]. Negligible [WN16a, ZZSP14]. Neighbor [AJV11, AA11a, AIA14, FM12, VJV14, HH16, IBA18, Oli17]. Neighbor-Balanced [AJV11, AA11a, VJV14]. Neighboring [BJVV15]. Neighbors [VBATK11]. Nested [CL14, CC14, CL15a, KLS12, KE10, KS12b, MGM13, Par13b, YA13, LS17e, MST19, PY16a, Say17, SE17, Su17b, Yadi16, fZWD19]. Network [Bar17c, CL10b, GLP14, GuP14, LH14b, SB12, FKNR17, FK19, Gun16, TSG19]. Networks [CCL+13, HTN15, HL11, KS15a, MV13, MS14b, PJJ13, SWW+12, SA14, ZA14, HCW18, LD17, LDS18, LQHZ18, LD18b, ZQQY17]. Neural [GLP14, ZA14, LDS18]. neuroscience [Rah18]. Neurotoxicology [Raz14]. neutralize [SKM17]. Newsboy [SY13]. Newsboy-Type [SY13]. Neyman [TS17a, TS17d, Tor12]. NGINAR [RBN19]. Nikulin [Voi10]. NMAR [KT17b]. NMF [ZLDT14]. NMF-framework [ZLDT14]. No [Mii12]. NODE [CLL16]. Node-Sampling [SRT14]. Noise [LX10b, PYB+14, PYB+15, QTD10, Rab13, TL15b, TN15, WG15, Zil11, ABK17, Ben19, GDW18, LYX18, Mat18, TL17, TK17b, ZT17]. noises [PTV18, SJ19]. Noisy [JLL13, NAMD14, SG11, LG18]. Nominal [NN15, HSW17]. Non [AV15a, AASR12, AD10, Atk12, BG11a, BL15, BD11b, BJV15, Car19, CS15a, CY10, Che11, Che17a, CCMA18, DC14, DDG13, DY16, DMST12, DO13, Fun15, F17b, F210b, Gra10, Gui15, HH16, HL18a, Han15, Hay10, HMT+17, Hen17, HS15d, HWY14, IO13, JZ17a, JSZL17, JHP10, KNC18, KY17b, KK11b, KD15+17, Koi10, KL17b, LA17, LR10a, Len14, LS14, Lu18, Mas15, M15, MST19, MM15, M17, MW10, MS13, NGT13, NK15, OC15, P15, Par15, Ps15, PYB+15, Ra15, Rat13, RN13, Say17, SK13a, SR17, She1b, SN16, SKK10, SK1a, SK14, SMH15, Son16, TSS15, TW15, THL15, Tce10, TCN15, UC14, Ves13, V15, WW13a, WG15, WZ15, XT15, Xin15, Xu10, XMP17, YWLY11, YW13, ZZ18b, ZZ18a, Zha15b, ZZSP14, AB17, AHn17, ASG17, AA17c, AASRZE17, AMP18]. non [Arv18, AO18c, AH17b, BTC16, BQ17, Bar17a, BAR16, BP18b, BHI17b, BS17, BJV17, Bur17, CCZ17, CM16d, Ciu17, CMS17, D17, Dan18, DAS16b, DR17, El17, F17a, FJS+18, FRC16, FY17b, FL18b, GZ17, GS17, Goli16, Gori17, GPP19, HZ17, HHC16, Hua17a, Hua17b, HJY18, IK18, Isl17, JX17, KY17, Kon16, KG18a, KN17b, Li17d, LD18a, LL19b, L17, LS17e, LMD10a, Man17b, MHI16, Murl16a, OMB17, OBI16, OTA17, PC16a, PDIH1117, PS17b, PC16b, PHH18, PK17, Rah16, RSC16, RSG17, SB16a, SN17, SJ19, SKM16a, SKM16b, SSB17c, SSS17a, SMK17, SKS17, SKM17,
SK18b, SSS18, SN18, SE17, SHLQ17, SSS17c, Sun17b, Sym19, Sze17, TWZ16, Tu17, UK16, WQW16, WP16, WZX17, Wei18, XTS16, XTT17, Yan18, Yan17a, YHW17, YYY17, YYW17, YWH17, YYS¹⁺18, YWL17, YSG17, Zha16a. non [ZDW17, ZFZ17]. non-central [LMT17]. Non-commutative [MT19].


WdX17, XZA18, YWL17, ZDW17. **Normalized**
[GS13, Hui10, hCXXShY18, CS19, CD17, Kal17, LPH16, Wu17c, Zha16b].
**Normalizing**
[Mae10, GR18b].
**Normally**
[CY10, SYP13, YWL11].
**Norms**
[Li14a, RS16].
**North**
[LS16b].
**Norwegian**
[NB15].
**Note**
[Bea13, Bea15, Bi15, Cag12, Can15, CS17, CP14, sDsWcCjk14, DS14, Fle13, Fre14, Gro10, HSMK13b, Hol15, HWYW14, Hug09, Lec11, LX10b, Li11, LH13, MB10, PMC10, PT15, RS14, RM10, Rub10, SKG12, SP15, Tsi18, VP10, Voi15, WZ10, Web12, dXcY12, YWH14, YL10, ZJC10, ZTS15, ZC11, AL16, Arv18, Bar17a, BM17, Bic18, Cle18, DP18, HZ17a, Ike17, JM16, Li17c, Lu16a, LQYZ17, MH16b, MSR17, NAB16, PBA18, Sin16, SO17, WK19, Wie18, WB18, WZZ17, Yam17b, YJ17, ZWPB17, ZY17b].
**Notes**
[GY13].
**Notions**
[Dom11, FPPrG16].
**Novel**
[Che10a, DZ14, GCR12, HHC+17, SL18, WCW17].
**np**
[JBA18, LK17a, LK17b, ZWZwZ17].
**NPMLE**
[YSHL11].
**NQD**
[Sun13, TWZ16, WG16b, YZG17].
**NSD**
[SWZ16].
**Nuisance**
[Gri15, Kak12, LN13a, CM16c].
**Null**
[Lem14, Xu10, Zha15b, MR17].
**Number**
[Cey11, CT13, Dra13, EM13, GbS12, Gov11, GB15, KJD+15, Kon16, MWW14, MZ14, NN13, RZ14, RAB15, TD14, WLY14b, WSK14, ZZP10, Bic17, CN15, CN17c, CCY17, DBC16, DW18W, EW16, El17, FT17, GFM17, GYL17, Kon19, LY17, MB17a, SN18, SU17a, Su17b, Van16, ZL16d, ZCC16].
**Numbers**
[Ko13, KB14, dXcY12, XY14, YWS14, CHZ17, CL17a, Dan18, DWX17, HC16a, NH17, Pen17, SZV16, SY16, SY17c, TY17, YYW17, YYS+18, Zha17a, ZMN17].
**Numerical**
[Afs13, BR13, RG16, WYL12, CMN+18].

**Object**
[MV13].
**Object-Oriented**
[MV13].
**Objective**
[KLKK17, LKK17, SJ10, TS12, WS13, XT12, HT16b, LS17a, SH17b, ZW18].
**Objects**
[KS12a].
**observable**
[Ber16a].
**Observation**
[DS09, Den13, Sco11, ZSP14, DDS16, NAAC16].
**Observational**
[YY15].
**Observations**
[BKP11, HB13, KB13, Kum15, Li13a, Lu11, MLGZ14, MS13, NN11, OA15, RAB15, SGPA12, SB11, Xin10, ZLZ15, BR17, BANC17, HA18, KVR17, MV16a, Pop16, PT16, QL19, Van16, WXS18].
**Observed**
[JTR15, MS10a, CY16, PG16].
**Obtain**
[FN09, LWWW16].
**Obtained**
[LN13a, WBH10, PYL17].
**Obtaining**
[LKK15, Wan10a, HT16b].
**Occasion**
[SK10a, SSP+12, SK12b, SK14, SMFH15, SMMS15, BS16a, PM16b, SKM16a, SSK16, SS16c, SKM16b, SP16d, SS17c, SMK17, SP17c, SKM17, SS18].
**occasional**
[ZZT17].
**occasions**
[SP16c, SKM16a].
**Occurrence**
[VLTP14].
**occurrences**
[Ery18].
**occurs**
[SKM16a].
**Odd**
[Coo12, CAR017, CAPO17, HOAH17, SY17c, TY17].
**odd-even**
[SY17c].
**Odds**
[BS12, LZ10, NS15a, TWH10, Bur17, KRB13, KN18b].
**Off**
[LLV10, PV13, SH17b].
**Off-Centered**
[LLV10].
**offered**
[Gun16].
**Offset**
[PJL13].
**Offspring**
[Rah12, Rah16].
**Often**
[Koz12].
**Old**
[AT17].
Old-Faithful [AT17]. Olkin [AJGG14, BNB18, CSL17, CL16, GGDVP16, GT19, HS15b, KJAR13, MS13, MTC+19, MML17, NH15a, NA17, SP16a, SX18]. OLS [CO10]. OLSE [Arv18]. omission [CM16b]. omnibus [HOK17]. On-Line [BQDH12, HD13b]. Oncology [LSD10]. One [Afs13, BP15a, BS12c, BDKM12, CHP14, Eid12, GAK14, GB12, KL10, KTW10, KX18, Muk10, PHW11, SAJMF12, SAJ13, She12b, SE13, Tak14, WXPL13, WS14, XFC11, Yen12, Zha14, ZSJ16, GGDVP16, HN17b, KRMRG19, LQ17a, LWG18b, MGG+17, RC16, Sou17, WSW16, Wu16d, YSS18, YCAJ18, YL18d]. One- [BS12c, BDKM12, KX18]. One-Dimensional [Afs13]. one-parameter [LQ17a]. One-Sample [KL10, HN17b]. One-Shot [Muk10]. One-Sided [GAK14, PHW11, SE13, WXPL13, Yen12, Zha14, Tak14, ZSJ16, LWG18b, RC16, Wu16d, YCAJ18]. One-Step [BP15a]. One-Step-Ahead [GB12]. One-Way [Eid12, SAJ13, SAJMF12, WS14, MGG+17, YSS18]. Ones [Cah15, DZ15, MP15]. Online [BMQ16, XHY16]. ontology [WYG17]. Open [Hug09, SF12a]. Open-Set [SF12a]. Operating [MJ15]. operational [LCWG16]. Operations [Mas15]. Operator [ER11, JS13, HZS17, KU17, Nas18]. Operators [Yar14, Dut17, Nag18]. Opposite [DDUF11]. optical [Gun16]. Optima [SG11]. Optimal [ANJ17, AKL15, AIA14, AW10, AEH11, Bal18a, BAA+18, BJVV15, BJVV17, BS12, CY17b, CG12, CG14a, CK17a, CBSN16, CT11, CSC13, Cha16, CC10b, Che14, Che19a, CYL13, CC10d, CGSM10, DDM10, DDM14, FG11, Gra12, HW14, HK11, Jaf13, JYZ19, KS12a, LH11a, LK17c, LK17b, LG16a, LSM14, MWY18, Mal17, Mar15, MS10b, Mat11, MS14b, Mer16, NC14, OQL12, SB17, ST16b, TMZ+17, Tin10, TS12, Tra11, cTitL14, VW18, XK18, YZP17, YWX17, YLS17, YKL+17, ZY14, ZY17a, ZYW16, ZDDH17, CG19, DK17b, DS17c, DS17d, EQ17, FM17, FN09, GSF16, KAR16, KD16c, LRC17, LZ18, LP12d, NS17, OK17, Pak17, RZ14, ROM16, SCYR17, SCYR19, Sen16b, ST16c, TK17b, WX17, WW17b, Xia16, YL18a, ZF18, ZW17c, ZYH17]. Optimality [BB14a, BP18c, CEK11, FM12, FM14, Tak10b, JJ16, JK17, OPK17, OQ17]. Optimization [CYE15, DGMC17, FY17a, IES+17, KDG+18, MSEN18]. optimization-based [KDG+18]. optimized [LO17]. Optimizing [KV10, PV13]. Optimum [Atk12, DD13, MP12, MP17, PMA11, PM12, TGXX12]. Option [CCH+10, CMN+18, FSSW17, LLLL18, LMC18]. Optional [AO17b, GMRN13, GMSD13, GMR16, MA18, TS17b]. Options [WW10, HZ17b, LS17, SL16, ZG17a]. Oracle [FC18b]. Order [AA10, AAG12a, AB14, AH13, Aka10, ADWR11, AAG12b, BTK10, BS12b, BZAZ15, Bar10, BBC13, BB14b, (Ba14, BC12c, Bur09, CTQ11, Cra14, DPA10, DPP15a, Deb12, EB12, EDAA12, GSB12, GD12, GK13, GB12, HN15, HLX14, ITG09, IUT12, IRB13, JPAB17, JP13, Kak10, Kak12, KO10a, KV10, KT15, KP12b, LWL13, Len17, MCX10, Min10, MA14, MS14c, NC14, OM13,
PP10, PJ14, Raï15, RA11, RS10, RGI15, RAB15, Ryc14a, SA12, SDJ15, SP11a, Ste11, SM14, TB12, Tak10b, TOT15, TV11, VT15, WZ10, WL11, XZN15, ZY10, ZWZ11, ZK15a, ZLD11, ZZC13, AMP17, AHKO16, AO17a, AEHQ17, Are16, BP16, BNZ17, BEY18, BAR16, BCI15, BCK17, CMN+18, CG18, CS17, CZ15b, CCM19, CCMA18, DPP17, DYL17, Ery16b, Gor17, GR18a, Had17, HZS17, HD17, HLP17, Hu16, HYS17, HWLP18, HM15, KT17a, KM18, KD16a, Kay16, KI19, KLKK17, Kni19, KDN17, LR14, LMH17, MH16a, NE17, NA17, PR17, Pro18, RASR17, RJN16, SN17, Sch16, SK16b, SBA17, SYW16, SY16, SY17c, SG17g, TN16, VT17, WDLZ16, Wan18, WN16b, Yan15, YW17a, hYhW14, ZBA17, ZYLZ17, ZQZY18, ZS17a, ZWZ17, ZZ18e, ZL18.

Ordered [AT11, BC13, CDZ14, GCR12, EDKAEN17, EW17, Gau17, Ima17, NCA16, Rez17, Roy16, Sin16].

Ordering [BHB15, BNB19, BPSV14, CC10b, DC10a, FL18a, GW15a, JA10, JAA11, MT12, Por15, XZN15, YL18d, Zha11, ZL14a, IKL16, LL17a].

Ordering-Based [DC10a]. Orderings [BNB17, HM16, NHAMG17]. Orders [BC12c, BBHN18, SYC19].

Ordinal [BGG14, BC14, CCSCME13, DBC14, DZ14, FGTS12, GD11, Iah12, Iah14, Kat11b, SG14, CO16a, CM17, DM18, KOFA18, Kva17, LLZ17, RSG17, WNL18].

Ordinary [WH15a, ZHL15, OOT19]. Oriented [MV13, Par13a]. Origin [AG11, Kum15, SN18].

Original [OQ17, dPD16]. Ors [MA11]. Ornstein [Tra17, WTZ15, YSC17b, ZW19a, ZZ19b].

Orthant [DC10a]. Orthant-dependent [DC10a]. Orthogonality [HR17, Por11, Man17b]. Orthogonally [Pre11].

Osahan [ST16g]. Out-of-Sample [HL13b].

Outcome [MMP14, MH15, WV15, EKZ16, KM16b, dPD16]. Outcomes [CGL13, EM14, BS19, CM17, DLB17, HMT+17, KOFA18, LH17a, LCZA17a, LCZA17b, LCA17, PCS18, SB17]. Outlier [FY17a].

Outliers [LL13b]. Over-identified [CLZ16].

Over-parameterized [GST17]. Over-Rejection [LS11].

Overall [HM12, LS17b].

Over-dispersed [EM14, YHA10a].

Overshoot [Wan13a, CWW16]. Overview [ADKZ16, CMS17].

P [MBS17]. PA [Yan12]. Padmanabhan [Mar12]. Pair [GG16b, LGLX18, MZ18, ZY17b].

Pair-copula [LGLX18]. Paired [HBMAO16b, Kur10, Lu10, Lu11, Wan10b, ZB12a, AAL17, BG19a, HOK17, LWZ17]. Paired-samples [HOK17]. Pairs [AAG12a, Mod17].

Pairwise [GJ15, LLZ17, Sun13, SM18, TWZ16, WCW16, WG16b, YZG17].
Palindromes [SU13, SU17a]. Pandora [GPÖ14]. Panel [BG11c, Den13, KR14, Wu11, Wu13, ZVS14, FP17b, Liu17a, Mao18, Phi18, XT17, Zha17e, ZL16c]. panels [Hav17]. Parabolic [BCG11, LS15b]. paradox [Dru17, VW17]. Paradoxes [BG11b]. Parallel [Dji10, GSLZ16, LHY11, LWZ13, NRB14, QZZN10, Raq10, BNB17, BNB19, CZZZ18, FLB16, FY17b, Gey18, GRSN18, HNB19, HN17a, LL19a, Liu17b, NI16, PK17, SB16b, Wan18, YYLM18]. Parallel-Line [Dji10]. Parameter [AMV15, BNS11, CC12, Che10a, CCZR17, CCM19, CA12, CBM14, CT14, DGV11, DA17b, DLZ17, FF13, GFG13, GD12, GY13, HF14, HL15, Kak12, KPS10, Kha12, KG14b, Mah12b, Mat14, MRS12, NBK14, NH15b, PMA11, PMW17, Pao10, PR11, PC10a, PBY+14, Pet10, Pop12, PT15, QZY12, RMC11, ST10, Saj11, SSI14a, SX18, SK15a, SV11, TN10, TOT15, TN15, WCL10, WXS12, WCGZ12, WXZ13, WSC13, WWT15, YC10, YC11a, YSC17b, AE17c, AA17a, ACO+18, AO17a, AR17b, AN17a, ANA17, AB19, AEA17, BHLK15, BBA16, Bay16, BH17a, CX17, CW18, Cha18, CC16c, CH18, CM16c, EM16, GP16b, Gun17, Han17, Han19, HWY17, JC18, KY17a, KNHM17, KX18, KVR17, LQ17a, LY16b, LTC17, MAG18, NB16, NP17b, OPK18, RC16, RAA17, RAM16, Sha19, Sha18b]. parameter [SP17a, SS18, Sti17, TGXX12, TKP17, TP18, WZ16, WG16a, YH16, You17, YW17b, Zha17d, ZB17, ZP17, zVzdM19]. parameterized [GST17]. Parameters [AARN10, AVCL13, Che10a, CLV14, DN14, Dos11, Dufl0, DDM10, DD13, DP13b, ES14, EM13, FLK12, Fly10, GMRN13, Gil12, Grl15, HASA10, LG12, MG13, LG10, Li11, LL12, LN13a, LG14, M11, Mar11, MMV12, Nos14, PM12, PGF09, PS11, SP13, SKG12, SST14, SS15b, WL10, WS13, WSK14, WTX15, YOD10, YLX10, ZSK12, Zil11, Ahm16, CR16, CS16c, CHM16, CCY17, DW18, DBA18, Dvo17, GFG16, GKP16, GYL17, HCZT19, HS18b, IF18, JYX16, JY16, KKS18, KG18a, KA18, LKK17, LRY+18, LY17, MMD18, MLS17, Oga16, OAOQ16, SK18a, SV17, SM16, Van16, WCK16, YWLW18, YKL+17, ZY17a]. Parametric [ABI12, BLN13, BPS16b, Eid14, El 15, Han15, HS15d, KR14, KJD+15, KLK14, NK15, PDS09, RAK15, SAJ13, SD12, THHL15, Xu17b, XT17, ZAV14, ZL12, BQC17, BAR16, BH17b, BS17, BG16a, Car19, CO16a, CQ17, CM16d, CMS17, CCMA18, DAS16b, DY16, FJS+18, Fro17b, GT17, HL18a, HMT+17, Hen17, Hu14b, Hua17a, Hua17b, HJY18, JZ17a, JSZL17, KY17b, KL17b, KG18a, KN17b, LA17, Lu18, MHF16, OE16, OTA17, PS17b, SB16a, SNAN17, Say17, SR17, She18b, Son16, Tu17, WG15, WP16, WXZ17, XHL18a, Xin15, XTX17, XMP17, Yan18, YLG16b, YYY17, YW17L, ZZ18b, ZZ18a, ZDW17, ZFZ17]. Parametrization [KSK15, Oga19]. parent [VT17]. Pareto [AMI17a, AFL15, AFL13, AG16, AD19, Bur09, CCZR17, CM16c, EB12, EDKAEN17, FGP16, GN15, GHB18, GFG16, Gun16, HLR11, JO10, LWI13, LK19, LH13, MEG15, MMW13, NA17, NN16b, PT10, PGF09, SBA17, SLSE19, TP18, WC16, Yeh15, ZCCW18]. parity [PLC17]. Parshvanath [Kha19]. Part [FH12, AS17, DS17c, DS17d]. Partial [AE13, BKP11, CMCCO10, CL15c, FLX11, FLW12, LW14, MA11, MZ15,
ST16d, TB13, WWL13, WWT15, ZF17, Zha17c, ZLF14, CLZ16, HXF18, JD16, KN17b, LPH16, RG16, RA16, SA17c, Wan16d, Wu17c, Wu17a, Zha16a].
Partially
[BCH12, DLP15, FH13a, FHZ12, FDHH14, Hua11, JMEM14, JS13, LLC10, LK15, Liu11b, LWHW11, LW12, MZ11, MMT17, Par15b, QL11b, SS10a, UC15, WCL10, WSK14, Wei12, WJH15, XTG15, YX15, YHC14, ZH10, ZHL15, AR17b, BFR16a, BCL16, FJW17, HH16, HHS18, HZL16, HHT10, JZ19, QZ18, Kha19, KDG16, LLHZ16, LZZL17, LH17a, LXT17, LSCW17, Liu17a, LTGK17b, LLWK18, RTT17, TT17, WL17a, WA17, Wu18a, Wu18b, XTS16, YSC17a, YCZ17, YL18b, ZCHR19, Zha17e, ZDS16].
Participant [CKD14].

Participants [L16b].

Particles [CYE15, GV11, IES +17, KDG +18].

Particles [Man11b, Zie13].

Partition [Ko15a, FGGL18].

Partitioned [Por11, Nag17, Ren16].

Partitions [APM10].

Partly [YC12].

Parts [Hua12, RVP15].

Pascal [CLGFB15, IS16].

passage [HZ17a].

Past [KRB12, Raq10, RSA13, AER16, KHY18, KN16b, KK17b, KK18, Min17, NI16, Rez16, Tri17].

Patched [CSS16].

Patent [Tsi10].

Patent-R&D [Tsi10].

Path [Edi10b, Kia17].

Paths [Lin14b, Maz19].

Pathway [GMB +13, Tho14].

Patient [GMB +13].

pattern [GQC18, SP16c, SP16d, WQ18].

Patterns [SK10a, SSP +12, SK12b, SK14, SMHP15, SMM15, PM16b, SKT16, SSS17b, SP17c].

Pavement [KLK14].

payments [TMZ +17].

PBB [Gar10, S18b].

PC [Wei14].

PDF [SKK16, MHF16].

Peak [DG11].

peakness [EW17, Sta17].

peakness-ordered [EW17].

Peaks [BGT10].

Peaks-Over-Threshold [BGT10].

Pearson [Afe13, Kim12, Lan14, Tor12, Vo10, WH16c].

peculiar [Mud16].

Peña [Hu11b, LH11b].

penalization [HZ18a].

Penalized [Ale16, GL10b, HA14, HSHW14, HNB17, LY17, Mao15, SLZ11, SLF18, Sni13, WSC13, WST15, YGL16, ZXY12, LH17c, XMP17, XM17b, ZX18].

penalties [TMZ +17].

Penalty [H11, Jun17, XZ17, ZW16].

Penrose [YHS13].

pension [SLZ18].

Percentage [MF10].

Percentile [CW14, HNV13, NRB14, ZJZ17].

Percentile- [HNV13].

percentiles [Hua17a].

Perfect [VB13, ZAV14].

perform [PG16].

Performance [CW18, CS12, HL13b, KAT18, KM16a, Kha16, KS14b, LY11a, MKS15, MS18, NKG16, NO12, OK15, RYW16, RM15, Sab19, SLOT17, SWW +12, TEF12, WU18b, XU13, YL17, ZHa16a, ZSD +15, DK17a, GW19, HW18b, KWM17, NO18, Nen18, OK17, RC16, Wu16b, XU17a, Yil18, ZXM16].

Performance-Related [SWW +12].

Performances [XY13].

Period [HNV13, LS17a].

Periodic [BM11, BB17a, BL13, DL11, Ham12, LS09, SCC10, ZS15, AH18b, Ben19, MSL17].

Periodically [MS14c, HZS17, SA19].

periodicities [Yan17a].

Periodicity [Alm11, SA19, MDC16].

Periodogram [GS13, HNV13, RMC11].

periodograms [SA19].

periods [CK17a, FK19, RRA18].

Permutation [BF12, BPS12, BPSV14, Bon14, CDZ14, CD12, GFR12, GCR12, Gia14, Pes15, Rat13, Sal15, SGR +12, SB12, UU17].

Persistence [SE13, QL18].
persons [TE18b]. Perspective [FG11, Ham13, AS17, EIM18, ST16a]. Perturbation [Sun17b, HJC17, LH17c]. perturbations [KU17]. Perturbed [HJ14, ZYN11, BPS16b, LSY17, ZWY16]. Pesaran [Mon12]. petition [EW16]. Phase [DM11, FK19, GBC12, KOFA18, Ko15b, MGF14, NNI15, Nos14, RPY+13, SK13a, SSK10, SHLK10, AO17b, BS16b, GRMR13, GMR16, JKI16, LJC18, LCWG16, RSC16, SG17b, SG17c, SKS17, SK18b, WCK16, aYwSiDM17, ZMCM16, MATC18, Sag15]. Phase-I [Sag15]. Phase-type [MGF14, LCWG16, ZCM16]. phased [DLC16, YGWQ17, WYL12]. phased-mission [YGWQ17, WYL12]. phases [SNAN17, CS12]. Phi [MP14]. Phi-Divergence [MP14]. Pickands [AT11]. Piece [ASAN12, MM17, DS17b]. Piecewise [WWT15, AG18, LWD+18, PL17]. piecewise-deterministic [AG18]. Pilot [CT13, KMC10]. pipeline [JL19]. Pitman [AB14, AMP17, BDKM12, EWRZ14, RL09, Sab19, ÜY13, YLX10]. pivots [Raj18]. placebo [Liu17b]. plan [AAJ16, ASeMJ17, AAJ17, BAL18b, Ball18a, BAA18+18, HBAJ17, KAJH18, NS17, NN18, NS18, Sen16a, SLZ18, UB17, WT18, WAJ17, YF17]. Planning [Gue14, Liu17c, KDGV16, RFM18]. Plans [AYC12, CEK11, CB11, EF11, JFS14, LC15, EQ17, FY17a, JJ16, JKD17, Sen17b, Wan17d, YF17, YWZ18, YACA18]. plant [AIK17, BTC16]. Plants [GG13]. Plausible [Eid14, LW17a]. Plot [KMM12, FWZ17b, LWWW16, WYZ15]. Plots [KCK10, Oli13, HT16b, NN16a]. plotting [HT16b]. PLS [MA11, LVR12]. Plug [CT13, WX15]. Plug-in [CT13, WX15]. Point [AVC13, Deb12, DM17+15, HIKL12, MF10, ML13, MRA16, Nos14, PJ10, PZ15, QTD10, RL11a, RCD14, SY10, Sur12, WJY15, Wew12, CKT18, Chu17, Far17b, He17, Ho16, Huh16, JSC17, LPDD19, MATC18, SY18, TZW16, WSW16, ZF17]. Points [AW10, Ko11, KQ11, MFSAS10, MK13, MF10, MS12b, SASM13, WZY14, WG15, Xu13, YS15a, ZLL11, CN17a, Xu17a, ZBL17, ZT18]. Pointwise [DS17e, CN17b]. Poisson [AB17, AP17, AA17b, AESO19, AO17, BD16a, BKN16, BKM18, BN18b, BKG17, CYF+18, Cha10, CO16b, CRG13, CS19, CHM16, CG11a, CCL16, CL17, CK18, Chr10, COL15, Cox15, DHP16+16, DKY16a, DKY16b, DS16a, Fan15, FK19, Far17a, Far17b, FI17, FC18a, Faz11, FWH18+15, FLYC16, zF16, FGL18, God16, GDSC15a, GDC16, Gri15, HL13a, Hay16, HHH14, INOC17, JM16, JK18, KYS13, Kap18, KDG18, Kow16, KXX11, KP16, KN16a, KS18b, KV17, Lan14, LH14a, LH1a, LPC17, LHS19, LS14, MZ10b, MATC18, MG14, Mon14, NA12, Oga16, PWL17, Rvd14, RB13, SGD11, SH17a, SG16c, SSD18, ST17b, SSSK18, SJ10, SK15b, SI13, TS17b, Tee12, Tee14, Tra17, Tsi10, UZ19, VPCG16, WP18, WZT15, YH10b, Z112, Z114, ZY14, ZL16a, ZLL15, ZWP17, ZSJ16]. Poisson [ZYN11]. Poisson-conjugate [GDC16]. Poisson-multinomial [FGL18]. Poisson-Negative [Tee12, JM16]. Poisson-type [CO16b]. policies [Cha16, Che19a, ZMN17]. Policy [AEH11, CSC13, Che14, HW14, JHP10, KY10a, NN13, QZZN10, SCC11, AN17, JX19, KY16, Kyr16, NS18, SFSH16,
YL17, YLS17, ZW17c, ZW19b, ZDDH17. Poll [GL15b]. Pollution [LVBS10]. Poly [WWH15a]. Poly-Variograms [WWH15a]. Pólya [FCJ +17, CW14, FLK12, GL10a, LVVN11, Min10, Min11, MB14, SAB15]. Polygon [sDsWeCjK14]. Polygonal [WWH15a]. Poly-Variograms [WWH15a]. P´olya [FCJ +17, CW14, FLK12, GL10a, LVVN11, Min10, Min11, MB14, SAB15]. Polygon [sDsWcCjK14]. Polygonal [MGP11, TIA11, NM18]. polygons [KAW +18, WdX17]. Polyhazard [TH15]. Polynomial [AO¨O17, BB12, KDK14, KP12b, LLQ13, MFS12, WWT15, Cos18, HT16a, KD16b, Lin16, NIN17, WT18, ZDZ17]. polynomial-logistic [KD16b]. Polynomials [WZL10, Zoi09, D’A17a, DAC17, FPZ16, SLL17, WN17b]. Polytomous [BBG14, MP14, Gol16]. Pool [BAK13, GAK14, Ken11]. Pool-Testing [Ken11]. Pooled [TD14]. popular [SHANA18]. Population [AB14, AMV15, AC15, AM15, Bak11, CKLS11, CP14, DP10b, DG12b, Din15, DSL15, GÖ12, GBC12, GS15c, Hug09, Jaf15, KG14a, KK14, KK11b, LWWH14, ÔÇÖ14, SAS11, SG10a, SG10b, SK13a, SRT14, SS15a, SKK10, SK12b, SS13b, SS13d, SS13e, SK14, SST14, SMMS15, SS14a, SS14b, SS15b, SS14c, SG11, TC14, TSS15, TTC17, YUSC14a, YUSC14b, YCL14, AH16, ASG17, AN17a, AH17b, BS16a, BS16b, BP18c, BRAS17, BCP17, EEE16, FGP16, HK17, HLY16, JN18, KGH19, KJ17, Koy18, LJW18, LTV17, MAG18, RM16, MA18, MF16, MT16, MKK17, MSK17, NLRD17, Pat16, PM16b, PT19, RSC16, Sen16b, Sen16a, Sen17a, Sen17b, Sen18b, SG17a, SG17b, SKT16, SSM16, SS16c, SMK16b, SHM16, SP16d, SG17e, SPS17, SKS17, SK18b, SS18, SMP18, SPY18, SG19, SS16g, WX16]. populations [YSG17]. Populations [CF12, CF14, CHP14, CDZ14, Fle13, HX14, KT11, PGF11, RB10, Ryc14a, Sub14, TD14, ZL14a, AA17a, AB19, AAK17, CQ17, Gor17, Gun17, HD17, NKG16, NP17b, SS18, SG16e, TKJ17, WHZ17]. Portfolio [BCCH14, SLZ18]. portfolios [BNB18]. Portmanteau [BBC18, DYL16]. Portugal [PMC13]. posed [AD17a, AD17b, MDR17].

ZJLO17. Power-Law [Rec12, WXZ13]. power-Lindley [IR19].
power-normal [BMFS18]. Power-Transformed [XLL15a, FZZ16, Lu13b].
powered [CFK17, LP18]. Powerful [CB12, Voi10, BMRSE17, PLC17].
practically [Yam17b]. Practice [GdSC15b, DMM16, OSX+16]. Pre
[NO12, YK11]. Pre-Test [NO12, YK11]. precautionary [GKP16].
precipitation [AEB17]. Precise
[FL18b, GWZ17, HLSQ17, HL15, KL11, LYG17, LSX14, LSW16, LQ17b,
LSL18, ST16c, SHLQ17, WW13c, XY10, YS16, YC18]. Precision
[Ng12, Sim10, SHH10, CS16c, DZH+19, WW17b, XM17b]. predator
[KD16c]. Predicted [JTR15]. Predicting [SF16, HL18b]. Prediction
[AB09, A14, AF10, BS12c, BA10, Bas14, Bin14, CB17, EDASA12, Fau12,
GB12, GBC12, HL13, LWR11, Men10b, MM11a, RA11, RGM15, SDJ15,
SK10b, UC15, VB12, Zad15, AB17, BQ17, BAR16, BN18b, EDAEN17,
GAS17, HLY16, JN18, KTR18, MLD17, MAA17, OPK17, OPK18, S17,
SBA17, STRD17, XZ16, YC18, ZLD16, ZH16]. Predictions
[YYX14, GKP16]. Predictive [BS16b, BSSJ11, BC15, CMCS12,
CCSCME13, FU10, HXL13, KPS10, Kha12, Kha13, Mar15, Men10a, Men13a,
ÖK15, Tra11, Tri17, AD19, CM17, CCMA18, DK17a, Ras17, WU16b].
Predictor [AKL15, GR15, PC12, ZS12, BH17a]. Predictors
[BDKM12, B15, Bur09, HX11, LH11b, QZY11, SW14a, GST17, ZL16d].
Preface [CNT14, CY12, DS10, Edi10a, EPRS14, EE15a, FvR12, Kol13,
MS11, RdC13, SS11a, SM13, Vas14c, VM14]. Preference [AA13, MSEN18].
Preferences [Far12, Fon14, GGL11]. Preliminary [BAT15, CY14, CBM14,
LYX11, SS15a, YL15, AMP17, AW16, Cha18, KAT18, RPH17]. Premium
[WWW13, AHP19, NANTb, YXY17]. premiums [WYMZ17]. Prescott
[Nas18, Yami17b, Yami18a]. Presence [AB13, Bis12, BDM13, CZ15c, Chi12a,
DG12b, FHS15, GB12, GSAC12, HLL15, IT12, Kak12, KK11b, Mun12,
MSS14b, QL11a, Sal15, SK13a, SSS14b, SN14, SS14c, SM14, TSS15, ZWZZ15,
Zho10, ASG17, BR19, BIL17, BMRE17, BMQ16, BP18c, CS17, CM16c,
DP18, Fan18, GFL19, HJC17, KGH19, KJ17, LWZD17, Man17a, NNZ16,
NNZA18, NN18, SN18, SN16b, RYW16, Sen18a, SG17e, SSB17c, SSS17a].
present [ZL17]. Preservation [IRAB13, IAB16, WZ10, ZM13]. Preserved
[AEH11, CC10b, Ch14, CC10d, SCD10, SCC12, Cha16, PM18]. Price
[Bia12, Bia15, CCL14, LIPMF13, Bia17]. Prices [LIPMF13, BBS16]. Pricing
[CR14, Hua14b, LSW17, QJWC18, QQWW19, ST13, WW10, YSK15,
CMN+18, FSSW17, GWD18, HZ17b, HHC+17, KYW16, LLLL18, LMC18,
MDG19, ZG17a]. Principal [ASAK10, BYDM15, EZ14, QK11, MK13,
NKS15, OFS13, WY13, YS15a, Li18, PG16, Wu17b, YH16]. Principle
[Mia11, WWW13, LS17e, MGLX14, PM16a, YXY17]. Principles
[Fu12b, GM14, MGN16]. Prior [DMST12, KG14a, MMV12, SS15a, SK10b,
Xin15, YD14, AB17, CTAL17, JSC17, PK17, YM17, YJ17, ZJLO17].
priority [VM17, ZW17b]. Priors
[AT15, GVGP11, Gri15, RS10, WS13, ZK13b, DE17b, TL16]. Pro [CC10d].

**Probabilistic** [DTO13, El 15, VBATK11, ZLDT14, WLZ17]. **Probabilities** [AJ11, AASR12, Far12, GÖ12, Gue13, GW15b, Kon11, ZYN11, EKZ16, Geo17, Hay16, Hon17, Kyr16, LS16a, LWG18b, RK16, Sel17a, XHY16, XX18].

**Probability** [AA14, BS12a, BB14a, Can15, DTE13, FM11, FF13, GK11, Han11, HJ14, Kát11a, Lec11, LCG12, LBL+10, LDY15, Mat11, PHW11, RMN16, SW14a, SO14a, TE11, Tan13, TP14, VYZ14, WXPL13, WLY14b, XLL13, Yan14, AA17b, ABTR19, BR17, BSW15, BR19, Bow17, CM16a, CC16a, CFA17, Cle18, Fro17b, GWL16, JR18b, LA17, LY16a, Li17b, LG16b, LGG16, LWG18a, Lu16a, RZH16, SSSK18, TL16, VN18, YGL16, YWH17, ZK16].

**Probability-weighted** [RMN16]. **Probit** [BBB10, CT10, Fed13, Fed14, VMVD14, AXLJ17, Ker17, Roy16, YJSL19].

**Probit-Beta-Normal** [VMVD14].

**Problem** [BC15, BEZ11, GGS13, GVGP11, Gue14, KM14b, LH14a, MN13b, MM11a, SL14, TPTT14, VBATK11, WBH10, XT11, AD17a, AD17b, CO16a, CLZ16, CMS17, GG16a, GR18a, HA16a, JSC17, MWY18, Mar16, MS17b, PCL16, PT18, RZHC16, SR17, Ud10, WZZ17].

**Problems** [CB10, DB13, DB15, DI10, KHM12, Kor11, MH11, Mon12, SP11b, Sto12, UC14, VSS12, YC11b, Far17b, FEP18, Kar17, XX17, LMZ17, MDR17, NAAC16, PB18, hXZ17, Yan18a]. **Procedure** [BK09, CW14, CD12, HD13b, IUT12, KXX11, MJ15, Sh10a, Sh10b, SJS15, TSS15, Tak10a, TS12, WH14, WX15, ZK13b, Che16b, EM18, FGGL18, LMZ17, MDR17, Pat16, RMN16, SS16c, SS18, WX17, WHZ17]. **Procedures** [CHLP09, HH15, Koi10, LWWH14, Xin15, CK17c, JZZ18, Kar17, Koi16, SH17a, SM18, SP16b, SSKP18]. **Process** [ARD14, AGR15, AAM14, AA15b, Ano13b, AYC+12, BD11b, BQDH12, CCL14, CC15a, CC15b, DMS14, DMST12, Dos11, Fat13, GS11, GL15a, Gra11, GW15b, Hu14a, Hua15, HL15, JP13, Kac14, Kem11, KTW10, LS14, LPLW13, LH11c, MCY10, Min11, MS11b, MO14b, MS10d, MS10e, Neg09, NNA12, PS14, PHW11, Pul13, QL15, Rah12, RL11a, RNB12, RCD14, SY10, SM09, She14a, SHH13, SW14b, Sim14a, THHL15, TKW12, TS17e, UU11, VYZ14, WXZ13, Web12, XLL13, Yen12, ZAR14, ZY10, ZWZ12, ZYN11, Zil11, AO18a, AR17a, AMV18, AESO19, AH18a, AAK16, Ali17, AABL17, BU17, BAL18b, Ball18a, BER16a, BBS16, BPS16b, BCK17, COK17, CB17, CC16b, CL17b, CKT18, CDS19, CJ17, CY16, CWW16, DP18, DTWW17, Far17b, FN18, FCJ+17, Fro17b, GFS16, HL18a, Haq18, HAK19, HJ14]. **process** [Ho16, HBAJ17, JBA18, KAS17, Ko16b, KT18, KDI16, KV17, LZY+17, LW17b, LCG18, LS17b, Lu18, Mud16, NRP16, Nen18, NS17, OAQQ16, PLDS17, Pro18, QJWC18, Rah16, RBN19, SA16, Tra17, UK16, UB17, WCK16, YLW17, aYwSDmS17, Yan17b, YCAJ18, YKL+17, ZHW17, ZW17a, ZW17b, ZW18, ZW19b, ZL16g, ZG19, vZvdM19]. **process-waiting** [KV17]. **Processes** [Aga11, AD10, AR14, BP15a, Ban13, BB12, BEZ11, BZ13, CC10a, CCZ15, CTQ11, CC11, Chr10, CLX14, DDGM13, Deb12,
DO13, ES11b, FR10, Faz11, Fu11a, GZSS14, GGLV14, Gra10, Gri15, GL11, JRM10a, JWZ14, JT11, KP13, KB14, KOP13, KOP14, Li11, MR15, Mas15, MN13a, Mia11, MC11, MXD13, MZ15, MS10c, MS14c, MM11a, MSP12, NH15b, OP11, PS13, Par13a, PMC10, RZ13, RBB13, SA12, SA15a, SP11a, Sun11, SI13, TW13, TB15, TT11, cTt14, Tun15, WTZ15, WST10, WH10, Yeh13, pZ13, ZW11, ZY13, dSE11, AP17, AG18, BD16a, BT18b, BD17a, BD17b, BG16b, CB17, CLW17, DKY16a, DKY16b, DYW18, DLZ17, Far17a, FPR17, Gra17, GPP19, Hac18, HZS17, KLMD16, Kap18, KD16a, KUWG19, Lii17, LPHC18, LZF17, Mal17, Man18, MSEN18]. processes [PSF16, PM18, PL17, RWY16, RC16, RPM18, SNWL17, SA19, TN17, WSW16, XX18, YSC17b, ZW19a, Zha16a, ZZ19b, ZSJ16]. Processing [Afs13]. Product [BZAZ15, BNE15, CA14, DMP11, Duf10, FR10, SS13c, Smi19, SYP13, TC14, TTC17, Wan13d, YUSC13, YUSC14b, AE17a, AE17b, AEHQ17, CFK17, GSM16, GG16b, KPZ16, LPDD18, LTS16, Mat18, RM16, NA17, SSS16, WAI17]. Product-Limit [FR10]. Product-Type [TTC17]. Production [BQDH12, Fal14, Kyr16]. production-inventory [Kyr16]. Products [Fu12b, KRT13, Li13b, SCSMN11, ZY13, DYW18, Wu17c, Zha16b]. Professional [AK10]. Professor [AK10, Edi10b]. Profile [Li17d, SN14, Sug13, WSK14, ZHL15, CH17, PS18]. Profiles [ASMZ14, ES14, HX14, NKS15, NN15, SN14, MATC18, SNAN17, SA17a, WT18]. Profit [AEH11]. Profitability [SYP13]. Prognostication [GMB+13]. Programming [Fal14, MGP11, NN11b, Smi13, UC14, Fon17, KAR16, MPG16, MGP17, Xia17a]. Progress [NM17]. Progressive [BHLK15, Bas14, CB11, CT14, JMEM14, JY14, MA14, PGF09, PGF11, RB10, Wan12, ZARH14, ZS15, AN17d, AAK17, CSL17, LSCW17, SK18a, STRD17, ZX16]. Progressively [BS12b, Cra14, RAB15, Rez17, SK15a, TTZ14a, FGP16, GP16b, LS17c, WL17a, WSS17]. PROMETHEE [AM16]. promising [LL17f]. promotion [KDG16]. Prone [ZZ11, LXT17, WJH15]. Proof [K´at11a, Nav16]. Propagating [New11b, Bic17]. propensity [LCW+18]. Properties [AA10, ACO+18, AASR12, BS15, BL13, Cha10, CC12, Cha15, CB14, CCZ17, CG11a, CM12, CARO17, CAPO17, DC13, El 15, Ery12, Fat13, Fu11a, GLZW12, GAK14, GS13, GCSB10, Gup15, Hod14, HGZ15, Hvd14, Hun14, Imo16, IUT12, IS11, IRB13, Jon18, KM10, KKH17, Kin11, KRT11, KA15, KD17b, KN10, LK19, LG10, LVBS10, MV14, MB15, MK13, MX10, MML17, Mit13, MP10b, NCO15, NSV12, NAMAK17, PWLO17, PSP12, RCC12, RMNA17, RSAN17, SP11a, SU13, TCM+16, TB12, TK14, Vai13, Vel14, VFP17b, WLF11, XWJ10, Yil12, ZLN11, ZL14a, BR19, BBS16, CC16b, CBOR18, DDR17, FLY16, GMS18, JB18, JXY16, JXW17, KLMD16, KHY18, KSN17, KH18, LL17a, LLD17, LMH17, NSR17, Rao18, SG18a, SGGdML17, SG16d, SWZ16, TC17, TS17e, Too17, VFP17a]. properties [WH16c, Wu17b, XJW19, XHL18a, Xu16, YYL17, Zen17a, ZB17, ZWPB17, ZZ17d]. Property [Deb12, RR14, Sal15, SU14, WZ10, DY18, HYS17, Tra17]. Proportion [KL10, LVVN11, RD10, JSSO18, Jun17, Lu18, MA18, SG19]. Proportional
proportionality [FWZ+17b]. Proportions [KZ15, LWWH14, MP12, NN11a, New11a, PJ10, SR11, Zha15b, BS16c, CS18, CGS16, JSS16, MP16, Sen17a, Sen17b, WY16]. 


QAL [PDS09]. QML [DK13]. QMLE [AL15]. quadrant [YC17]. quadrant-dependent [YC17]. Quadratic [Afe13, Are14, FH13b, FN09, Kon10, LR10a, LWR11, PM12, RS13, RLL12, SK12c, Smi13, TL15b, BBC18, Fon17, KK17a, RK18, ZZ16, Zha17b, ZZ19, ZW16]. quadratically [Fon17]. quadrivariate [YVCA17]. qualitative [SG19]. Qualitatively [WH10]. Quality [Ber12, Cui12, HD13b, HC12, PDS09, PVB13, SW14c, FY17a, FEP18, HME17, Koi16b, LPHC18, PMFK18, TS17c]. Quality-Based [SW14c]. quantifying [FEP18]. Quantile [CTT15, CZ15c, CT16, CLX14, DNL12, De 11, DZX13, FR10, Fau12, GZSS14, HS15d, JZ16, LK14, Lu13b, MCX10, MSN14, Pa010, Par15a, QL11a, Ryc14b, SY11, SS17a, SE15, SF12b, TTZ14b, WLF11, WL15, WWH15b, Yu12, ZWNS18, ZFD17, AM17b, BK18, BSGS16, BMR17, BLT16, BS15, CL17b, CA18, Ciu17, DGC17, FTT16, FZZ16, GIO17, JQZ18, LD18a, LY17, MMT17, NSS18, NI16, PLC17, Qiu18, SYC19, SLF18, SSH17, Sta17, Sun17c, SR18, TTL17, WH16a, XTT17, YWL17, YWLW18, ZZ18a, ZP17]. Quantile-based [Kay18, SS17a, BK18, BSGS16, BMR17, SR18].

query-agnostic [LDL18]. question
[LPdDTH17, MA18, Sen17b, TS16, TS17d]. Questions [BBP14, TWTG14].
Queue [CM13a, Dra13, GMRN13, Kem11, SRK11, SU14, Vas14a, GMR16, JX19, KY16, PBC17, YL17, YL18c]. Queueing
[XZD10, PM16a, Vas16, ZX16]. queues [SLOT17], queuing
[DP18, KS18a, SK16e]. Quick [Gov11, BU17, BJU18]. Quickly [WXZ18].
Quotient [BNE15].

R [BAA+18, GPÖü14, PBC17, TN13, Gue10, HBAJ17, KHY17]. R&D
[HEM17, PKM17, PMKF17, PM18, PMFK18, RMM17]. raise [SGGdML17].
raising [GR17]. Random
[Abd15, ADP10, AC15, AKK09, AK14c, BS12a, BP18b, (Ba14, BGT10, BCCH14, Cey11, CG11a, CW13, CW15a, CYL13, CA14, CA14, Con10, Dai16, DSO12, Don11, EMI14, FJ11, FWT13, Fle13, GZSS14, GK13, Guo14, GS15c, GE11, HS15b, HS13a, HEHM11, HH13, HS15d, HWY14, HGZG15, HWW15, HP14, JA10, KR14, Ko13, Ko14e, KL11, Kor11, KRT11, KOP13, KOP14, KLM10, Kur10, LG10, LR10a, Li13a, LX15, Li15, LZ18, Lim11, LR10b, LS12, LSX14, MP15, Mas15, MWM13, Mon14, NRW15, ÖÇO14, Pul13, QKP12, Ra13, RE10, SSA10, SY17a, SG10a, SWL14, SWLW14, Sho15, SMM10, SS13c, SS14b, Sun11, Sun12, Sun13, Sun15, TC14, TSS15, Tee14, Tho14, TN15, VT15, WV11, WHVH13, WW13c, Wan13a, WLY14b, WS14, WDM14, WZY14, Wei12, WJ11, XTG15, XY09, XY10].

Random [XM14, YUSCU14, Yar11, Yar13, Yar14, YXT14, ZY10, ZW11, ZLD11, ZWPZ15, Zie13, AD17a, AEHQ17, AD16, AD17c, BSW15, BNZ17, BEY18, Bib16, BH17c, Bud16, CS18, CLLW16, CF16, CKS17, CG17, CL17a, Che19a, CZW16, DP17, DLH+18, DWM+17, DTWW17, DRAS17, DW17, DS16b, DS17e, EG18, FL18a, FC18a, FPCP16, FWZ+17a, FWW19, Fro17a, GSM16, GMR16, GGO17, GHL17, GX18, Had17, HSLQ17, JKL19, Ka17, KM18, Kay18, KKKO17, sK16c, Ko16c, Ko17b, Ko18, Kon16, Kon19, KVR17, Kun17b, KP18b, KN18c, LCG18, LPH16, LWW16, LSY17, LTS16, LTV16, LSZ16, LW16, LQ17b, LSL18, LQYZ17, MAS16, MWW18, MKY16, MSH16, NC18b, NH17, QC16, Rao17a, Roo17, SB16a, aSnCN18, SG16b, SAB18, SGL17a, SGL17b, SH17b, SBA17, SWZ16, ST16c, SZ16, SS17b, SXW17, SY16, SY17, SY17b, SS17c, SKS17, SK18b].

random [SG19, SN18, SKK16, SS16h, SA17c, SHLQ17, TWZ16, Tan18, Udo18, UZ19, VF17a, VF17b, WH16, WL17b, WN17a, WN17b, WV16, WG16b, Wu17d, WHY18, WXZ18, XTL+17, XDWC18, XJW19, Xj17a, XI16, XMZ18, Yn18, YH17, YZ17, YLS17, YQC17, YRS17, YZ17, YW18, YZ18, ZK16, ZSL17, ZC17a, Zha17e, ZT17, Zha17a, ZWPB17, ZMN17, ZY17, ZL16g, ZY16]. Random-effects [EMI14, XXMZ18, Zha17e].

random-type [Udo18]. Randomization [Ani11, OM13]. Randomized
[Arn11, ASN12, AS15, Chi10, DP14, GCR12, GMSD13, MJ15, MH15, RN13, Shi10, SKHL10, SHLK10, SK12d, TWTG14, Wu16a, XTT17, YW15, AAE17,
AO18b, AO17b, EM18, GZ17, HS18a, JSS16, JSSO18, LPdDTH17, LHS19, Sen16b, Sen16a, Sen17a, Sen17b, Sen18b, SM18, ST16d, ST16f, ST16g, SG17f, SG17g, ST17a, SG17h, ST17b, SSSK18, SG19, TS16, TS17a, TS17b, TS17c, TS17d. **Randomly**

[GJ15, WHHW17, WHYW18, YXC11, YC17, LL17d, Roo17, TZW16, ZL17].

**Ranges** [Saj11]. **Rank** [CB10, CB12, CM12, FZ17b, Hou12, KAD14, Say14, SP15, Tia12, YDC15, Bin17, Che18, FZ18, KN17b, LHV19, YGL16]. **Ranked** [AARN10, Bak11, DCL12, FDHH14, Fre14, GÖ12, HASA10, LCP14, MADSAS10, PL12, SAS11, VB12, VB13, ZAV14, EDKAEN17, EDT18, FF16, FF18, HBMAO16a, HBM16, HBMAO16b, Haq17, Koy18, LB16, MZ18, RM16, PT17, PT16, SM16]. **Ranked-Set** [Fre14, FF16, FF18]. **Rating** [BG11b, CDZ14, Gia14, PL12, VB13, Yan16, ZAV14, Alv16]. **Rao** [GP¨O14]. **Rare** [FNDM12, SK15b, LHS19, ST17b, SSSK18, TS17b, WN16a]. **Rasch** [BBB14]. **Rata** [CC10d]. **Rate** [BP15b, BR13, CCZ15, CZ15a, COL15, Dom11, DMT15, ES11b, EdSMR14, GK11, KR13b, KOP13, LZIPJ11, LH14b, LDY15, LB11, Me13, Mux10, Nad10, NS15a, QWZ14, RPY13, RG15, RB11, RR13, Ryc14a, SJS15, SWLW14, Sym19, TK14, WZY14, WX15, dXcY12, XY14, XLL15b, Yil12, AE17c, AD17b, AG18, BSW15, BKM18, BBA16, Bic17, CM16b, CL17, CMLW16, FSSW17, GP16b, HP16, HB17a, HI17a, HA16b, JZ17b, KJ17, Koi17b, LMdIO18, LO17, MKSS17, NE17, NAN17b, NB17, PKM17, RG16, SAD16, SZV16, SLZ18, TPN18, WL17b, WH18, WP18, XX18, YJS19, YCL17, ZL17].

**rate-making** [NAN17b]. **ratemaking** [ZH17]. **Rates** [CB10, Fu11b, PMC13, RvdM14, SK13, VLT14, XGZ15, XY10, Xin10, pZ13, ZZS13, Arv18, BBHN18, CE19, CL17b, Che17b, DLH18, DZZ18, KYW16, LW17c, LCA17, MCGMS17, SRN17, SV17]. **rating** [BKKP19].

**Ratings** [CG14b, BH17c]. **Ratio** [BSY12, Chi09, CM13b, EE15b, GAK14, HTN15, HS13a, KPZ16, Lu11, Ma10, MKK17, OJR15, ÖÇO14, PSS15, QL19, RS14, Rub10, SS13c, SAC13, TC14, TCT17, Tak14, TN15, WXPL13, YUSC13, YUSC14b, AE17a, AE17b, AEHQ17, ABK17, BS16a, BP18c, Che16c, CL17, CE17c, DDP18, EEE16, Hua17a, KP18a, LKK17, LWZ18, LTS16, MNN19, RM16, NG16, nMK17, Par17b, RK18, SG17c, SS16, SP17a, SPY18, SSLC18, SS16i, Tar17, Vis18, Wan18, XX17, YY17, YX18, ZB19]. **Ratio-** [MKK17, TT17]. **Ratio-Cum-Product** [TC14, LTS16, RM16, SSS16]. **Ratio-Product** [YUSC13]. **ratio-ratio-type** [SP18]. **Rational** [Cho10, Ko15a].

**Rationally** [sK12b, sK16c]. **Ratios** [AE13, BUR15, KRT13, MCY10, Ste11, Tho14, TP14, Bur17, SG17g, ST17a]. **Rayleigh** [BP17, IVVG17, ICBG18, JYX16, JY16, KTR18, KPS10, Kha12, KGI14c, LL12, LG14, MAA17, MML17, PKJ14, MG18, Qom17]. **Re** [LMCH12, CE17a, ST18]. **re-estimated** [CE17a]. **Re-Estimation** [LMCH12, ST18]. **Real** [HT13, KSDR15, aYwSlDmS17, GST17]. **Real-time**
[aYwSlDmS17]. realization [ZYH18]. Really [YSHL11]. REBMIX [NF11b, NF11a]. Recapture [WBH10]. recipe [Key16]. Reciprocal [RR09, SS12c]. reciprocity [LD17]. Recognition [Ano10b]. recommended [Hot16]. reconciling [WK19]. Record [AAR11, BAT15, AC16, BBA16, PT17, QK17, SAD16, SK17, SBA17, TD18, TP19, ZCCW18]. record-breaking [SAD16]. Records [AB14, AF10, EWRZ14, GLS12, KJD+15, Ko11, AB19, BAB+18, Jas16, KQ17, MT14, MA14, Wu17b]. Recoveries [BCCH14]. Recovery [KvdVvZ13, Mat14, Mna17, UU11]. Recruitment [Ani11, LZY+17]. Rectangular [AJ11]. rectifying [NN18]. Recurrence [NNH16, NA17, ZZ15]. Recurrent [Han12b, LSZ13, ZZ13, ZZ15, Fan18, GZ16, HHS18, OAOQ16, SLOT17, She18b]. Recursion [Mar15]. Recursive [BZZZ15, BLT16, LWY10, Nge11, Sl17]. Reduced [GMP11, Por11, Alm18, KD17b, SG16c]. Reduced-Bias [GMP11]. Reduction [FA11, Gil12, LG14, YL10, ZY12, ZY11, CS17, DLS17, DBG17, God16, KNH17, SS16c, SA17b, XTS16, ZZ17c]. Redundancies [LYH11, ZL15, CZZZ18, YL18a]. Redundancy [LWZ13, YL18d]. Referee [Ano10b]. Reference [AT15, Gri15, CM16b, CTAL17]. Refined [GR18a, BOT17, OOT19, OTA17]. Reflect ed [EB12, QNP12, LW18b, ZL19b]. Reflections [CCZ15]. reformulation [ZZJ19]. Refusal [BBP14]. Regarding [MC14, RL09, NM17, NM18, SG17d]. Regime [DY18, WW10, XL12, Cav17, FSSW17, GWD18, HZ17b]. Regime-switching [DY18, FSSW17, GWD18, HZ17b]. regimes [OH19, WLC17, ZDDH17]. Region [AKL15, CC15b, Ko14a, UC15]. Regional [BHKHM13, Ko15a, sK12a, sK13b, Ko15b]. Regions [BL15, Can15, CGL13, HM15, sK12a, Pre11, XZD10, Hua17a, sK16c, LH17c, MP17, QYL17, YCH17]. Regression [Abd15, Aga11, AKL15, AK14b, AARN10, AAM14, APA14, ASMZ14, AJN15, AG11, BA10, BC12, BBB10, BS15, BB12, CY15, CO10, CY14, CS14a, CS15a, CKL1, CG11a, CHH15, CTT15, CHLP09, CYL13, CY14, CZ15c, CS14b, CA12, Chol10, Chv13, CR14, DN12, Den13, DZ15, DG11, DZX3, DLP15, DI10, DD13, ER11, Fam15, FV11, FH13b, FP12, FH12, FG11, GSY10, GT15, Gil14, GL11, GR15, HS15b, HKLW12, Hol15, HL11, HS15d, IT12, IS11, JS13, KYS13, KMS13, KMSS14, Kha11, KCC14, KS15b, KS12, KE10, KS12b, KS12c, KLS10, KAD14, KP12b, LGV13, LK14, Lem14, LLC10, LY10, LX11, LXY11, LY11a, Lia11, LL14, LW15, LWR11, LG11, LGX12, Lop11, LM18b, Lu13b, ML12, MS11a, MSS14a, MS14b, MKS15, MS14a, Ma15, MP14, MFS12, MH11, MS12a]. Regression [MT12, MM15, MX15, MW10, NBS13, NO12, NAM14, NK15, Nos14, NIN11, ÖA15, ÖD10, Par13b, Par15a, QZY11, QQL14, RSV10, RVD14, RM10, RAG12, SE15, SGM11, She15b, SS15a, Sm13, SLSY14, SSM12, SZD12, SZL14, TOT15, THHL15, TTT14b, Tsi10, Tsi14, UPA13a, UPA13b, Ü13, Van16, VRC13, VV12, WDZ11, Wan13b, WW13a, WS13, WG15, WWT15, WH15a, WT15, WTZS15, WSIT15, WW15b, WXS18, WY13, zXY13, X12, XY12,
CK17c, DMA17, DZH+19, FK16, FN18, Han17, IS17, JZ17a, JSWL17, KG17, MIG17, NS16b, RAA17, RAM16, Sha18c, Sre18, TE18a, YYLM18, You17]. **Reliability-Based** [Ben14]. **Reliable** [DCL12, cTtL14]. **Remainder** [NNZA18]. **Remarks** [AK14a, BK17b, Miul2, YHA10b, KS16b]. **removal** [LSCW17]. **Removing** [SO12]. **reneging** [KS18a]. **Renewal** [HKR15, KRH12, MS10e, SI13, AAK16, FS17, GWZ17, Lii17b, LGG16, LG17, XX18]. **renewal-reward** [AAK16]. **Renewing** [CC10d, HJP10]. **Renyi** [AA10, AC16, DWX17, NY17, Tto17, JY14]. **Renyi-type** [DWX17]. **Repair** [CC13, CDG12, DJ15, Fal14, KY10a, JX19, LCWG16, MAA17, QC19, RG16, ZW17a, ZW17b, ZW17c, ZW18]. **Repair-cost** [CSC13]. **Repair-Time** [KY10a]. **Repairable** [BC12a, CGSM10, DCG13, DSC+14, Ery16a, LCWG16, QC19, VM17, WCZP16, ZW17b, ZW17c]. **repairman** [LCWG16]. **Repeatability** [DZ14]. **Repeated** [DS09, EM14, ITC09, RL12, SAC13, WL14, ZLD16, BAT+18, CK17a, FZ17b, FZ18, HGW18, JKL19, LCZA17b, LCA17, NNvRS17, NVS19, RAST18, RRRA18, SLL17, XQ17a, YZFM17]. **repeated-measures** [FZ18]. **repeats** [ZCC16]. **repetitive** [AO18a, JBA18, YCAJ18]. **Replacement** [CSC13, CC10b, CC10d, KY10a, NN11b, SCC11, ZMN17, Cha16, Che19a, PLY17, PKM17, PM18, ZW17c]. **Replicate** [MLGZ14]. **Replicated** [UC15]. **Replication** [HB13, GL19]. **Replications** [NC14]. **Representation** [ABLR15, CLX14, DO13, HP14, LN13b, MS10c, NN15, BCCR18, Car19, Tav16, XJ19]. **Representations** [MS14c, Ric13, ZM13]. **Reproducibility** [DZ14]. **Reproducing** [Par15a, SN12]. **Reproductive** [CTW10, XWJ10]. **required** [DZH+19]. **Requirements** [MH15]. **reranked** [Spe17]. **Resampling** [CS16b, JP13, LM13, Wan17a]. **Rescaled** [WWH15a, BRAS17]. **Research** [JC12, KLS12, Wei14, ZW13, YH16]. **Reserving** [HQW15]. **Reset** [Par13a]. **Residual** [AC16, Bar10, BR12, CB14, CW15a, Fak15, HS12a, IRB13, JY14, KRB12, LM14, MB15, NR14, RGM15, RG15, RSA13, RR13, Zha11, CB17, CNG17, FZZ16, GXB18, Kun17, KP18b, LMM18, MB17b, MFB17, MSR17, NP17a, PBA18, PEl17, Qiu18, SHB17, SY17a, Tav16, ZJZ17]. **Residuals** [CL15c, UDC12, CE17a, Cé17, KL17a, KLKK17, LTCQ17, LM18b, WH16c, ZKS18]. **Resolution** [HL15, HYK15b, RSV11, Tm10, YH11, KHY17]. **resource** [KAR16]. **Resources** [RE10]. **Respect** [AB14, HLI13a, HX11, ZFL13, CS16a, She18a, SJY17, SS18]. **Respecting** [ZB12a]. **Respondent** [MV13]. **respondents** [RSC16]. **Response** [Ac15, AAG12a, Arn11, ASN12, AS15, AAG12b, BD11a, BO14, FHS15, GDS+14, GMSD13, KKI11b, LW13b, MMP14, MJ15, PP10, Par15b, RMP12, SK13a, SKX10, SK10a, SK14, SMPH15, SKHL10, SHL10, SK12d, SD12, S15, TWTG14, UC14, Wee12, WJH15, XTG15, YX15, ZZ11, ZS12, AAE17, ASG17, AO18b, AO17b, AH17b, BQC17, CS17, EM18, GAS17, JSS16, JSSO18, KJ17, LPdDTH17, LHS19, LWZ17, LXT17, Lu16c, Mat18, MBN14, MSEN18, OW19, PT19, Roy16, Roz18, Sen16b, Sen16a, Sen17a,
Sen17b, Sen18b, ST16d, SKM16a, ST16f, ST16g, SKM16b, SG17f, SG17g, ST17a, SSB17c, SSS17a, SG17h, SMK17, SKS17, ST17b, SKM17, SK18b, SSS18, SKP18, SSSK18, SG19, TS16, TS17a, TS17b, TS17c, TS17d, Wu16a, WXZ18, XQ17a, YSG17, ZF18. **Responses**

[BBG14, BM15, BB14a, CDZ14, Fu12c, Kat11b, Kha12, LW13b, QL11b, SG14, THHL15, Wei12, AO18b, BM16, zF16, GX18, HXF18, KGH19, LLZ17, RSG17, SG16b, Sen16b, Sen16a, SG17e, TSG19, XTS16]. **Restoration** [OP11].  

**Restricted**  
[AK14b, CHP14, HM15, LY10, LL16, LGX12, NC14, OM13, Piz13, Pre11, SG11, Sir14, WY13, XY11a, YC11a, AW16, AEA17, BCP17, Hu16, HWY17, KD17a, LY16b, Li18, Ren16, WX18, Wu17b, WA17, WAA18].

**Restrictions**  
[BAT11, FAT17]. **Result**  
[ABC12, Mel13, SB16a].  

**Results**  
[AB15, BHB15, BSCS11, CC10a, FJ11, Gue14, IA15, LL10, Li14b, M+H12a, MWM13, Pap13, RR13, SBR14, SS12e, WZ15, YL15, ZM13, AABL17, AER16, BNB18, BNB19, BCL16, BD17b, CB16, DAS16b, Had17, KSDB18, Kum17, KP18b, Li17c, LL17b, LL17f, NM18, OL19, PC16b, Qiu18, SS16b, Udo18, WHV16, WCW17, YL16, ZI18e, dAdLA18]. **Retirement**  
[KS18a].  

**Retractions**  
[Dra13, SLOT17]. **Retractions**  
[Dra13]. **Retrospective**  
[GLY17, XLZ12].  

**Retrospective**  
[ABC12, Mel13, SB16a].  

**Revisit**  
[KCC14, KJ18]. **Revised**  
[Lu10, CKLC17, LWZ17].

**Revise**  
[KCC14, KJ18]. **Revised**  
[Lu10, CKLC17, LWZ17]. **Revise**  
[KCC14, KJ18]. **Revised**  
[Lu10, CKLC17, LWZ17]. **Revisit**  
[KCC14, KJ18]. **Revised**  
[Lu10, CKLC17, LWZ17].  

**Review**  
[RK11, BL09, BDY15, BB15, BM15, BB15]. **Review**  
[RK11, BL09, BDY15, BB15, BM15, BB15]. **Review**  
[RK11, BL09, BDY15, BB15, BM15, BB15]. **Review**  
[RK11, BL09, BDY15, BB15, BM15, BB15].  

**Ridge**  
[AK14b, Alk10, APA14, AJN15, BAT11, GrU12, Hol15, KMS13, KMSS14, KCC14, LY11a, LL14, LMR15, LG11, LGX12, LP17, MS11a, M+M14a, MS11b, NO12, RAC12, SG15, T17a, UPA13b, Xu12, XY13, Y14, ZSK12, FAT17, FRC16, GR17, KD17a, LY16c, MSK18, RA16, WA17, Yam17a, ZKS18, Zin18].**Ridge-type**  
[LL14].  

**Riemann**  
[Da15].  

**Riesz**  
[HL13a, TZ17]. **Risk**  
[DP10a, DP13a, DPP15b, Hua11, Par15a, She10a, She12a, YS1711, ZLD11, CSC17, FGL18, GFL19, NB16, She16, sSW18, Wan16d, WH16a, ZS18a, ZJZ17]. **Right-Censored**  
[Hua11, Par15a, She12a, YS1711, CSC17, FGL18, GFL19, She16, sSW18, ZS18a, ZJZ17].  

**Right-skewed**  
[WH16a]. **Rises**  
[Kon19]. **Risk**  
[BCCH14, CGW15, Chi09, DMS14, ES11b, GJ15, GB15, HK15, HJ14, HZ17b, JRM10b, KM18, Kha11, KY10b, LD14, LDY15, LLQ13, LLSM14, PP12, PHW11, PK17, SW14b, SK10b, WW13c, WH14, WJY15, WZ15, XLL13, XGZ15, XLZ12, Yan14, Yan15, Zha15a, ZNY11, ZZZ12, BR19, BSGS16, CRTdC17, CCCT16, Con16, DLH18, DTT16, Ery18, FGI17, FS17, FL17, FL18b, GWL16, GWZ17, IF18, JN18, KOFA18, KL17b, Li17b, Li17c, LSY17, LG16b, LGG16, LGY17, LWG18a, LWG18b, LSL19, LO17, NCA17, OMB17, QW19, SHE18a, TMZ17, Wan16b, WCW17, XX18, hXZ17, ZJZ17,
XYL14, YZ17a, ZN18]. risk-adjusted [KOFA18]. risk-minimization [QWWW19]. risk-minimizing [KOFA18]. Risks [Ko14b, SS12d, WY12, WW11, XT11, Yan14, Yan15, ANJ17, AN17d, Bel17, CSL17, CK17b, FZZ16, LXL17, LL17b, LS16a, LS17c, LWG18a, LWG18b, SS16a, SDis17, SX18, SLSE19, WX18, WSS17, ZZ18a, dAdLA18]. Risk [LPS11, GWP19]. Ristić [CB16]. rival [Say17]. RJMCMC [DM10]. Robbins [AD17b, GFS16, RD16]. robot [FN18]. Robust [AF16, AMH14, BC12b, Bis12, BDM13, BDM15, CYE15, CL10b, DPA10, DPP15a, ES14, EP11, FQZ14, FH13b, GGLV14, GH13, GYL17, JN18, Kim15, KZW09, LMG13, LZZL17, LL18a, MEZ16, Mao17, MR16b, MBN14, MX15, SK18a, SA17a, SSS14a, SLZ18, SV11, TN15, TB13, WLS18, Wu13, XY11b, YLG16a, YLG16b, YZ18, YK11, ZGK17, ZYH17, Arv18, BMRSE17, BBR17, CSM16, FC8H16, GKP16, HJ17, KKS19, KH18, Man17a, MSEN18, O8K18, OH19, Ric17, SA16, SSY18, TL17, YL18b, YGM19, ZB19, ZX18]. Robustness [AB09, AAG12a, ADO13, CG12, Che16a, DTE13, HK13, Kha11, LH11b, VRC13, YDC15, CSM16, Kha16]. ROC [CM16d, CM17, DTE13, WNL18]. Role [BC14, CKD14, Hn14, Ram17, ST16f, SA14, VT17]. Romig [YF17]. Root [Kon15a, LS11, QTD10, FLY16, Hay17, MR16b, PLC17, Sen18a, XP18, Zha16a, Zha17c]. rooted [HY17, SY16, SY17c]. Roots [BB12, dBCR15, DPS11, ZS17b]. RoPLS [TB13]. Rosenblatt [YW17]. Rosenthal [FTP17]. Ross [CCZ15, RS14, SST14]. Rotatability [KP12b]. Rotatable [DPA10, DPP15a]. Rotation [SK10a, SS12, SK12b, SK14, SMPH15, SSM15, P16b, SP16c, SK17, SP16d, SSS17b, SP17c]. Rounded [Kac14]. routing [Lin14b, MV16b]. Row [VJV14, CLWL16, DJV17, GPM18, VP17, Wan17d]. Row-column [VJV14, GPM18, Wan17d]. Row-wise [LLW16]. Rows [KLS12]. Rowwise [SWLW14, WHVH13, MW18, SS17b, Wan17f, YJS19]. RRT [MA18]. Ruin [BS12a, GW15b, HJ14, Kon11, LDY15, PHW11, XLL13, Yan14, ZYN11, BSW15, BR19, Ery18, GWL16, Li17b, LGG16, LWG18a, LWG18b, XX18, ZYHW16]. Rule [CHP14, jK15, LR10a, SLZ11, UY13, XY12, XY13, BCP17, CKLC17, LY16c, OB16, VM17, Zha17d]. Rules [Hou12, KS14b, Lec13, LR10c, Mah12a, RL12, YHS13, GFM17, KCL16, KHC14, MR17, WCK16]. rules-the [KCL16]. Run [AMR14, BQDH12, Cox15, Lee13, LHZ15, WCK16, BV17, FY17a, GFM17, LK17c, LK17b]. Runs [HCS10, KS14b, Kon15b, KH14, Mah12a, MP15, MZ14, SH11, Ste11, AMP18, CKLC17, KCL16, Kon16, Kon19]. Runs-rules [KHC14].

HS12b, IP10, KPS10, Kha12, Kha13, KNK13, sK12a, Ko14a, Ko14d, Ko15a, Ko16b, KL12, Kum15, Kva15, LMCH12, LG10, LF10, LL17f, LCZA17a, LCZA17b, LCA17, MS15, MH15, MS11c, NAD15, SG10b, SL14, Tar17, Tsn14, WWH15a, Xu10, YUSC13, YUSC14a, YLS10, YWH14, YMF15, YA10, Zil11, Ahm17, BOT17, BG19a, BC15, CBSN16, CCl16, CL17b, DDP18, DAS16b, DW18, FGP16, FLL17, Gau17, HN17b, Kar17, sK16c, KPZ16, KX18, LPDD18, Mar16, MS17b, MAA17, MAA17, MK15a, OH16, PA18, Par17b, PP17, Pou17, PK17, PT16, Sha17, SBA17, SR17, SP17b, SPS17, ST18, Sze17, Tak14, TWTG14, Wan16c, Wan17a, WYY16, WW17b],
sample [WZZ17, Wu17b, XY19, Xu16, YYS18, Zan17, ZBHW18, ZSJ16].

Samples [Van17].

SARMA [Ami18].

Satisfying [Yar14].

Saturated [WLL13, PYL17].

Saunders [AALS12, CLC16, CCOB16, KLJP16, LF10, MFFMA17, OMFB17, UM09, ZHZA18].

SAVE [Vel14].

SB [LMG13].

SB-Robust [LMG13].

SCAD [HZ18a, WSI15].

SCAD-Penalized [WSI15].

Scalar [CM13b, Sha19].

Scale [ADO13, CT14, FGTS12, GR11, JL13, KT15, KP12a, MR15, Ng12, NY11, Pet10, PT15, ST10, Saj11, SV11, Wan12, WXZ13, WQ14, XFC11, YLS10, CR16, DZL18, DL16, GCA18, GKP16, Gun17, HBMAO16a, Jon16, KKi17a, KG18a, LW17a, LW18a, LSK17, LM18b, Mal17, MM17, MA14, MR16a, PDiH18, RPM18, SM16, TKP17].

scaled [OPK17, OPK18, WL17a].

Scales [Mar12, YTX14].

Scaling [HT10, GFS16].

Scan
Scanning [JB15], Scatter [MCY10, YDC15], schedule [JX19], scheduling [Che19a]. Schematic [PYL17], Scheme [Kor11, LJ10, LCT12, Sag15, SKK10, SZ13, AAK17, BIJ17, CK19, GFM17, GP16b, KSF17, MRA16, SG17b, UK16, WL17a, ZWZwZ17], Schemes [AAR11, CR14, Sub14, HBM16, KS16b, SAD16, Sha19, Udo18, vZvdM19]. Schnabel [GG13], Schur [Yar14], Schwarz [GL10b, Sha10b], Sciences [MA11, Mar16], Scientific [Che10a], Scope [Zhu10], Score [Bea15, CHH15, DZ15, Fab16, GS15a, Lan14, LF10, MO10, NN11a, SK12d, YHA10a, BD17a, LCW18], Score-Based [KS15a], Scores [KAD14, OFS13, ZZ19a]. Scoring [LMdO18, Zen17a, ZZ19a], scrambled [ASG17, KGH19, PT19, SG17c, SS18]. Scrambling [GMSD13, HAZ16, GS17g, ST17a]. Scared [Kim12, JK15], Screening [BAK13, GAK14, SNN12, Sty10, Web11, EIM18, She17, SLSC18]. Search [SP17c, TE11, LZ18, SSS17b]. Searching [Cha14, FM16b, TE11]. Seasonal [dBCR15, KCS12, LS09, SA15a]. Second [AAG12a, Aka10, AHKO16, AO17a, ADWR11, BBC13, C315b, DPA10, DPP15a, GMR13, GD12, Han15, HM15, ITG09, Kak10, Kak12, Kat11a, MH16a, NC14, PP10, SCSMN11, Tak10b, TOT15, WL11, Yan15, ZLD11, CMN18, CS17, CLW17, CLL17, DPP17, GMR16, HYS17, KT17a, LD16a, LMB17, NE17, YSC17b]. Second-Hand [SCSMN11]. Secondary [HK17], Secondary-Limit [Kát11a]. Secondary-Order [AAG12a, Aka10, ADWR11, BBC13, DPA10, DPP15a, GD12, Han15, ITG09, Kak10, Kak12, NC14, PP10, Tak10b, WL11, ZLD11, AHKO16, AO17a, C315b, HM15, MH16a, Yan15, CMN18, CS17, DPP17, HYS17, KT17a, LMB17, NE17]. Secondary [Haq17, LW17a]. Secretary [KM14b]. section [ZL16c]. sectional [MA11], Sections [DDUF11]. Secure [Gup14]. Security [SI13]. See [SI13a]. Seemsly [RAG12, ZSK12, ZKS18]. Segmentation [UC14, WLS18]. Segmented [VV15]. Segments [GS15b]. Selected [AMV15, KO10a, AN17a, GB19b, IS17, KG17, LWBH16, MAG18, MT16, NP17b]. Selecting [AM15, BCP15, CHP14, KY13, KS12b, SJS15, YCL14]. Selection [CT13, CT10, CHP14, CON12, DGC13, DLP15, FQZ14, Fu12c, GGLV14, GLP14, GY11, HS12b, KJL11, Kim11, Kin15, KH16, KS12c, MJ15, MT12, NM15, OF13, QNP12, RI15, Say14, SA12, SJS15, ST13, SW14c, SK10b, Tak10a, Tra11, cTL14, WS11, WLC11, WL15, WO11, XCY15, XCL17, AO18b, BCP17, CH18, CA18, DE17a, DE17b, DGM17, EMH16, EM18, GY17, HSW17, HZ18b, HJT19, KKS19, Kar17, KD18, KH18, LPDD19, LPH18, LS17e, MST19, OH16, OE16, PS18, RJ16, SI17, Tak18, WX17, WXZ18, Xia17a, YLG16a, YLG16b, YL18b, YWLW18, ZCHR19, ZX18, ZZ18d, ZP17, ZGK17, ZL16f]. Selections [FM11]. Selective [MS10b, Mat11, ADKZ16]. Selector [WSC13, BAKZ18, Ten17]. Self [Gar12, MR15, MSP12, hCXxSh1Y18, GR18b, Kal17, LPH16, LTC17, Mal17, Wu17c, Zha16b, ZCC16]. Self-Exciting [MSP12]. self-normalized [hCXxSh1Y18, Kal17, LPH16, Wu17c, Zha16b]. self-normalizing [GR18b].
self-overlapping [ZCC16]. Self-Similar [MR15, Mal17]. self-similarity [LTC17]. Self-Weighting [Gar12]. Semantic [ZLDT14]. Semi [AKK09, AK14c, BG11c, CJ15, DDGM13, DGM13, DMS14, DT12, GL15a, Hu14a, Hu14b, Hua17b, HJT19, KK11a, KR14, LMR13, Lim11, Muk10, Pap13, PV14, SMS14, UU11, Vas13, VLTP14, WCZP16, ZL12, ZZLL15, BG16a, CO16a, DPP17, Geo17, KKKÖ17, KD16c, OE16, XHL18a, Yeh17, ZSS18].

semi- [Yeh17]. Semi-folding [CJ15]. Semi-Markov [DDGM13, DGM13, DMS14, DT12, GL15a, Lim11, PV14, SMS14, UU11, Vas13, VLTP14, WCZP16, DPP17, Geo17, KD16c]. Semi-Markovian [AKK09, AK14c, KKKÖ17].


Semi-varying [Hu14a, HJT19, ZSS18]. semicontinuous [DR17, SGKB17]. semidefinite [DLZ17]. Semilinear [Fan15]. Semimartingales [LCLJ14, YLW17].

Semiparametric [BJC16, CTW10, CTT15, CW15a, Den13, DLP15, FH13a, GSY10, HZL16, HJY18, LW13a, LWZ18, Nar13, RAG12, Shi10b, SS12d, SZD12, WK12, WW15b, WL15, YLS10, YX15, YDL14, ZHTL17, ZZ18c, ZT18, ZK10, ZXF17, CW16, DCZL17, DR17, HZ18b, LLWK18, WXZ16, W17d, ZCHR19, ZL16c]. Semivarying-coefficient [Hu11a, Hu14b].

Semivarying [Hu11a, Hu14b]. Semivarying-coefficient [Hu14b]. Sense [AB14]. Sensing [MN15].

Sensitive [AS13, GSSCR12, SK15b, TWTG14, ASS18, BSH17, HAZ16, LHS19, MA18, PT19, Sen17b, SG17e, ST17b, SSKP18, SSS17, SS17c, TS17b, TS17c]. Sensitivity [Ban13, Chi09, Chi12a, KHM12, RS10, WQ14, Zha14, ZT13, FKR16, HAZ16, LPDD18, LPDD19, LWWR18, MA18].

Separable [GS13, GS15a, LR14]. Separate [ÖZÇ14, LTV17, SE17].

Sequence [EWRZ14, Guo14, LPLW13, WLHW14, YWH14, BNZ17, hCXxSh18, CZM17, DPZ17, HV17, LQHZ18, LD18b, WWW17, ZQQY17, ZL16g].

Sequences [ASAK10, BR11, GM14, HW15, HW15, LWY10, MP15, MZ14, Pap13, RM10, dXcY12, XY14, BVJY17, DWX17, Kon16, Kon19, LO17, LQY17, MR16a, NHV17, SJY17, TWZ16, WG16b, Wu17c, XY19, YZG17, Zha16b, ZMMX17].

Sequential [AW10, CS11, Koi10, Muk10, QTD15, RSV11, SCC12, SB11, WXPL13, ZWa19a, Zha13, ZZL12, Fon17, HD17, Kar17, Kha16, LA17, Liu17b, Liu17c, MLD17, RS16, Wu16d]. Serial

[KCS12, LWHW11, LLZH16, LTKG17a, LTKG17b]. serially

[Hay17, LMC18]. Series [AP12, AT09, AMH14, Bin14, BR11, CZ15c, Dok12, Don11, El15, hFmH14, Fu12c, GS15b, Igl13, JAI, Kha11, KRT11, KR15, LM13, LCG12, LYH11, LWZ13, LSC12, ML12, MO10, Mur13, Nas12, OCS12, PS11, Pop12, SP11a, SSON11, TB15, TT11, TT17, UC14, WS12a, WH15b, WW15b, WILL13, ZA14, ZK15a, ZZL12, Ahm16, BNB17, BNB19, BD16b, BB17a, BBS16, CZZZ18, CH17, CTAL17, FLB16, FY17b, GS17,}
Gho17, GRSN18, GLY17, GICRR17, HA16b, HN17a, Il1i6, JT16, JZZZ18, JM16, JKS18, KAS17, KAT18, LA17, LL17b, LL19a, LS17d, MST19, MSL17, MAA17, Mur16a, NRI17, NIN17, PB18, Raj18, RSG17, RN17, SG16d, SK16b, STD18, Tri17, XZA18, YL18a, ZT18, cZzXgL18.

series/parallel [CZZZ18].

Service [GMRN13, Kem11, GMR16, KY16].

Set [AARN10, Bak11, DCL12, DDM10, DD13, Fre14, GÖ12, HASA10, LCP14, MN13b, MADSAS10, PI12, SAS11, SF12a, VB12, VB13, ZAV14, Bic17, EDKAEN17, EDT18, FF16, FF18, HBMAO16a, HB16, HBMAO16b, Haq17, Koy18, LB16, MZ18, RM16, PT17, PT16, SM16].

Sets [AA11b, Bic12, OFS13, TN13, Tor12, AGS18, Bic17, YXZ17].

setting [Ben19, LLZ17, RG19].

Setup [Bis12, BDM13, DP13a, EI11, RR14].

Setups [RR13].

Seven [HH15].

Several [AJA14, GGS13, HS12b, LWWH14, MFSAS10, PT15, SASMF13, ST10, SK12G, Wn13d, Yam18a, Ahm17, EASK18, Gun17, LW17c, PT16, SKG18, Sin16, SHM16, SP16d, SSS18, Sou17, TK17, ZCCW18]. severity [Go16].

Shannon [HYS18, MT14, SY16].

Shape [BNS11, CZ15a, KS10a, Bay16, KT17a, MC17, Roz18, TPJ18].

Shaped [SSH10, AE17c, JC18, MKSS17, NSR17, SK15a]. shapes [JD16]. Shapiro [Fly10]. Shared [HS15a, HS15b, HD15, HP17a, HB17b, HP17b, HP16, HB16, HB17a].

Sharing [SN16, ZB17]. Sharp [KR17, Muk11, Ryc11, SASMF13, ZB12b]. Shapiro [ZVG19]. sharpening [KN17a]. Sheet [Dai15, SSC18, XML16].

Shewhart [Bi15, HCS10, KHC14, Mah12a, Mah17, RC16, ZG19].

Shewhart-Type [HCS10, KHC14, ZG19]. Shift [SK10b, BRZR16, ZT17].

Shifted [Nas12]. shifts [WH16b]. Shiu [WL17b]. Shock [CR13, YWLY11, PMW17, PMKF17, RMM17, SMSF19, TE18a].

Shocks [CF12, SCC10, WZT15]. Short [BQDH12, FZ10c, L12, We12, ZB12b, CCCT16, Gra17, Hay17].

Short-Cut [ZB12b]. Short-Run [BQDH12]. Short-Tailed [FZ10c, L12]. short-term [CCCT16]. Shortest [QK17, KQ17]. shortfall [NCA17, YZ17a].

Shot [Muk10, GDW18]. shot-noise [GDW18]. Shrinking [AKTS13, CK10, HWH18, HA14, HL13b, Jun17, NH15b, NAML16, Noo16, RA16, CS19, Che16a, FM16, NO18, Qon17].

Shrunken [SF12a]. Shuffling [ZYH18].

shuffling [RZHC16]. Sided [Chv13, DW13, GAK14, GN15, Ko14d, KG15, PHW11, SE13, WXPL13, Yen12, AS18, AKHO16, ÇG18, CCZ15, CM16c, CFA17, GG16b, GW15b, LWG18b, RC16, Tak14, Wu16d, YCAJ18,YW17b, Zha14, ZSJ16, ZK15b].

Sides [Abd15]. Sieve [JP13, Kom17]. Sigmoid [YSD+16].

Sigmoid-like [YSD+16]. Sign [HCS10, KS10b, KHC14, LB16, Lu18, PS17b]. Signal [Afs13, BH12, GGL14, MCY11, TN15, ABK17]. signal-to-noise [ABK17].

signaling [WH16b]. Signals [FM10a, PYB+15]. Signatures [FY17b, EW16]. Signed [KG14b, KN17b, Say14, ZWZ12, BCK17, Che18].

Signed-rank [KN17b, Che18]. Significance [BG11b, DPS11, DPS12, Xu13, AdBPdBP18, Xu17a]. significant [Hot16].
Similar [Jor13, MR15, VN18, Mal17, SKK16]. Similarity [DI10, DL16, LTC17, NKG16]. Simple [AC15, AMH14, Bar17b, Bas14, CHH15, Chi11, ES14, HS13a, HYK15b, KXX11, MYM11, NKS15, Oll17, Par13b, PDS09, SG10a, SN14, SÖ12, Wan10a, Wit14, Yan12, BER16a, Gra17, HBM16, KD16c, LWVW16, LH17c, LS17c, MSK17, Nav16, PY16a, aSaCN18, SAN17, SG17a, SG17b, SN18, VSN16, ZW17c]. Simplicial [EPGTH15, KRT13]. Simulation [Afs13, Cah12, CR14, Hua14b, RM15, SS10b, SN12, TN16, BOT17, HA18, OOT19, VPMV16, Zha17c].

Simulation/Regression [CR14]. Simultaneous [AKL15, ASS18, Chv13, HKNL15, KG14a, KJL11, PS17a, PGF09, Rub10, SKG18, SLSY14, SG16c, WLC17, Lin16, Sou17, Tu17, UK16]. Simultaneously [Par17a]. Single [AGR15, BZAZ15, CM13a, Hua11, Hua12, JFS14, JZQ15, KMC10, KMM12, LW15, LLY14, LWHW11, LWI12, LC15, TKW12, WHZ17, Wil09, Yar11, YHC14, CK17b, CA18, DLC16, FTT16, HA18, HZL16, HZ19, LLHZ16, LY16a, LZZL17, LL18b, NA17, RSC16, SK16a, XHL18b, YLG16a, YCH17, YCZ17, YF17, ZF17, ZXF17]. Single-Index [Hua11, Hua12, LW15, LWHW11, LWI12, JZQ15, YHC14, CA18, FTT16, HA18, HZL16, HZ19, LLHZ16, LY16a, LZZL17, LL18b, XHL18b, YLG16a, YCH17, YCZ17, ZF17, ZXF17]. Single-stage [WHZ17]. single-unit [DLC16]. Singly [Pao10, YSHL11]. Singular [AGR15, BZAZ15, CM13a, Hua11, Hua12, JFS14, JZQ15, KMC10, KMM12, LW15, LLY14, LWHW11, LWI12, LC15, TKW12, WHZ17, Wil09, Yar11, YHC14, CK17b, CA18, DLC16, FTT16, HA18, HZL16, HZ19, LLHZ16, LY16a, LZZL17, LL18b, NA17, RSC16, SK16a, XHL18b, YLG16a, YCH17, YCZ17, YF17, ZF17, ZXF17]. Singularities [Aoy10]. Sinh [Coo13, LVBS10]. Sinh-Normal [LVBS10]. Sinks [LH14b]. sinuous [TS16]. SIR [EKZ16]. SIS [FP17a]. Situations [BDKM12, SK18b]. six [ZXSZ18]. Size [ET13, Him10, Hua10, Hug09, HS12b, IP12, JFS14, sK12a, Ko14a, Ko14d, Ko15a, LMCH12, LZH15, MH15, NAD15, TIA11, TS12, Vas14a, YMF15, YA10, ZB12a, Ahm16, BAL18b, Bal18a, BM17, CBSBN16, CC16c, FS17, FL18b, GWZ17, HN17b, IBA18, JR18b, KNC18, Kar17, sK16c, Kol16b, LL17f, LCZA17a, LCA17b, PCA17, LM17b, Roi17, Roo18, SMN18, SSSK18, ST18, Tar17, TK17b, Vas16, Wan17c, Xia16]. Size-Biased [ET13, Ahm16]. Size-Dependent [YMF15, FS17, GWZ17]. Sizes [Ano13b, AM15, BS12a, CS12, MS10d, PV14, JK17D, LSY17, LMC18, LWG18b, OMB17, RRR18, SBA17, ZSJ16]. Skeleton [YM18]. Skellam [AA17b, BCK15]. Skew [AAM14, ACG10, AVCL13, AGVB10, BG11a, BB10, Cah15, Can15, GCS10, KSK15, KA15, Kur10, LSSS14, MM13, MH11, NAA13, PK11, Raz14, RNM16, SD14, VLD15, ZK13a, AM17b, AG18, AJT16, AEN16, B17a, dBCO18, DA17b, H16, HEB16, HLP17, K17a, KSK18, LA17, MN17, MFP16, NY16, OHHK17, RGV16, RN17, Sab19, SSB17a, TN16, TWG18, Y116, ZKW16, AT17]. Skew- [SD14, HLP17]. skew-bimodal [dBCO18]. Skew-Curved-Symmetric [GCS10]. Skew-Generalized [NAA13, OHHK17]. Skew-Normal [AVCL13, KSK15, MM13, Can15, Raz14, VLD15, AM17b, AJT16, KK17a, KKS18, TN16]. Skew-Normal-Cauchy [AGVB10]. Skew-Probit [BB10]. Skew-Slash [ZK13a, RGV16]. Skew-Symmetric [Cah15, Kur10, AGS18, HEB16].
Skewed [LVBS10, Pun13, Cos18, GP16a, SG18a, WH16a]. skewed-normal [SG18a]. Skewness [KM15, RFJ15, SSS14b, Zoi09, DYL17, NHN16]. skewnesses [MNM19]. SkSP [BAA\textsuperscript{+}18, HBAJ17]. SkSP-R [HBAJ17, BAA\textsuperscript{+}18]. Skull [SU11]. Slash [Gui15, OPSGB12, Pun13, ZK13a, MAAI17, RGV16, TWG18]. Slashed [AGB17, IVVG17, IR19, ICBG18]. Slashed-Rayleigh [ICBG18]. SkSP [BAA+18, HBAJ17]. SkSP-R [HBAJ17, BAA+18]. Slope [DPA10, DPP15a, KP12b]. Slope-Rotatable [DPA10, DPP15a]. Slope-Rotatability [KP12b]. Slope-Rotatability [DPA10, DPP15a]. Small [CS18, Kor11, LF10, Muk10, NVsR17, PA18, PC12, PMC13, Rab13, Ryc11, TD14, Wec12, Zil11, DDP18, FP17b, NV19, SY16, SJ17, UK16, Wu17b, Yam17b]. Small-Sample [LF10, DDP18]. Smallest [Sch12, BCP17]. Smirnov [BP18a]. Smooth [BCG11, DTO11, WH14, Hua17b, ÖGGB16]. Smoothed [LCZ16, Zho17]. Smoothed [LCZ16, Zho17]. Smoothing [AP12, Bos15, Bru10, FHZ12, GS15b, Jea12, LXi1, Pie11, CH18, FJS\textsuperscript{+}18, LQ19, Nas18]. smoothness [GICRR17, NE17]. Sober [LWWR18]. Social [MA11, FKNR17, FK19, HCW18, Mar16, SSM16, TSG19]. society [CLMW19]. Soft [VRC12]. software [KAR16]. Solution [AG11, Bon14, CDZ14, GCR12, MS15b, ZS12, ZB12b, GR18a, RG16, VSN16]. Solutions [Gia14, NY11, ZS15, LYX18]. solve [MDR17]. Solving [NAMD14, UC14, VSS12]. Some [AB15, AK14a, APM10, ADP10, AA17b, AASR12, ABL17, AJT16, AG17, BAZZ15, BN18, BSCS11, BAT\textsuperscript{+}18, Be15, BCL16, BCDLA12, Dab15, CC10a, Cha10, CC16b, CH18, Cs1B15, DAS16b, DSA16, DO13, Dj10, EZ14, FJ11, FM11, FWH\textsuperscript{+}15, GS13, Gra12, GY13, Gu14, GN12, Had17, HT13, Hud14, IR13b, KLM16, KHY18, KS16b, KRT11, KA15, KN10, KP18b, LWWH14, LLP10, Lem14, LL17b, Lu14, LS15b, Lu16, Lu16b, MKS15, MC14, MV14, MS15, MC11, MWM13, MLGZ14, MUK11, NSV12, NSR17, NSL14, NM18, OQC17, Pap13, Pes15, PSP12, PT15, RAST18, RAAJ17, RCC12, SYC19, ST16a, Sch17, SBR14, SG10b, SG17d, SK10a, SS13e, SMMS15, SP16b, SMK17, SSK17, SSKP18, SS12c, SS15c, SS12e, TN10, Tav16, TN13, Vin13, Voi10, WZ15, Wan17f]. Some [WCW17, Wei14, YHA10b, YW11b, YWH17, YL15, YL16, ZL14a, ZZ18e, ZC11, dAdLA18, BBG18, BRR17, BG16b, EdSMR14, HN16, HS18a, KN18a, KG18b, KA18, MSK18, MC18, MP17, NCA16, NHAMG17, Rao18, SHANA18, UU17, WHV16, Wu16c, ZF18, ZLY17, ZWD19]. Source [Dra13, Yar11, Vas16]. Sources [New11b, WBH10, PS17a]. Space [FP12, FN09, Ham12, LMR13, Mah12b, Par15a, TB15, Vas14b, Yeh15, Aga17a, FAT17, Rao17a]. Space-Time [TB15]. spaces [Ko18, STD18]. Spacings [AV15b, HV11, PT15, ST10]. Spanned [KQ11]. Spanos [Hod14]. Sparse [CC10b]. Sparre [HJ14]. Sparse [XJL17, GBC12, MX15, YJLS19, PP17, WX19, XM17b, YA17]. Sparsistent [ZL16d]. sparsity [HTW17]. Spatial [AA17c, BRAS17, Cey11, Con12, CGL13, GSB12, GS13, GS15a, Gho15, HCW18, LIPMF13, PMC10, RGM15, RL12, SA15b, YDC15, ABES18,
BPS16a, BT16, CS18, Con16, DA16, Far17a, FMPF16, JDSS16, LX19, SN17, Sab19, SA19, SL18, XHL18a, Zha17e. **Spatial-Temporal** [PMC10, AA17c]. spatially [Zha17e]. **Spatial** [DC10a]. **Spatial-Temporal** [DC10a]. Spatialtemporal [WW13a, WLW15, CY16]. SPC [HC12]. **Special** [EDI10b, KM15, MSD19, BG19a, Van17, VFP17b]. **Specific** [BBP14, Ko14a, He18, VV17]. **Specification** [BCH12, BCS10, SCM15, KS17, Mer16, YWZ18, Zha17e]. spectra [DBC16]. Spectral [HP10, BP18b, FM16, WY16, Xie16]. Spectrum [MR15]. Speed [QZY12, VFP17b]. Sphere [Sci13]. Spherical [KRT13, RP10, OPK18]. Sphericity [CM13b, Ahm17]. Spiked [Din15]. Spillover [Otr15]. spirit [HN16]. Splice [NN16a]. Spline [Bru10, JEO12, LX11, CH18, FJS18, HNB17, LWD18]. Splines [DM10, Li12a, KN17b, ZDS16]. Split [KMM12, WYZ15, LWL16]. Split-Plot [KMM12, WYZ15, LWL16]. Spot [ST13]. Spread [ZLD11]. Spring [CG14a, Gra12]. SSPP [SLL17]. Spurious [VS10, WH15b, VSN16]. Square [FH13b, Gar10, HK11, Kha11, Oga15, SHH13, MD17a, RFM18]. Squared [BLN13, Fel10, GSA14, Mah12b, MS10b, Nad10, NVS19, CS19, CN17b, KA18, LTCQ17, MAG18, Voi15, VPM16]. Squared-Log [Mah12b]. Squares [AG11, CkD14, FP12, Hua14a, LHHC14, MA11, PYB15, QZY11, Rah12, TB13, WH15a, ZLZ15, AJ18b, CCZR17, LSL16, Nie17, OU16, OOT19, PCL16, SG18b, Spe17, Ten17, Yam18a, YWH17, ZWPB17, vZ17]. Stability [ARA16, AR13, RR13, BPS16a, LDS18, UZ19]. Stabilizing [NK15]. Stable [BH12, RP15, SU14, WST10, dSE11, Arv18, CFK17, DL16, HB17a, Ike17, KG14b, TN17, Uya17, Van16, YSC17b]. Stage [AYC12, IUT12, KC12, LMCH12, NN11b, Tak10a, UU11, BS16c, BS19, Bib16, Haq17, IF18, Kus18, LHS19, LJC18, MLD17, SSS19, ST16g, ST17b, SSS18, TK17a, WHZ17, YL17]. Stages [CT13]. Staggered [WK13]. Standard [BDM15, Liu11c, MB17a, MSW13, NN15, PjJ10, Pao10, YAI13, CG18, DZH19, FPPRG16, Tar17, Yad16]. Standardization [WZ15]. standardized [CJ17]. Standby [BC12a, LWZ13, WST15, CZZZ18, Ery16a, FK16, HN17a, LCWG16, MS17, VM17, Van16e, YVCA17, YYLM18, ZW17b]. Star [NC14, Sub14, SH10, JD16]. Star-Shaped [SS10]. Star-Type [Sub14]. Start [Sco11, NNZ16]. Start-Up [Sco11]. starting [LL19a, ZG17a]. State [DSC14, EI11, Ham12, KS14b, PV14, SY17a, SDC12, SSS14a, Vas14a, Vas14b, ZHL15, BAL18b, DFP17, HZ17a, LH14b, SJY17, SS16f, Tat16, Vas16, YCAJ18, ZWZ17]. State-Space [Ham12]. Stated [BS12]. states [CK19, QJKC17, ZCC16]. Stationary [CGI1b, CLX14, GL15a, HJ14, HW15, Hug09, Mas15, MS14c, MM11a, NH15b, PBC17, XY09, zXY13, ZWP15, BN17, BD17a, BD17b, hCXXshY18, Dvo17, FL18b, KT18, LGY17, LL17d, PC16a, PLC17, Rah16, Raj18, SN17, Wu17d, ZCC16]. Stationary-ergodicity [ZWP15]. Statistical [BDS11, BREA11, CM13b, Deb12, Fly10, GC12, KS10b, Lan14, LLP10, LL11,
Li14b, MCY14, RAB15, RP12, SNN12, XHL18b, Xu10, Yam12, ZLD11, A AJ16, BT16, Che18, Cuc16, FLY16, KA JH18, Lie16, RK16, Wan17e, WZX17, WT18. **Statistical** [An11, ASNT15, AAK17, BG11b, CC11, Edi10b, FH12, HA17, HZ19, KAS17, Ko15b, LH17a, Liu17a, NKS15, NNI15, PB Y+14, PYB+15, Qiu17, Roz18, SD14, SA10, SU13, Sti17, WL14, Wei12, WJH15, WSS17, ZSS18, ZS15, ZS10, ZCC16, AABL17, BS17, BK17b, CMS17, FKNR17, FCH16, HME17, KSF17, MCCMS17, Ren18, PMKF17, PMFK18, RMM17, SKK18, Sel17b, SF16, SSM16, ZMMX17, ZZ17a]. **statistically** [SFSH16]. **Statistician** [Mon12]. **Statistics** [AA10, AB14, AH13, BTK10, BS12b, BZAZ15, Bar10, BB14b, (Ba14, BC12c, Bur09, CNC14, CM12, Cra14, EB12, EDAAS12, FZ10b, Fu11a, Fu11b, Fu12a, Fu12b, GD12, GK13, HAX14, HWW15, Hui10, JP13, Jor13, KO10a, KJS19, KT15, LWL13, Lin14a, Mae10, MBS17, MCX10, MA14, Mü12, PS12, PJJ14, RA11, Ryc14a, Ryc14b, Sei13, SDJ15, Shi10, SG17d, SA15b, SAC13, Ste11, SM14, TB12, TV11, TCN15, VT15, Voi10, WZ10, WQ14, XZN15, AMP17, AEHQ17, AL16, AMP18, Arc16, BNZ17, BEY18, Bar17c, BAR16, CS16a, ÇG18, CG16, CCM19, CCM18, DYL17, EE14, Ery16b, GF17, Gor17, GR18a, HD17, HN17b, JPAB17, Kay16, KI19, KR17, KDN17, Len17, MSD19, NA17, Par17b, Rez17, RKM19, RN16, aSaCN18, Sch16, SBA17, TN16]. **statistics** [VT17, WDLZ16, Xie16, YMF15, ZW17, ZG17b]. **Statistics-Theory** [KJS19]. **Status** [RPY+13, She12b, ZTZ+13, FDL17, NRN+17]. **steadiness** [KDG16]. **Steady** [KS14b]. **Steady-State** [KS14b]. **Steepest** [Kia17]. **stein** [CW18, DY18, FRC16, KNC18, KU17, LY16c, MT19, Tee10, TN13, TCN15, ÜY13, WZL10, XY12, XY13, Zha17d, ZTS15]. **Stein-Rule** [ÜY13]. **stein-type** [CW18, XY12, XY13, DY18, LY16c]. **Step** [BP15a, Bas14, GB12, HN14, LvR12, TGXX12, Tsz14, WXPS12, XF12, Bel17, Hot16, HSSP16, LS17c, LSCW17, SA16, SS16d]. **Step-Stress** [Bas14, WXPS12, XF12, HN14, TGXX12, Bel17, LS17c, LSCW17]. **Stepanov** [LYX18]. **Stepanov-like** [LYX18]. **Stepwise** [FB10]. **Stereological** [Zie13]. **Stieltjes** [MH16a, SA17c]. **Stirling** [BM10]. **Stochastic** [AB11a, AK14b, AJN15, BAT11, BC12c, Bia15, BCCH14, BPSV14, CC10a, Cha14, CY14, CI10b, DB15, DMST12, Fan15, FLB16, FP17a, zF16, GGLV14, GV11, GW15a, GJM14, HW14, HQW15, JKL13, KT15, LLD17, LL19a, Lin14b, LWR11, Lu13a, MFS12, MS11b, MM11a, NN11b, PW11, PMC10, QWZ14, RSI13, RIC13, RCD14, SN12, SW14c, SL16, Uo18, Wan17g, Web12, WY13, XWJ10, XGZ15, YC12, YW11a, YC11a, YY14, YTX14, ZZ15, ZB17, ZXD10, dSE11, AD17b, Ali17, AD16, AW16, BCT16, BBHN18, Bia17, CMN+18, Car17, DMM16, DLH+18, FSSW17, FRC16, JWX17, KD17a, Kaè19, KAT18, KDG16, KT18, LRR17, LDS18, Li18, LYX18, LL17e, LW18b, MDR17, MSD19, MN18, Rah18, RG16, SYC19, SY17d, SLZ18, UZ19, Wan17f, WA17, Xue17, ZLD16, ZG17a]. **Stochastic-Flow** [CL10b]. **Stochastically** [ZLD15, LSL16, Ren16]. **stock** [HHC+17]. **stocks** [MC19]. **Stopped** [AAE13]. **Stopped-Sum** [AAE13].
Stopping [MR17, LJC18]. storage [YGWQ17]. Strata [GFR12, RPM12]. Strategies [JB15, MS10b, CZZZ18, NAML16, Sen17a, TMZ+17]. Strategy [Ken11, NN11b, GQC17, LRZ17, Sen16b, SSB17c, SK18b, XZ17]. Stratification [SV10, TTC17, Vis18]. Stratified [AC15, BA10, BSY12, CKLS11, GS15c, HS13a, MZ18, MS15, NPC17, OÇO14, SG10a, SG10b, SS13c, SS14b, TC14, WDZ11, YUSC14b, Cle18, KGH19, KJ17, Koy18, LHS19, LTS16, LTV17, MSK17, Nag17, NSSS17, Ozg19b, SCYR17, SCYR19, SG17a, SG17b, SG17c, Sha18a, SH17b, ST16g, SG19, SS16h, TS16, TS17a, TS17c, TS17d]. Stratifying [SAS11]. Stratum [FZS19]. Stream [WCL11, TK17b]. Strength [AMGK13, AMGK15, EI11, NRW15, RAK15, SK15a, BBA16, CK19, DMA17, MIG17, QJKC17, RAA17, Sha18c]. Stress [AMGK13, AMGK15, Bas14, EI11, hFmH14, MIG17, NRW15, QJKC17, RAK15, SK15a, WXPS12, XF12, BBA16, Bel17, CBSN16, CK19, DMA17, HN14, LS17c, LSCW17, RAA17, Sha18c, TGXX12, XK18, ZS15]. Stress-Strength [AMGK13, AMGK15, EI11, NRW15, RAK15, SK15a, MIG17, QJKC17, RAA17]. Strict [DMP11]. \(\text{Strictly} \) [XY09, ZZ18b]. Strings [ZXSZ18]. Strong [AR14, Bin17, BEZ11, BZ13, CS15a, CHZ17, CL17a, Che17b, FR10, GFA10, HH13, HW15, Koi13, KB14, LPLW13, LMR15, SY11, SB16a, SY17c, Ste15, Sun13, Sun15, WJ11, dXcY12, XY14, YXL14, YWS14, YYY17, YYS+18, ZL12, CZW16, Dan18, DWX17, LX17, LLM16, NHV17, Pen17, SZ16, SXZ17, SY16, TY17, WH17b, Yan16, YYW17, YWH17, Yan17b, Zha17a]. Strongly [KB14, TW13, BAT+18, MPG16, RRRA18, Tan18, YWZ18]. Structural [AR14, Chi09, Chi12a, EY10, WILL13, XGZ11, AHZ17, BR19, CS16c, CN17a, DPZ17, DTT+16, HS18b, KL17a, ZVG19]. Structure [BS12a, BG18, GHY11, MBN14, Par13b, RL12, RVP15, SC10, SB12, SMM10, Wei12, WW11, Yam12, ZWLI13, ZL14b, GPM18, HA18, PY16a, PR17, WHHW17, WHYW18, Xu17b, YVCA17, YSCL17a, XY18]. Structured [LR14, RL11b, SA+R12, WS12b, SAHLvR17]. Structures [ASB13, ADO13, BBB14, CL15a, Ind11, MP10b, Oga11, RAP13, FPCP16, GRSN18, KYW16, LL17a]. STSD [LZPJ11]. Student [LPS11, Cha18, Maz19, CY14, Cos18, SF12b, TP14, ZX16]. Student- [CY14]. Studentized [Shi10]. Studies [DZ12, sK13b, KCS12, Liu11a, SD12, TWH10, WDZ11, YY15, CMN+18, FFT17, MIIZ17]. Study [AZN15, BC12a, BNE15, BBP14, DCL12, HT13, HW15, JCY10, JWZ14, KK11b, KCL+16, MH15, RM15, SA14, WH13, XLZ+12, YC14, YXY14, AG16, CMS16, GQC18, HS17, KN16b, KN18b, OTA17, SSSM16, She17, SSSI17a, SPY18, SA17b, SR18, VPMV16, Zha17c]. Stylized [Ram17]. Sub [Ham13, SKK10, CHZ17, FAT17, FW19, LTC17, YY18]. subclass [AN17a, PW16]. Subcritical [Rah12]. subclass [AN17a, PW16]. Subdistribution [LXL17]. Subexponential [RP15, BSW15, ZK16, ZC17a]. Subexponentiality [Kon11]. Subfamily [Afe13, GKP16]. Subfractional
[SY14a, SY14b, Dai16]. **Subgroup** [CC15a]. subgroups [PS17a]. **Subject** [LK14, LJ13]. Subjected [SCC10, VM17]. **Subjective** [VBAR15]. Subjects [ZWZZ15, Liu17c]. **Sublinear** [ZC14, CF16, CL17a, HC16a].

**Submodularity** [YS15a]. subordinated [FKR16]. **Subordinator** [LPS11].

**Subspace** [KQ11, YGWQ17]. Subspaces [LGV13]. **Subtangent** [RR09, SS12e].

**Sufficiency** [Por11]. **Sufficient** [FAS11, SS16e, Tan10b, Zhu10, BBHN18, BMR17, SA17b].

**Suicide** [XLZ+12]. **Sum** [AMR14, AE13, Hua14a, QKP12, Rat13, SK12d, Wit14, CJ17, FL17, HS18a, Kha19, LSZ16, SA17c, WZ16, ZC17a]. sum-to-zero [WZ16].

**Summands** [AK14e, ZC17a]. **Summary** [Wei14, RKMG19]. **Sums** [AE13, BCHK15, CL15c, dSWeC)K14, GJ15, Guo14, Ko14e, KLI11, Li13b, LSX14, SSA10, SLW14, Sun15, Tee14, WHV13, WW13c, WLY14b, XM14, ZY13, ZLF14, CKS17, CZW16, DW17, FWW19, Fro17a, FS17, HSLQ17, Ko16c, Ko17b, LPH16, LSW14, LSL18, QC16, SAB18, SWZ16, ST16c, SXW17, SHLQ17, Spe17, Tan18, WHV16, WWW17, WHHW17, Wan17f, WHYW18, WV16, WGI16b, Wu17c, XDW18, Yan18, YJS19, YQC18, YC17, YW18, Zha16b, ZK16, ZMM17, Zha17a]. **Sup** [XW16]. **Sup-Hellinger** [XW16]. **Super** [UC14]. superadditive [MWW18]. Supercritical [Yar11]. superefficient [AESO19]. Superimposed [MS10e]. Superiorities [CW13]. Superiority [RL09, SS12c, Wu16c]. Superpopulation [AB09, BA10, HX11, SK12b, AB17]. Supersaturated [MGP14].

**Superstructure** [CC15b]. Supervised [KK11a, LLV10, PR17].

**supplementary** [AGS18]. Supplemented [KMM12]. Supplier [SW14c].

Suppliers [BS14]. Supply [JC12, SF16]. **Support** [Koi10, CC16a, SS17, SA17b]. Supported [KOP14, Car17, PTV18].

**Supremacy** [Far12]. Sure [BR11, Li13b, XM14, BR17, LPH16, LO17, MGN16, Wu17c, Wu17d, XML16, Yan18, Zan17, Zha16b]. **Surface** [AAG12a, FHS15, PP10, ZS12, BQC17, CS17]. **Surfaces** [AAG12b, MBN14, UC14]. surgical [KOF18]. surplus [Zha17c]. **surplus-lag** [Zha17c]. **Surogate** [YL10, Roy16, YWLZ17]. Surrogates [Ko12]. **Surveillance** [FAS11, SS16e]. **Survey** [ASN12, AZN15, BBP14, DSSL15, Eid12, LB11, She15c, SS15c, AH17a, SSS16, SS16d, LS16b].

**Survey-Weighted** [LB11]. **Surveys** [Arn11, YUSC13, YUSC14a, Zad15, PHH18, Sen16b, Sen17a, SP17b, SPS17]. **Survival** [AB15, Abd15, CZ15a, DPB13, DM10, GMB+13, HD13a, HS15a, HM12, JFS14, Ko10b, SK11, Ko12, sK13b, Ko14a, Ko14b, Ko14c, Ko15b, Ko15a, LSC13, MSSU14, Man11a, MC11, OTA17, PCS18, Rec12, SF16, She10a, SCdSP10, WTB11, ZSS15, AdBPdB18, BT16, BS19, CLZ18, GZ17].
GW18, HB16, Ko16a, KN16b, LL17c, Liu17c, LL17f, PA18, RASR17, SV17, Sha18b, She17, Tat16, VM17, WXS18, vSK16]. 

Survivorship [SG10c]. Suspected [Kum15]. Sustainability [HH13]. 

sustained [VM17]. SVMs [Gue10, Gue13]. SVSSI [KSF17]. Swaps [LD14]. 

Swarm [CYE15, IES+17, KDG+18]. Swedish [LS11, MKS15]. swine [KD16a]. Swiss [JPAB17]. 

Switching [Gov11, Mah12a, NY11, Pie11, WW10, YTX14, ARA16, AH18b, BU17, BJU18, BG18, Cav17, Che16d, DYW18, FSSW17, FPR17, GDW18, HZ17b, ZDDH17]. 

Symbolic [D013]. Symmetric [ADP10, AB11b, BL15, Cah5, CEK11, DC14, FZ10c, GCSB10, KG14b, KQ11, Kur10, LJ12, MS10a, PT15, Saj11, Tan13, Wil09, XY13, Yam12, AGS18, BMFS18, DE17b, HEV16, LRC17, Mod17, Roo17, aSaCN18, SN18, Uya17, XY18]. symmetric-asymmetric [BMFS18]. Symmetrical [VRC13, ZZC13, DAC17]. Symmetry [HT13, Li14b, SH11, BBR17, DS17b]. Synchronizations [Man11b]. 

Synergistic [PMA11]. Synergy [MS14a]. Synthetic [BP15a, KS10b, LK17d, MC14, ZSY13, LK17c, LK17b, SG17d, WWZC18]. 

System [AALS12, AEH11, BC12a, CSC13, Che14, DZ12, DT12, EI11, hFmH14, Gov11, JC12, Kam14, KJL11, Lin14b, MM13, QZZN10, Raq10, SCC10, TE18a, Vas14a, WYL12, ZXD10, ZW13, BU17, BJU18, CZZZ18, Che19a, DP18, DCL16, Ery16a, GXB18, Han17, KAR16, KS18a, Kyv16, LCWG16, MAA17, MSR17, PBA18, SK16e, VM17, Vas16, WWZC18, WCZP16, WAI17, YVCA17, YGWQ17, YL18a, YYLM18, You17, ZXM16, ZW17b, ZW17c, ZB17, ZH16]. 

Systematic [CKD14, KS13, Sub14, CMS17, KS16b, NNZ16, NNZ18]. Systematically [TR16a]. Systems [AA14, BHB15, BS14, CGSM10, DCG13, DSC+14, Ery12, JCY10, KS14a, LHY11, LWZ13, MGF14, MS12b, NY11, NRB14, PV14, Rab13, RSA13, SDC+12, Vas13, Vas14b, WFT15, Yil12, Zha11, ZMI13, ZZZ12, ZL15, AHEA18, BBHN18, BNB17, BNB19, FL16, FP17a, FK16, FN18, FY17b, HNB19, HN17a, JSWL17, Kom17, KDG16, LL19a, NAN17b, NI16, PSF16, PBA17, PKM17, QC19, SHB17, SNN16, Sym19, Tav16, Too17, UZ19, WAN16e, Wan18, YL18d]. 

t [DBA18, Sab19]. t-distribution [DBA18]. Tabapua [GL15b]. Table [GN10, SS10b, SS14a, MO18, SMN18, SS16f]. Tables [BF10, BSY12, CC14, DBC14, EPGTH15, FZ10a, SS11b, YSR11, Bar17b, LVH19, THV16]. 

Tabular [Jor13]. Tabulations [NCA17]. tackling [WF17]. Taguchi [BDS11, HD13b, PMKF17, PMKF18, TN15]. TAIEX [HL18b]. Tail [BZ13, DFS10, Fer14, FL17, FZ10c, GJ15, GB10, GD12, GMP11, GWP19, HC16b, LPN14, MJH19, NY16, RGL12, SF12b, TP14, WLY14b, WW15c, Yan15, dCOSW13, JSSZL17, KWM17, LG16b, PY16b, Sta17, WHYW18, ZK16, ZC17a]. Tailed [ADO13, BS12a, FZ10c, KL11, LJ12, Wan13a, WLY14b, WW15c, Ali17, DPZ17, GGDVP16, GW15b, KQ17, LCZ16, LQ17b, QL18, Roo17, WHHW17]. 

Tailoring [Zoi09, FPZ16]. Tails [HLX14, LSX14, Yar13, DW17, GS17,
HSLQ17, LSZ16, QK17, ST16c, SHLQ17, YC17]. Taking [Gue10, STD18].
Tandem [GMRN13, GMR16]. tapering [PCL16]. targeted [Ko17a]. Tau [HL17].
Taxonomic [SZ14]. taxonomy [KM16b]. Taylor [WN17a].
technique [AAE17, AO17b, JSS16, MDG19, ST17a, SL18, SG19].
Techniques [Arn11, ASN12, AS15, TWGT14, AO18b, HS18a, LpdDTH17, MSD19, SSKP18, Wan17e].
Technology [HM12]. temperature [Ayk19].
temperature-related [Ayk19]. Tempered [KUWG19, MRS12, SXZ17].
tempering [GSLZ16]. Temporal [DC10a, PMC10, ZA14, AA17c].
temporally [SW17b]. Ten [CDE10]. Term [EE14, GT15, LSC13, CCCT16, CE17b, CN17b, CCOB16, DAC17, KYW16, KKKØ17, MR17, SBL17].
term-by-term [CN17b]. Terminal [ZZS13, ZWZZ15, DDS16, Fan18, HDS16].
Termination [KNK13]. Terms [CHP14, RR13, Xu12, EQ17, OQ17, Tav16].
Terry [Yan16]. Test [Aca15, AR14, BF10, BT13, BC13, BAT15, BK09, BEKL13, Cag12, CY14, CM13b, DLL13, DPS11, DPS12, DI10, EE15b, hFmH14, GAK14, GSA14, HH15, Him10, JZQ15, JO10, KK14, KJD+15, kS11, KSBM14a, LJ13, LXK11, LS11, LMM15, Lu10, Lu11, MGS14b, MO10, Mar12, Mar11, MDC16, NO12, PS12, RD10, RJ15, SH11, Say14, Sch12, Sco09, ST13, SS15a, SA15b, SS17c, Sur12, Tsa10, TJ13, VV12, Vo10, WDZ11, WXPS12, WXPL13, WQ14, WK13, WW15c, Wu11, YS12, YXC11, YMF15, YSR11, YK11, ZAV14, Zha15b, AMP17, AASRZE17, AL16, AW16, Arv18, AdBPdpB18, BP18a, BG19a, Bar17c, BMRSE17, BMD15, Cha18, CK17b, CNG17, CQ17, CBM14, Coi17, DW18, Dvo17, ESAKK18, FZS19, FLY16, GG16a, GR18b, HD17, Hay17, HOK17, HA17, Hot16, HL17, Hu16, HN17b].
test [JRF17, JZZZ18, KK19, KAT18, LPC17, LB16, LVH19, LMM18, LWZ17, Mao17, MS17b, Mer16, FF16, MG17+17, Nou17, Par17b, RPH17, SBS17, Sen18a, SI17, SE17, Sou17, Tat16, TS17f, VV17, WH17a, Wu16d, XX17, YX18, YXX17, YW17b, ZBTL17, ZBHW18, ZWP17, ZS17b, ZJC10]. Testing
[AV18, Ahm17, Ahm11, AGVGP+11, BPS16a, BR12, BD11b, Bon14, Che11, CS16, DJ15, DZ16, DP13b, ESAKK18, ER14, FZ18, Far12, GG10a, GFR12, Gia14, GVGP11, GMH16, HN14, HXL13, HH13, HK11, KHM12, KA17, Ken11, KG14c, KE10, KL12, Kumm15, LLP10, LL11, Li14b, Li15, LL17c, LWW11, LTGK17a, LTGK17b, Män12, MMN16, MMP18, Mao18, MN13b, Mod12, MM15, MH15, Nar13, NA13, NC18c, PMA14, PK17, Prot18, Rab13, RON12, RAB15, RLI1b, RM14, SAKK15, SY17a, SLZ11, SKG12, SJ10, SE13, SR11, Sim17a, TD14, Tor12, XDZ10, XF12, YSS18, Yam12, YHA10b, Yen12, CBSN16, CKN17e, Che17a, DKY16a, DKY16b, FM16, FWZ+17b, Isl17, IKL16, KAR16, Kha16, KLKK17, KR16, K17, LHH16, LL16, LMZ17, LWBH16, QL18, Roz18, SM18, SS18, WX17, WH18, WL17d].
testing [Xio16, Zha17c, ZWX16]. Tests [AV15a, AJA14, AAS12, AMH14, BLN13, BL10, BF12, BC12c, dBCR15, Cey11, CY14, CB10, CB12, CL13c, DTO11, DZ15, DMRO14, DS17b, ET13, HME12, HS18b, JMEM14, KMC10, Kak10, Kak12, KM10, KNK13, KSBM14b, LLP10, LL11, LF10, Li12a, MGA14, PSS+15, PS11, Pes15, Sal15, SGR+12, Sco11, SS11b, SB12, SL14,
Sto11, Tak14, TGXX12, Tun15, VB13, VP10, Voi15, Wan10b, Wyii13, XFC11, Yan17a, YHA10a, ZPZ10, ZLD15, ZXD10, ZS15, AM17a, AABL17, BBC18, BBR17, BRY17, Che16c, DDP18, DY16, DL16, Far17a, Far17b, Gau17, GL19, GF17, JZ17a, JBA18, JSZL17, KL17a, KP18a, Kou16, KG18a, LM16, LSCW17, Mar16, MAS16, MR16b, Mur16b, NKG16, ÖGGB16, Par17a, PLC17, PP17, Ric17, Sch17, She16, Sil18, SG16e, UU17, VPMV16].

tests [WK19, WBGS19, XK18, Zha16a].

Text [Iez12].

TGARCH [MC19]. th [DK17b, Jas16, Pao10, RAB15, SYW16, SY16, SY17c]. th-order [SYW16, SY16, SY17c]. Their [AAG12a, AAR11, CHP14, Mae10, OCIS12, SDJ15,YW11b, ZL12, AJT16, Bos18, CSS16, CC16b, Dom11, JPA17, JA10, JAA11, KK17a, Kur10, NN11a, SY17b, Sug13, WWW17, WHHW17, Yar14]. Theorem [BZ13, CYY14, GLS12, HW12, JFA12, Kát11a, Li13b, MZ14, NR12, Sun15, WH15a, ZC14, hCxxShY18, HZW17, Hu17, HYS18, Ko16c, LPH16, MGN16, SY16, SJY17, SN16, Sze17, Wu17c, Wu17d, Xie16, XML16, Yam17a, Zan17, Zha16b].

Theorem-Based [HWM12]. Theorems [MC11, Sun13, Ike17, SYW16, Tav16, Wan17f, ZZ17a]. Theoretical [DG12a, Dut17, FWH+15, GAS17, DAS16b, NM18]. Theory [Aca15, AL15, Bic12, CLC+16, DM16, GJ15, GdSC15b, Kát11a, KJ19, MBS17, MAYH17, Müll12, Nag17, OSX+16, Pes15, SG17d, SS14a, TN15, Vin13, ZY10, Arv18, IS17, KG17, LD19, LD16a, Sel17a, WC17, XP18, ZL16g].

there [MT16]. Thinning [ZWZ12]. Third [AAG12b, Cav17, IUT12, KP12b, ZQZY18]. Third-Order [AAG12b, IUT12, KP12b, ZQZY18]. Thompson [Bak17, GO12, Sen17a]. Three [BNS11, Bi15, CY14, CM17, DGV11, FH12, GS13, Jia12, KKKO17, LPD19, MTM13, NBK14, NNA12, OQC14, Pou17, QZY12, RL11b, SAKK15, Tak10a, XZS18, AJ18a, CK17a, CCZ17, GQC17, IF18, JC18, KVR17, LHS19, NB16, Pat16, RAM16, RR18, Sha16b, Yid16, YVCA17, ZZ19a].


Three-Part [FH12]. three-population [Pat16]. Three-Stage [Tak10a, IF18, LHS19]. Three-term [KKKO17]. three-unit [YVCA17].

Three-way [SAKK15, ZZ19a]. Threshold [BGT10, CCL14, CS12, DMRO14, KY10b, MSP12, NV15, Rab13, XLPI12, XLL15a, LX19, LW17c, Mer16, MC19, QC19, VN17]. Thresholded [LX10b].

thresholding [CN17b]. thresholds [GEM+18]. tied [ZZ19a]. ties [Spe17].

Tikhonov [AD17a, TPTT14]. Time [ADP10, AW10, AP12, Ano13b, AM15, AT09, AMH14, BLN13, BS12a, Bia15, Bin14, CC10b, CZ15c, CGSM10, DDGM13, DJ15, Den13, DT12, DN14, Dok12, Don11, EMI14, El15, FMS15, GS11, GL15a, GL15b, GS15b, Gue14, HL11, HW18b, HQ15, Igl13, Kha11, KY10a, Kim15, sK11, Ko14a, Ko14c, Ko15b, Ko15a, KN10, LM13, Lim11, LY11b, LSC12, ML12, MO10, MV16a, MS10d, MH15, NY11, PS14, PHW11,
time [JM16, JKS18, Ko16a, KP18b, LW17b, Li17b, LL17c, LG16b, Liu17c, Liu17a, LL18b, LGG18a, LGG18b, LCZA17a, Mal17, Man18, MST19, MSL17, NR17, NIN17, OAOQ16, QC19, Raj18, SDS17, SK16b, SF16, SV17, SJ19, SS16a, TN17, TV16, Tri17, UZ19, VM17, Vas16, XSA18, aYwISdmS17, Yan14, YTX14, ZBA17, ZT18, ZH16, cZzXgL18].

time-averaged [LCZA17a].

time-changed [SJ19].

Time-consistent [HW18b].

Time-Course [Kim15].

Time-delay [UZ19].

Time-Dependent [Den13, GS11, She12a, YWO +15, FL17, LG16b, SS16e].

Time-depending [HL18a].

Time-dynamic [LL18b].

Time-Homogeneous [Ano13b, MS10d].

time-modulated [Man18].

Time-Scale [Mal17].

Time-Series [CZ15c, JKS18, NR117, ZXA18].

Time-To-Event [Ko15a, Ko14a, EM114, HNB17].

Time-Varying [Don11, MV16a, ZH16, cZzXgL18].

Times [Bas14, Den13, LClJ14, SS12a, WTB11, AHEA18, DDS16, Gra17, HHS18, KV17, LSY17, LCWG16, MAA17, NC18a, She18b].

Tissue [WS12b, AIK17].

Tobit [KMS114, MFG13, MH11].

Toeplitz [LH17b].

Tolerance [Chv13, Ko14d, KLM10, KXX11, MS10b, KQ17, Ko16b, QK17].

tolerances [RWY16].

Too [Koz12].

Tool [AB13].

Top [Ber12].

Top-event [Ber12].

Topics [KR14].

Topp [Bay16, Gen17, K19, RSA17].

Total [CG12, HS12b, LJJW18, RSC16, SMP18].

Touchard [MPD19].

Trace [AMZ15, XM17b].

tractable [Cos18].

Tracy [ST16g, Wan13d].

Trade [PVB13, SH17b].

Trade-Off [PVB13, SH17b].

traded [WQW16].

traditional [KS16b].

Traffic [CNC14, CM13a].

Training [LR10a].

Trait [Zho10].

Traits [Fed13].

Trajectory [NRS14].

Tranches [CR14].

Transact [ES11a, E14d, EAE18].

Transform [HME12, Pri15, Ber18, LLL18].

Transformation [FMS15, GE11, LSZ13, McE10, MGA14, Peg12, QNZ14, She15a, She15c, ZTZ+13, ZZ10, HHS18, Jun16, Sell17a, She17, YSD+16].

Transformations [FA09, CH17, MP16, Zen17a].

Transformed [NB15, NA13, XLL15a, YUTC13, FZZ16, HG19, Liu13b, Mna17].

Transforms [BT13, FM10b, MH16a].

Transient [KS18a, Vas14a, Vas16, DP18].

Transition [SDC12, XHY16].

transitional [Che16d].

Transitions [SSM16, AG18].

Transmission [HM12].

Transmuted [GL15b, KY17a, KKH17, BKG17, GFL19, MAY17, NAY17].

transmuted- [MAY17, NAY17].

Transplant [AB11a].

Trapezoidal [LKK15, GSM16].

Treatment [BD11a, Bis12, CC10c, JFS14, Ko15a, SW14a, TWH10, YW15, BS19, CK17a, GPM18, He18, LL17c, LWZ18, MGP17, OH19, WLC17].

Treatment-Control [Bis12, He18].

Treatments [GGS13, LLZ17].

Tree [Ber12, GMB+13, SRT14, CCCT16, Dan18, HYS17, Pen17, SY16, SY17b,
SY17c, TY17], tree-based [CCCT16]. tree-indexed [Pen17, SY17b]. Trees
[Fle13, SA14, VRC12, HYS18]. Trend [GICRR17, Hii15, KCS12, SS14c,
WW13b, WILL13, Wy13, JZZZ18, NNZA16, NNZA18, NIN17]. Trend-Free
[WW13b]. Trends [Con10, Zha15b, ZK19]. Trial [sK12a, sK13b, Ko14a,
Ko15b, Ko15a, RPY+13, YW15, sK16c, Ko17a, Liu17b, Liu17c, LL17f].
Trials [Ani11, CLC+14, Chi10, LMG12, WT11, AMP18, GZ17, LCJ18,
MLD17, MR17, PHH18, Wu16a, Yad16]. Triangle [CLGF15]. Triangular
[FFA09, ZK15b, HL16, NM17]. Trigonometric [Pop16]. trimmed
[Bie16, Gri17]. Trigamma [LHRZ14]. triangular [AE17]. true
[JKL19, LN17]. Truncated [AB11b, Coo12, GN15, KRB12, Kit15, Mah12b,
PJ10, PdH11, Par15a, PBS12, Sher10b, Sher12a, Sher13, She14b, WLF11,
WH11, AGAM17, AHKO16, AO17a, BN17, FLB16, God16, He17, JBA18,
Kay18, Kun17a, Kun17b, NC18b, She16, sSW18, VEH15, WTS15, Wan16c,
Wan17b, Wu16d, YWL17, YWW18, ZJZ17]. truncating [VPCG16].
Truncation [FJ11, Lia10, Lia11, SY11, Sher10a, AO17a, HL17, LLM16].
Truncations [GC12, Tsallis [Kum17]. Tsui [MF16]. Tucker3 [Gal15].
tumor [She17]. Tuning [WSC13, ZP17]. tuple [LB16]. Turnbull [She14b].
Turtles [Far12]. Tutorial [ZSS15]. Tweedie [CFK17]. Twice
[SHE15, GMS18]. Twice-Censored [She15b]. twin [DP18, HB17a, HB17b].
twisting [MDG19]. Two [AW10, AASR12, AAR11, ASAN12, ASN12,
AYC+12, BS12c, BDK12, BHLK15, BC12a, BF10, Bih16, BC15, BEZ11,
BS12, CNC14, CT11, CCZ15, CC11c, CJ15, CB10, CB12, CFA17, Clv13,
CM18, CGSM10, CT14, DBIC14, DM11, DW13, EDAAS12, EWRZ14, EE14,
Ery12, FLL17, FLK12, GMRN13, GFG13, GdB15b, GFO14, GW15b, GS15c,
HK15, Haq17, HMP12, Hay10, Him10, HLL15, Hua10, JUT12, JB15, KG14a,
KC12, Kat11b, KPS10, KNK13, Ko14d, KR16, KG15, KSBM14b, KSBM14c,
KLM10, KZ15, LMCH12, LY10, LL12, LvR12, LJC18, MM17, MS15, NN11b,
NY11, Nos14, OFS13, OQC14, Pao10, Par13b, PGF11, PS11, PPP17, Pop12,
RB10, SCMR15, SK13a, SCSM11, SSB13, SS10a, SK15a, SKK10, SK10a,
SSP+12, SK12b, SK14, SMPH15, SMMS15, SS16d, SHLK10, SR11, Tak14].
Two [TOT15, TGXX12, TWGT14, Tin10, Tsu14, VB13, WBB10, WL13,
WLL13, WLY10, WH15, WLY10, XLPL12, Xu10, YLX10, YC10, YLS10,
YCL1a, YSR11, Yil12, YTX14, YY17b, ZZP10, ZPP10, ZLL11, ZS12, Zha14,
ZFF17, ZK15b, AE17a, AE17b, AE17c, AA17a, AHEA18, ASS18, AS18,
AHKO16, AR17b, AN17a, AO17b, AB19, AE17, AAK17, BS16a, BS16b,
BN18, BS16c, BS19, CMN+18, Car17, CG18, CK17a, CW18, Cha18, CK19,
CM16c, DS17b, DW18, EIM18, Ery18, FL17, GWL16, GSC16, GMR16,
GN16, GG16b, Hay16, Hot16, HSLQ17, HYS17, Hua17a, HWY17, HSP16,
HNB17, JSSO18, JKJ16, JYX16, JY16, KY17a, Kit15, KX18, KA18, Kus18,
LKK17, LY16b, LS17a, Li18, LPDD18, LX19, LLG16, Liu17b, LCZ17b,
LSW16, LLZ17, MNN16, MMP18, MNN19, Mao18, Mar16, MS17b, ML17].
two [MRA16, MR17, MSK17, NLRD17, NKG16, mNK17, NP17b, NN18,
Ozgi19b, PSF16, PY16a, PK17, PM16b, PB18, QJK17, RSC16, RAA17,
RK18, SAD16, SSS19, SG17a, SG17b, SG17c, Sha18a, SA16, SR17, ST16c,
SS15a, SP16c, SKM16a, SKT16, SS16c, ST16g, SMK16b, SP16d, SSB17c, SMK17, SKS17, SP17c, ST17b, SKM17, SK18b, SSSK18, SHLQ17, SS16c, ST16g, WGI16a, WAI17, WZZ17, XHH17, YAM18b, aYWSDmS17, YH16, YL17, YWZ18, YLS17, ZLYZ17, ZL16e, ZS17a, ZG17b, ZZ18e, vZvdM19. Two- [OQC14, WYZ15, ZLYZ17]. Two-by-Two [KG14a]. Two-Component [JB15]. two-decks [JSSO18].

Two-Dimensional [SCSMN11, HKR15, Ery18, LX19, LLG16, ST16c, ZG17b]. Two-Factor [Hua10, CMN+18, YWZ18]. Two-Fold [Par13b, PY16a]. two-group [LCZA17b, Yam18b]. two-independent-sample [LPDD18]. Two-Item [BC12a]. Two-Level [CT11, HLL15, Hua10, Tin10, CJJ15, WLL13, Wan17c, Wan17d, ZL16e, ZS17a, ZZ18e]. Two-Machines [NN11b]. Two-Occasion [SK10a, SSP+12, SK12b, SK14, SMPH15, SMMMS15, BS16a, PM16b, SMK16a, SKT16, SS16c, SMK16b, SP16d, SSB17c, SMK17, SP17c, SKM17].

Two-Parameter [CT14, GFG13, KPS10, Pao10, SK15a, TOT15, YC10, YC11a, BHLK15, TGXX12, AE17c, AA17a, AR17b, AEA17, CW18, Cha18, HWY17, KY17a, KX18, LY16b, WG16a, YH16, vZvdM19]. two-period [LS17a]. Two-Phase [DM11, Nos14, SKK10, SHLK10, GMRN13, AO17b, BS16b, GMR16, JK16, RSC16, SG17b, SG17c, SKS17, SK18b, aYWSDmS17]. Two-Piece [ASAN12, MM17, DS17b]. two-plan [WAJ17]. Two-Regime [XPL12].

two-rooted [HYS17]. Two-Sample [BS12c, BDKM12, BEZ11, BSY12, CB10, EDAAS12, KNK13, Xu10, YLS10, BC15, FL17, PP17, Tak14, TWG14, DW18, KX18, Mar16, MS17b, SR17, Wan17a, WZZ17].

two-sampling [MRA16]. Two-Sequence [EWRZ14]. Two-Sided [Chv13, DW13, Ko14d, KG15, CCZ15, CFA17, GW15b, YW17b, Zha14, ZK15b, AS18, AHKO16, CG18, CM16c, GG16b]. Two-Stage [AYC+12, IU12, KC12, LMCH12, Bib16, Haq17, LJC18, BS16c, Kus18, MLD17, SSS19, ST16g, ST17b, SSSK18, TK17a, YL17]. Two-Step [Ts14, SS16d, Hot16, HSSP16, SA16]. Two-Term [EE14]. Two-time [YTX14]. Two-Time-Scale [NY11]. Two-Treatment [CC10c]. two-urn [PB18]. Two-Way [BF10, DBC14, KSB14b, YSR11, LLZ17, Mao18].

Type [ARD14, AK13, Aoy10, BT13, BB14b, EE15b, EdSMR14, Gar10, GSA14, HK15, HCS10, Iqb13, LPLW13, SAB15, SK18a, SMM10, ST14, SAC13, Sto11, SYP13, Sub14, TC14, TTC17, Voi15, WTZ15, XLY13, XY13, AHAH17, AII17, ANA17, AEA17, BN18a, BQ17, BP18c, ÇE17a, CO16b, CW18, CE17b, Che13, DT17, DWX17, DY18, Dvo17, Far17a, FRO17a, GG17, GRL17, HHC16, INOC17, IES+17, JZQ15, JZ17b, Kaç19, KS16a, Kim15, KDG+18, KHC14, Li18, LL14, LLM16, LCGW16, LY16c, LL19b, LTS16, MGF14, MDA16, MKK17, MZ14, PM16b, Qom17, Rao17b, SG18a, SG16d, Sla19, SL16, SM16, SP17a, STRD17, SSS17a, SPY18, SS16i, Tan18, Udo18, VPMV16, WX15, WSW16, WLS18, WHYW18, WF17, Wu18b, WCF18, YUSC14b, YLS19, Yil18, ZMCM16, ZL16b, ZW17a, ZS17b, ZG19, AA17a, AN17d, AAK17].

Type [BS12c, BS12b, BHLK15, Bas14, BREA11, CBSN16, CB10, CB12,
CT14, Cra14, EDAAS12, FH12, GP16b, GC19, HN14, JBH12, JZTN17, Kha13, LJ13, MA14, Muk10, NB16, NC18c, Pao10, PGF11, RD10, RB10, RAB15, Rez17, RK16, Sha17, SBK13, TGXX12, TTZ14a, WL10, Wan12, Wan16c, WL17a, WK13, YLS15, ZS15, CK19.

**Type-I**
[AN17d, AAK17, CBSN16, CT14, GP16b, GC19, HN14, NC18c, RD10, Sha17, TGXX12, WL17a, ZS15].

**Type-II**
[SK18a, AHAH17, Qom17, AA17a, BS12c, BS12b, BHLK15, CB10, CB12, Cra14, FH12, MA14, NB16, PGF11, RB10, RAB15, Rez17, SBK13, TTZ14a, Wan12, Wan16c].

**Type-III**
[STRD17].

**Types**
[CGSM10, ZLL11, BAF19, CS19, El 17, GWL16, TPN18].

**U.S.** [Con12].

**UEND** [LSZ16].

**Uhlenbeck**
[Tra17, WTZ15, YSC17b, ZW19a, ZZ19b].

**ultra** [WX19].

**ultra-high** [SLSC18].

**umbrella** [GG16a].

**UMVU** [SK16e].

**Unavailable** [BSSJ11].

**Unbalanced** [Bak11, YA13, Yad16].

**Unbiased**
[BDKM12, ES11a, GD12, LYX11, LWR11, MB10, Neg09, NP15, QLZ14, RS14, SU14, Tsu14, XY11a, AR17b, Cha18, HBMAO16a, HBM16, HWY17, Kaç19, Li18, LY16c, RG19, Sen18b, Wu16b, WAA18].

**unbounded** [CDS19, WWW17, WYY16].

**Uncertain** [KG14a, OAOQ16].

**uncertainties** [WCF18].

**Uncertainty** [Ala14, Ian14, TT11, Bic17].

**Unconditional** [HB13].

**uncorrelated** [Sze17].

**uncorrelatedness** [Mao18].

**Underdispersion** [SM17].

**Underlying** [Che10a, DTE13, SBLC17].

**undershoot** [CW16].

**Understanding** [SO14b, YC11b].

**Unemployment** [PMC13].

**Unequal** [AM15, SAJMF12, SAJ13, EDT18, WK19].

**unexpected** [DHK17].

**Unification** [Chi12b].

**Unified** [FZ10a, JAA11, SO14a, AJT16, Kam16, Mah17, MN18, Mna17, OH16, Rez17, RCdCN16].

**Uniform**
[ALR19, BSW15, Che11, Dem14, GW15b, KOP14, LGG16, LSL19, MZ15, NR12, NFZ11, Rat13, RN13, Sco09, Tan10a, Tee10, TN13, Wan13a, Yan17b, ZK16, BCL16, CL17b, CQ17, Che17b, CWW16, DS17e, Go16, KNC18, LL16, MAG18, PMW17, QVLY17, RK16, SN16, SM16, SN18, WW17a].

**Uniform-Laplace** [Sco09].

**Uniformity** [WQ18, ADKZ16, EQ17, GQC18].

**Uniformly** [LG16b, MS14b, GC19, Man18, WdX17].

**Unifying** [APM10, ZLDT14, GL19].

**unilateral** [ABES18, BPS16a, CC16b].

**Unimodal** [SB14].

**unimodality** [Hom17].

**union** [LS17e].

**union-intersection** [LS17e].

**Unique** [GG10b, SK16b].

**Uniqueness** [MS11b].

**Unit**
[dBCR15, DPS11, Hay17, Kon15a, LS11, Par15b, QTD10, WZT15, DCL16, FLY16, Gun16, MMD18, MR16b, PLC17, Sen18a, VM17, XP18, YVCA17, Zha16a, Zha17c, ZS17b].

**unit-gamma** [MMD18].

**Unit-Root** [QTD10, PLC17, Zha16a].

**Units** [BJVV15, Sco11, KR17].

**Univariate**
[Chv13, GMN13, NF11a, RR13, KSN17, KTBN17, Lin16].

**Universal** [FM12, Lu13a, Xin15, BAB+18].

**Universally** [AIA14, FM17].

**universe** [Bak17].

**University** [MS12b, GRV15, Maz19].

**Unknown**
[AAP11, CBB06, JS13, Knu15, PJ10, Pet10, CFA17, KT18, KN17a, MBS17, RG19, WCK16, XHY16, ZY17a].

**Unlabeled** [Ind11].

**Unmeasured** [Chi09].

**unobservable** [FP17b, MSL17].

**Unobserved** [Tsi10, GDPR17].
unpublished [FTF17]. Unrecognized [sK13b, Ko15b, Ko15a]. Unrelated
[RAG12, ZSK12, LPdDT17, LHS19, MA18, Sen17b, SG17b, SSSK18,
SSSS17c, TS16, TS17d, ZKS18]. Unreliable [BS14]. Unreplicated [SAKK15].
unspecified [XXMZ18]. Unstable [LJW18]. Untargeted [Ko17a]. Unusual
updated [LVH19]. Updating [FM10a]. upon [Sco11]. Upper
[AJ11, BC13, BCDLA12, CP14, GJ15, Gor17, KL12, LDY15, Raq10, SB14,
Tec12, EG18, GR18a, LG16b, SK17]. upper-bound [GR18a]. Upper-Tail
[GJ15]. upside [AE17c, SSSM16]. upside-down [AE17c, SSSM16]. urn
[PB18]. Urns [CW14]. Use
[ASG17, ASN12, CJ15, DSC14, HXL13, LB11, PT15, RAB15, ST10, Saj11,
SGR12, SK12b, SKM16b, SP16d, BSGS16, BPV19, Bow17, HKH17, LW17b,
SGKB17, SHM16, ST17a, SSS17b, SKM17, Tak18, YSG17, ZW17b]. Used
[AA14, Che14, Hol15, LMM15, MCY10, SA10, Bak17, MD17b, vZ17]. Useful
[LH11b, Gen17, Yang17]. user [LPDD19]. user-defined [LPDD19]. USGBs
[KYW16]. Using
[ARD14, AT15, APM10, AAP11, AC15, ABI12, AARN10, AP12, ADO13,
AS15, AYC12, BA10, BDS11, BAK13, BEZ11, CCL14, CL10a, CC15a,
Chi12a, CKD14, CLG13, Coo12, DS09, DB15, DM11, DMST12, DG11, ES14,
EPGTH15, EE15b, FHH12, FN09, Gar14, GO12, GVP11, GGFL11, Gro10,
GR15, GE11, Han15, HASA10, HL11, HNV13, HLR11, IP12, JP13, JLL13,
KP13, KS15a, KR14, KS10a, KK11b, KS10b, KRB13, Ko10b, Ko11, sk11,
Ko14c, LIPMF13, LW17a, LSC12, MSSU14, MGP11, MCY11, MS15, Miy10,
ML13, NAMD14, NSL14, NN11b, NRS14, NA13, OD10, Par13a, PK11,
PG16, RSV10, RS10, SK13a, SGM11, SSS14a, SRT14, SV10, SSK10, SS13b,
SS13d, SS13e, SST14, SNN12, SS14b, SS15b, SLL14, TSS15, TS12, TEF12,
WXZ16, WCGZ12, WYL12, WCF18, XLZ12, YUSC14a]. Use
[YHS13, YZF17, AO18a, AHIH16, AMP17, AHA17, AAL17, ABTR19,
ABES18, AEB17, ASeMJ17, BOT17, BBA16, BSH17, BQDH12, BRBR17,
CE19, CSM16, D’A17a, DAC17, DDP18, DAS16b, Den17, Dut17, DS16b,
DS17e, FK19, GFS16, GDW18, HSI15a, HB16, HB17a, HB16, Haq18, Har17,
HP14, HLR16, Ima17, IBA18, JSSO18, JKJ16, JSC17, KGH19, KAR16,
KAJH18, KJ17, Ko16b, Kus18, LG18, Lie16, LS17e, LCZA17b, Maz19, RM16,
MSG17, MADS10, NE17, PYL17, PK18, PLC17, PHH18, PM16b, PT19,
SSD18, SK17, SG17a, SG17b, SF16, SA17a, Sha18c, SG18b, SX18, SM16,
SP16b, SP17b, SP17c, ST17b, SSS18, SSKP18, SSSK18, SG19, SKK16, SSS16g,
SS16i, SSS17c, TS17a, TS17b, TS17c, TS17d, TP19, TR16b, Udo18, Van16,
Vas14a, Vas16, WNL18, WFX17, Xio16, XM17a, XMP17, ZA14, ZB19]. using

vacation [KY16, LCWG16, YL17]. Vacations [Kem11, LCWG16].
vaccination [FP17a]. Valid [JP13, EW16]. Validation
[VBATK11, hYhW14, LTGK17a, LTGK17b, MD17b, NRS14, Oga19, Ten17,
Validity [Gar14, Kvå17, NC18c]. Valuation [DW13, QWZ14, DYW18]. Value [BC13, BGG11, Chr10, Cra14, Fer14, GD12, GMN13, MX15, WWL13, XYL14, AEB17, Ber16b, Bia17, BBS16, CM16c, Fel10, GF17, HLR16, Kvå17, LK19, LL19b, NCA17, OGD17, RMN16, Roo18, SK17, YZ17a, ZXM16, ZN18]. Value-at-risk [XYL14]. value-validity [Kvå17]. Valued [FZ10b, GSB12, Kac14, LMR13, MSP12, RNB12, SSA10, VP10, ZWZ11, BH17a, BCK17, JM16, KB13, KN18c, LPC17, NRP16, Quo17, Rao17a, YZ18]. Values [AAR11, BG11a, BAT15, BSSJ11, Bi15, GSB12, Kac14, LMR13, MSP12, RNB12, SSA10, VP10, ZWZ11, BH17a, BCK17, JM16, KB13, KN18c, LPC17, NRP16, Quo17, Rao17a, YZ18]. Variability [Hua15, KTW10, MCY10, SHH13]. Variable [AK14a, BC14, Cag12, CA18, DLP15, FQZ14, FWT13, GLP14, GSSCR12, Kim15, LCT12, Mah12a, NGT13, NAD15, OFS13, OE16, SS15a, WS11, WG14, WL15, Xia17a, XY15, YWLV18, ZZ18d, AXLJ17, BAL18b, Bal18a, BMQ16, DEL17b, DM18, EGI18, FWZ17a, GAS17, GYL17, HZ18b, HZ18b, JZTN17, KKS19, KJ17, KD17, KDG18, LP17, PLDS17, RG16, RSG17, SK18, SL17, SG17e, SKK16, VFP17a, VFP17b, WX17, WXZ18, YLG16a, YLG16b, YL18b, hYhW14, ZGK17, ZHY18, ZL16f, HD13b]. Variables [AB09, AKL15, AYC12, (Ba14, BSSJ11, Bi15, Cag12, CA14, DM11, FLW12, FH13a, FHZ12, GD12, GDS14, GCR12, Gil14, Guo14, GS15c, HH13, HD13b, HWY14, HWW15, HP14, Ian12, Imo12, IA10, KY13, KL11, KL11, KLM10, KS12b, KS12c, LW14, LSX14, MP15, MS15, MF14, MW13, MT12, NA14, NRW15, QKP12, RON12, SSA10, SK13a, SD15, SG11, SW14, SWL14, SHH109, SK12d, SZD12, Sun11, Sun12, Sun13, Sun15, Teec14, TH15, UY15, VT15, VS10, WY14, WHVV13, WW13c, WJJ15, XLL15a, XTG15, XY09, XY10, XM14, XY15, ZZ11, ZS12, ZW11, ZLD11, ZHL15, Zör14, AHH16, ASS18, AO18c, BOT17, BU17, BH17a, CFWL16, CF16, CKS17, CG17, CL17a, CZW16, DP17, DW17, DWM17, DTT17, DRAS17, DW17, FL18a, FC18a, FW19, GSM16, Had17, Hay16, HLS17, HZ19, Kay18]. Variance [Kun17b, KN18c, LPH16, LW16, LSY17, LXT17, LWK18, LSZ16, LSW16, LQ17b, LSL18, MM19, MWW18, MS17, NCA16, NC18b, NH17, NNR17, Osz19b, Pes17, QC16, Rn17, SAB18, SG17a, SG17b, Shal8a, SWZ16, SZV16, SS17b, SXW16, SYW16, SYW16, SKM16b, SHM16, SP16d, SG17g, ST17a, SKM17, SSS18, SHLQ17, SO17, TR16a, Uy17, WHV16, V16, WG16b, VAW17, XTL17, XDWC18, X17b, XHH17, Yan18, YHW17, YZG17, YW17a, YJS19, YQ17, YC17, YW18, ZL16b, ZK16, ZL17a, ZZ17b, Zha17a, ZZ17b].
variance [ZL16g]. Variance-balanced [VV17]. Variance-Covariance [AMZ15, SP13]. Variance-Stabilizing [NK15]. Variances [HEHM11, Him10, MO10, PV14, Rub10, SAJMF12, SAJ13, ZJC10, Ima18, Mat18, Par17a, RG19, Sin16, WX16, WDLZ16, WK19]. Variant [Sha10b]. Variants [dSE11, BTC16]. Variate [ASNT15, BREA11, CLGFB15, IANT13, ST14, Zin12, AH17a, NRCG16, NAN17a, TZ17, ZKW16]. Variates [KRT13, AE17a, AE17b, GG16b, Zha17b]. Variation [AJA14, Gro11, Jaf15, KKK11b, Kva15, LS15b, Men10a, Sho15, TL15b, WW13c, ASG17, LMI17, LZF17, Lu16b, LSL18, MH16a, mNK17, SG17b, UK16, vZvdM17]. Variational [YOD10, Udo18]. Variations [LTC17]. Variograms [WWH15a]. Various [PS13, PV16, FJS+18, OQC17]. Varying [Don11, FH13a, FHZ12, Hua12, HLX14, Lu13b, LSL14, Lu14, MO14b, Wei12, XY15, ZL10, ZLLL15, AV18, DW17, FTT16, Hua14a, HT19, JQZ18, LLHZ16, LZ17, LLWK18, LL18a, MJH19, MV16a, RTT17, SRL17, WX19, WXZ18, YLG16a, YLG16b, YSC17a, ZSW19, ZL16d, ZXF17, ZS18, ZP17, ZH16, ZSJ16, cZxgl18]. Varying-Coefficient [FH13a, FHZ12, Hua12, Wei12, ZL10, Lu13b, FTT16, LZ17, LLWK18, LL18a, RTT17, YLG16a, YSC17a, ZL16d, ZXF17]. vecd [Nag18]. vech [Nag18]. Vector [KK14, NV15, RZ13, SA12, Tak10b, VP10, WDM14, Bud16, CS16a, Cav17, KT17a, MF16, SSH17, SA17b, Xia17b]. Vector-Valued [VP10]. Vectors [BC13, LR10a, ESAKK18, Ko18, LCG18, ST16c, WN17a, WN17b, YSS18]. Verma [BRY17]. Version [KA15, KRR15, LJ12, Lu10, SBR14, Tor12, LWZ17, MB17b, RMM17]. Versions [KLS10, Wan16a]. versus [ABI12, RS17, Wu16a]. very [Nav16]. Via [BCH15, CW15b, MO10, Mar15, NS15b, SD15j, Tee10, AGA17b, BTC16, BK09, Cha14, Con10, DGM17, EdSMR14, Fau12, FF13, GMP11, GP04, HA18, HB13, HH13, BSH14, IF18, JSZ17, Jun17, KK11a, KG+18, Li12a, LD18a, LH17c, LRY+18, LTC17, MS17a, Man11b, PS18, PY16b, QW119, Rau10, RZ13, SCC11, TN13, TCN15, WDLZ11, Wan17a, WX17, WW17a, WLS18, WW15c, WHY18, XLZ+12, XM17b, YGM19, Zhou10]. Victoria [BHKHM13]. Viewpoint [Par12]. VIP [HJC17]. VIP-based [HJC17]. Vine [HTW17, JSW17]. Violation [BDM15, HYK15a]. Virtual [SC10]. Visualization [HKV12]. Visualizing [JTR15]. Vitality [RASMN14]. Vol [Mü12]. volatilities [CMN+18, MS17a]. Volatility
Wadley [LH14a]. Wagner [KA17]. waiting [KV17]. Wald
[Arv18, KKS19, Par17b, UDC12, Voi15, WF17, WCF18]. Wald-type
[WF17, WCF18]. Walk
[AKK09, AK14e, Wan13a, KKKÖ17, aSaCN18, SN18]. Walker [PCL16].
Walks [Yar11, Yar13, Yar14, Dai16]. Wallis [WLZ17]. Warde [SP16d].
Warm [YVCA17]. Warner [Sen16a, Sen17b]. Warped [CW15b]. Warranty
[CC10d, JHP10, SCSMN11, ZW19b]. Water [ZH16]. Watson
[BANC17, Fzi17b, Li16, VYZ14]. Waugh [Yam17a]. Wavelet [Afs13, CS15a,
CS15b, CF13, Che13, CS14b, HW18a, KOP13, KOP14, KAD14, LX10b, LS11,
LPLW13, LX17, Mü12, Man18, NAM14, QTD10, Rao17b, RCMP11,
WZY14, WZK17, ZL14b, cZzXgL18, BD17b, CCN17, CN17b, CDS19, ZL17].
Wavelet-Based [CF13, Mü12, HW18a, LX17]. Waves
[AP12, CW15b, MO10, Rao10, SA17a]. Way
[BF10, DBC14, Eid12, KSBM14b, KSBM14a, SAJ14, YSR11, KS16b, LLZ17,
Mao18, MGG17, SAKKF12, SAKK15, Su17b, WS14, YSS18, ZZ19a].
WECEV [Cel17]. Weak [CF14, HV17, HS14, SY17d, BB17b]. Weakly
[FM12, SEA15, LPH16]. Wealth [XZN15]. Wear [AB13]. Web [Pap13].
Weibull [Jon18, AAH17, AFL15, Alm18, AFL13, AN17d, AAJ18, BJU18,
BN17, BNB19, BNS11, Bel17, BJ17, CSL17, CK19, Coo12, CR13, hFmH14,
FLB16, GC14, GBBM18, GBD10, GSA14, GW18, HP17a, HSMK13b,
HASA10, JB18, JS18, KS15, KKH17, KN18a, LKL13, LKK17, LCO14,
LS16a, LS17c, MAA19, NAMK17, NB17, NM15, OBPL15, OP18,
PGF11, PMKF17, PCS18, PC10b, QZY12, RAA17, RM14, SP16a, SX18,
SM14, TCM16, TGXX12, UMO9, VEKH15, WK13, WSS17, XZ16,
YWLY11, Yeh12, Yeh13, Yeh15, YCL17, Yu12, vz17]. Weibull-Negative-Binomial
[BNB17, NB17]. Weibull-Tail
[GBD10]. Weighing [CG12, CG14a, Gra12, KS12a]. Weight [CG12, St17a].
Weighted [AMG15, BJ18, Cha10, sDScCjK14, DL16, ER11, GJ15,
Guo14, HGZG15, Hua14a, HW12, Iga16, IRB13, JQZ18, Ko14e, LD18a,
LPDD8, LB11, MKS15, MZ10a, Mar11, Men10b, Men13a, NY17, QNZ14,
SWLW14, SL13, STH13, SP11b, Sun17c, Sun15, SS12e, TE11, TKW12,
VSS12, WHVH13, WXPL13, WLY14a, WWW13, XM14, ZLL11, ZC14,
ZX12, ZZ11, AR17b, AP17, Ala17, AGA17b, AAG16, BK17, BBG18,
CKS17, CCZ17, CZW16, Das17b, DW17, DL19, FFW19, GCA18, HZ18b,
HN17b, IAB16, Kaç19, Ko16c, KPZ16, Kun17b, LD17, LY16a, Lu18, LD18b,
MFJ17, MB17b, MBF17, NO18, PCL16, PE17, QC16, RAS17, RMN16,
Roo17, SAB18, SWZ16, SX17, SN19, Ten17, WZ16, WH16, WHHW17,
WH17a, W18, WHYW18, WV16, WG16b, WA17, XDW18, Yan18, YG16L,
YS19, YWLW18, YQC17, YKL17, YC17, YW18, Zen17b, ZK16]. weighted
[ZMMX17, Zha17a, ZX18]. Weightings [GZSS14, Gar12, IRAB13, LIPMF13,
Lec11, SW14a, WP11, Zhoa09, ÇE17a, Zy16]. Weightings [CLE18]. Weights
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